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Abstract
Language and Literacy Practices (LLPs) in the Botswana bi/multilingual Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapy (HBT) workplaces are an important resource for curriculum design and development in
Botswana Technical Education Programmes (BTEPs). The hairdressing and beauty therapy salon are
sites where BTEP acquired theoretical knowledge, practical skills, and attitudes are applied. A salon
should therefore link seamlessly with the vocational training environment of the HBT students to
facilitate students’ attainment of the core repertoire of linguistic skills of the trade and acceptance into
the professional hairdressing community of practice. Prior to this study, the relationship of site-based
LLPs to the BTEP Comm & PIPS curriculum design and implementation in the bi/multilingual
training context of Botswana has not been researched.

Using ethnographic qualitative methods and framed with the Situated literacies (Barton, Hamilton &
Ivanic, 2000) and Communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) models, this case study drew on
observations, interviews and focus groups with curriculum developers, trainers, students and
hairdressers to generate and collect data on LLPs in the hairdressing training and workplace
environments. Data were analysed using Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase content thematic
approach reinforced by Gee’s (2003) Concepts of D/discourse and building tasks to inductively
analyse textualized data to decipher the LLPs of the hairdressers. Results show that, despite policy
and assumption based on a colonial history that English, the official language, is the workplace and
vocational education language, the English and Setswana competent students and hairdressers were
hybrid-speaking professionals who code-switch and translanguage in their LLPs to assert professional
identity and expertise, attend to hairdressing salon operations, exhibit salon etiquette and comfort, and
portray elements of social culture in a hairdressing environment. These findings have implications for
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workplace language and literacy curriculum and development in vocational training in Botswana and
other similar contexts.
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Lay Summary
It is important for workers to have the language and literacy skills for the communication
demands of their jobs. In Botswana policy directs that English, the official language, must be
used in vocational education and at work. When hairdressers are trained in the vocational
education institutions, English is used because the assumption is that they will be using it in their
target workplaces. In this study, the hairdressers were observed as they did their routine tasks in
a hairdressing salon while another observation was done at the vocational education college
where hairdressers are trained. In both situations, a mixed language code of English and
Setswana was used to assert identity as hairdressers, perform services and express the right
ambience and social culture in the salon. The implication is that programs for training
hairdressers should recognize the language and linguistic realities of their target workplaces.
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Glossary
Batswana: people who are national citizens of Botswana.
Bi/multilingualism: the existence of two or more languages in a society and the ability by
individuals to control communication in two or more languages.
Bojale: The female initiation ceremony through which young girls are incorporated into a given
tribes-women regiment.
Bogwera: An essential rite of passage conducted among the Tswana-speaking peoples and
marked by circumcision to initiate males into adulthood as well as to be accepted into a
given regiment of the tribesmen.
Brigade: an institution adopted by the Government of Botswana in the 1960s operating as both
an effective vocational education and training agent and a viable economic enterprise, the
intention being to address the problem of unemployed primary school leavers. The learners
were trained at semi-skilled level and also engaged in income-generating production
activities and rural development projects. (Report of the National Commission on Education,
Botswana, 1993:196).
Cottage Industry:

A small and informally organized enterprise comprising a labour force of

either family units or individuals working at home with their own equipment.
Knowledge-based economy: Economic transformation that attaches importance to knowledge as
a key resource.
Language practices: Refers to the ways in which people in bi/multilingual contexts make
purposeful and meaningful choices for choosing the language to use in given situations to
the extent that the languages support their literacy demands.

xv

Learning Unit Specifications: The package articulating what will be learned and how it would
be assessesd in the delivery of the BTEP curricula.
Literacies: A concept that advances the view that literacy is not a single essential thing, but that
literacies vary with time and place and are embedded in specific cultural practices.
Literacy event: Any occasion in which a piece of writing is integral to the nature of
participants’ interactions and their interpretive processes (Heath, 1982)
Literacy practices: Refers to both behaviour and the social and cultural conceptualizations that
give meaning to the uses of reading and/ or writing (Street, 1995)
Occupational literacy: The ability to competently read required, work related materials to
enhance occupational effectiveness
Rent a chair hairdressing salon: The salon owner rents out space to individual hairdressers.
Each hairdresser pays for their rented space and has the responsibility for ensuring
availability of products, materials and equipment they need to use.
Situated language learning: Whereby learning occurs in the context in which the language is
applied.
Workplace literacy: The ability of individuals to respond effectively to literacy demands of
their workplace.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter provides a basis for the conceptualisation of the study on Language and Literacy
Practices of hairdressers in the Botswana multilingual context and how the vocational training
mirrors (or not), the prospective workplace requirements of trainees. It outlines the background
that illuminates the issues of the Botswana context in which the study was carried out. In the
light of those issues, the problem statement is articulated and questions for its investigation are
raised. The chapter further discusses the theoretical framework and approach to the study. The
significance of the study is rationalized, and the chapter concludes with summaries of subsequent
chapters of the thesis.

In Botswana, as elsewhere, occupational literacy in human resource development (Imel, 1989;
Bhola, 1995; Holmes, 2009; Marope, Chakroun & Holmes, 2015) has assumed importance in
both vocational training and workplace contexts. The vocational training context plays the vital
role of preparing trainees with the requisite knowledge and skills presumed to be needed in the
world of work, while the workplace context hosts and demands application of the learnt
knowledge and acquired skills to deliver outcomes that were anticipated during the vocational
training (Mupimpila & Narayana, 2009). Within the current context of the 21st Century, a great
deal of attention is being given to workplace literacy and skills (Hollenbeck & Timmeney, 2008;
Wolf & Evans, 2011). Workplace literacy broadens the occupational literacy focus from the
ability to competently read required work-related materials (Rush, Moe, & Storlie, 1986; Chang,
1987), to the ability of individuals to respond effectively to literacy demands of their workplace
(Wolf & Evans, 2011). Driven by digital technologies and riding on the wave of the 4th Industrial
Revolution, the workplace in the world generally, and Botswana specifically, has become
1

complex and requires systematic and careful study to extract critical information that should be
relayed back to the vocational training context for informing the design and development of a
curriculum (Giroux & Moje, 2017) aimed at producing the human capital needed for the modern
Botswana workplace. This is backed up by a growing body of literature that recognizes the
importance of occupational and workplace literacies (Mikulecky, 1982; Rush, Moe, & Storlie,
1986; Taylor, 1989; Perin, 1998; Hollenbeck & Timmeney, 2008; Wolf & Evans, 2011).

With the continued assertion that a more skilled and literate worker is more productive on the job
(Aspin, & Chapman, 2001), the need for programs specially designed to meet the literacy needs
of workers has gained the attention of researchers (Cornell, 1988; Rose, 2003; Wolf & Evans,
2011). In Botswana, this echoes the current demand for a skills match between what the industry
needs and what training institutions produce (Mupimpila & Narayana, 2009). Hence in the light
of workplace literacy demands, this study is about Language and Literacy Practices of
hairdressers in the Botswana multilingual context, which hitherto this study has been an underresearched area. It is aimed at developing an understanding of the Language and Literacy
Practices of professional hairdressers in Botswana and to further establish the relevance of the
curriculum and pedagogy in workplace literacy training that the trainees go through as part of the
English language driven Botswana Technology Education Programme (BTEP).

1.1

Background

The discussion on the Language and Literacy Practices of hairdressers in the Botswana context is
located in the Botswana multiple languages scenario that translates into multilingualism as the
broader context and then narrows down to bilingualism as particularly projected through the
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applications of the official and national languages policy. The policy framework also projects
how the two languages are accommodated in the education system, with an eventual
concentration on English, the official language, used for instruction and official communication.
Hence, this section captures the socio-cultural language landscape and related issues, as well as
the development of vocational education in Botswana. Attention is given to literacy teaching and
learning in the Botswana Technology and Education Programme and how this relates to
workplace needs, particularly in the hairdressing and beauty industry.

1.1.1 The socio-cultural language landscape of Botswana
In the context of this study, the socio-cultural landscape of Botswana can best be understood
from my personal perspective as a language teacher, instructor and administrator. My career as
an English teacher developed in Botswana, a country located in Southern Africa, where for a
majority of Batswana, English was, and continues to be for many, a language first encountered in
school. Teachers depend on a centrally developed syllabus, which prescribes the content to be
taught and how they should approach teaching. Except for the first year at the lower level of the
education structure, English becomes the language of instruction throughout the education
system (Ministry of Education, 1994). It is also declared the official language for the country,
making it a major language of communication (Adeyemi, 2012) in public life and education.
This is, however, not peculiar to Botswana since more often than not in many of the countries in
the Southern African Development Community (SADC), West Africa and East Africa
(Juffermans, Asfaha, & Kuvers, 2009) official languages are favoured as languages of instruction
in schools. Although the aims for the ten years basic education programme in Botswana state that
there should be a strong emphasis for students to “develop the ability to express themselves
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clearly in English, in Setswana and in a third language, both orally and in writing, as well as to
use them as tools for further learning and employment” (Ministry of Education, 2010:11), in
practice more importance is attached to English than to Setswana and other languages existing as
a result of the many ethnic population sub-groups in the country.

In fact, the influence of the English language becomes visible as higher levels of learning are
pursued in that the English language assumes the language of instruction across the broad
spectrum of the curriculum in Botswana’s education system. The vocational education and
training curriculum is no exception as the learning programs intended to provide skills necessary
for employment and a foundation for continuing education are offered in English. Aided by the
official language policy framework, the English language assumes a hegemonic status (Matiki,
2001; Mwelwa and Spencer, 2013; Mwelwa, 2016) that is detrimental to the development of, and
participation of, Setswana and other languages in the learning space. Indeed, a secondary school
English syllabus developed in the 1990s states that there should be no ‘code-switching’ in the
classrooms (Ministry of Education, n.d). This was notably viewed as an important precaution,
derived from the adopted second language teaching frameworks, meant to facilitate the desired
accuracy and fluency that the learners were to demonstrate once they had completed their
learning program, despite a repeated emphasis on developing communicative competence in real
life situations, which in Botswana occur within a bi/multilingual context. Mafela (2009) observes
that ‘code-switching’ is generally stigmatized and prohibited even in the other subject areas,
which are taught in English. This projects a sanitized approach to language and literacy learning
because it ignores the affordances of local linguistic knowledge and competence as a learning
resource in the multilingual context of Botswana.

4

1.1.2 Language in education policy environment
The Government of Botswana continues to place a great emphasis on the development of human
resources for meeting the ensuing labour market requirements and to prepare Botswana for a
knowledge-based and globally competitive economy (Republic of Botswana, 2015). Literacy in
Botswana has always been viewed in the same vein with formal and non-formal education
attained either through in-school or out-of-school modes respectively, drawing a strong
attachment to the ability to read and write (Gaborone, Mutanyatta, & Youngman, 1987) while
implying becoming something better (Riemer, 2008). In a nutshell, and with emphasis given to
English and Setswana, literacy in Botswana has always been viewed as the ability to read with
understanding a simple passage in Setswana or English, and carry out simple arithmetic
calculations such as divisions, multiplications, addition and subtraction not exceeding three
digits (Gaborone, Mutanyatta, & Youngman, 1987). This view holding, it was prudent for
Botswana Government to exponentially grow the education sector following the country’s
independence from Britain in 1966, and by the late 1980s a budget growth rate of 15% per
annum was approved by the Cabinet to facilitate the implementation of the 1977 National Policy
on Education (Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, 1991).

The National Policy on Education (NPE) of 1977 was the first Government White Paper to map
out future directions for the Botswana Education System and the document was crafted from the
so dubbed Education for Kagisano report. The Education for Kagisano report was presented by a
Presidential Commission appointed in 1976 (ten years after independence), which was tasked to
review the whole education system. The Commission presented a total of 156 recommendations
of priorities and sequences of action for a comprehensive strategy for education to unfold into
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the 1990s (Ministry of Education, 1977). Subsequently in 1977, the Botswana Cabinet adopted
and endorsed the recommendations to be the National Policy for Education, reflecting the
country’s philosophy of education, setting goals for development and articulating strategies to
achieve those.

The emphasis given to literacy in English (the official language) and Setswana (the national
language), while ignoring the rest of the languages being used in Botswana was made explicit in
the NPE, which stated that:

Primary education will aim to make children literate, first in Setswana and then in
English. Literacy in Setswana will be a positive goal of primary education. Setswana
will be a medium of instruction for the first four years of education. English will be
taught as a subject during the first four years, and Setswana will be taught as a subject
after Standard 4. At the end of the four years, all children will sit for an assessment test
to determine whether they have achieved basic literacy in the National Language and
basic competence in English … (Ministry of Education, 1977, p.3-4).

Ultimately, throughout the education system, students were to acquire “language tools needed in
either further study or work” (Ministry of Education, 1977, p.3-4). In order to achieve this
aspiration, the NPE further sought to ensure that all teachers gained a sound foundation in
Setswana, English and Mathematics, while consideration was to be given to providing out-ofschool/non-formal education programs so that community members could acquire the basic
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literacy skills (reading, writing, and numeracy) to actively participate in local development and
economic activities.

A second Presidential Commission was appointed in 1993 to take stock of developments in
education since the implementation of the NPE. Among the changes that were made in the
subsequent Revised National Policy on Education of 1994, was an adjustment on the status of
teaching languages in the schools. English was then to be the language of instruction from the
second year of primary school onwards. It is in this light that in Botswana, the Revised National
Policy on Education emphasizes proficiency in the use of English as a tool for effective
communication, study and work (Ministry of Education, 1994). This assertion glaringly assumes
that only one language plays a vital role in the Botswana workspaces, whereas in reality other
languages are observed to also be in use. The National Policy on Education (NPE, 1977) and the
Revised National Policy on Education (RNPE, 1994) have to date provided the policy framework
for the education system in Botswana.

i)

English as the official language - The assignment of English as the official language

automatically gives it status and power while distinguishing it from, first and foremost,
Setswana, the language declared as the national language and selected from among the many
indigenous languages of the country. Given the notion that an official language is simply the
language to be used for government business (Holmes, 2013), and that which is given a special
legal status in a particular country, state, or other jurisdiction and typically used in that nation's
courts, parliament and administration (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
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Development [OECD], 2002), the majority of the people have come to believe that all that
matters is knowledge of English (Alexander, 2012).

In places like Botswana, the dominance of English in the modern sector of the economy, and its
consequent hegemonic status that came to be an identity feature of the rising post-independence
social elites, made it the language of aspiration (Alexander, 2007). Hence the assumption was
that becoming literate in English meant becoming something better; one was transformed into a
wage earner in the modern society and a full participant in Botswana’s society (Riemer, 2008).
This view reflects one aspect of the autonomous model of literacy (Street, 2001) by which
literacy comprises a set of decontextualized skills to be applied in any situation or context (Gee,
1996). However, data on the current socio-economic status of the country (Diraditsile &
Nthomang, 2016) present a reality check on these assumptions as Botswana has far too many
vocational education graduates educated in English but who are unable to function or find jobs in
the labour market. The policy construction can therefore be questioned for not embracing the
intersection of literacy and social responsibility for lifelong learning. If the daily Language and
Literacy Practices of trainees are clearly understood and acknowledged in the vocational learning
space, the desired compatibility with workplace needs may be realized. Hence, the ideological
model of viewing literacy from the perspective of linking practices to cultural and power
structures in society (Street, 2001), offers an expanded opportunity for investigating the
Language and Literacy Practices of haidressers in Botswana.
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ii)

The role of literacy in national development - The direct and indirect contribution of

literacy to the development of any country has been deemed as being significant especially as
countries move toward knowledge-based economies. In the report for the 1993 literacy survey in
Botswana (Central Statistics Office, 1997), Charumbira notices that the socio-economic status of
Batswana and their general welfare would be highly affected by the literacy status of the
population. He deemed that to enable communities to apply knowledge in developing their
cultural, social and economic life, a social practice model was vital; this is a model and approach
that emanates from the views of, and uses and functions to which individuals and groups put the
skill of literacy (Heath, 1980) to the benefit of communities and society.

People are exposed to and handle different kinds of literacy practices in homes and communities
that serve as codes of communication into which it is necessary for them to be socialized. From
this standpoint, Heath (1980) advances the view that definitions of literacy cannot be based on
formal schooling alone. This opened up a broader view of literacy in that the literacy practices
ought to be inferred from the literacy events observed as people perform different actions, and
the practices refer to the behaviour, as well as the social and cultural conceptualizations that give
meaning to people’s uses of reading and writing (Street, 1995). As pointed out by Heath (1980) it
can be denoted that definitions of literacy are best construed as socially situated and constructed,
while they may not just be confined to reading and writing.

The past three decades have increasingly seen more intense attention given to the benefits of
improving literacy proficiency in the workplace, with views advanced that improving workers’
literacy and numeracy skills was a worthy investment for companies (Wickert, 1989). In
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Botswana the demand for literacy in the workplace is increasing as indicated in the results of the
1993 literacy survey. The survey showed that employed learners of the non-formal education
system indicated that literacy skills were needed at their workplaces. Despite that more people in
the study were found to be more literate in Setswana than in English, many of those (41.5%)
claimed that they were using English at work, with fewer (33.8%) claiming that they were
regularly required to use Setswana reading/writing skills. The Central Statistics Office (1997)
report suggests that it could have been that English was used more often than Setswana in
official matters. Results however show that many preferred Setswana, indicating their confidence
in using the language.

Literacy is perceived as a major factor influencing societal and economic development. Those
with literacy difficulties may be occupying jobs that are threatened with retrenchments or
redundancies due to technological innovation that will bring the need for high levels of literacy.
As the social and economic status of the population rapidly changes, alongside are demands for
at least minimal levels of literacy skills. Therefore, those among the so called ‘illiterate’
population are trying to improve their socio-economic status by joining literacy programs that
are offered in vocational training centres and other institutions of learning. The aim is to acquire
literacy skills in order to get employment or to enhance employment prospects. Botswana
continues to acknowledge that for the country to build a successful economy, a solid base of a
literate workforce with the capacity to respond quickly and confidently to increasingly changing
workplace demands, is required (Republic of Botswana, 2015). It is however important for
schooling to develop the skills needed in an employment environment, given that literacy skills
needed outside school are often used to accomplish more practical tasks.
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1.1.3 Vocational Training: Botswana Technical Education Programme [BTEP]
Although the NPE (1977) serves as a watershed moment in educational reform in Botswana, it
makes little mention of vocational education in its broader sense, but focuses on artisan training
that has a strong practical and technical bias, and work related commerce and administration
programs serving the needs of both the public and private sectors. A re-organized National
Technical and Vocational Training Board (NTVTB) coordinated the vocational education
activities, including the Brigades institutions that were set up to train youth at semi-skilled level
(Ministry of Education, 1977, p. 14). Thereon there was a deliberate orientation for nurturing an
entrepreneurial resolve and developing appropriate skills required for a labour market that could
not provide jobs for all, especially for those who were deemed to be inappropriately qualified. To
this end, a balance between academic pursuits and technical and vocational education remains an
endeavour being pursued even by the current Education and Training Sector Strategic Plan
(ETSSP) of the Ministry of Education, Skills and Development in Botswana.

The main goal for vocational education has historically been the preparation of youth for the
world of work whilst ensuring positive economic returns to the individual and society. In the precolonial era and before the arrival of missionaries in the 1800s, vocational education formed part
of the program for the rites of passage in Botswana through adolescent initiation schools, namely
bojale for the females and bogwera for the males (Mosothwane, 2001; Morton, 2011). Among
the vocations learnt by the young adult females at bojale were those of the domestic and
agricultural nature while for the males, bogwera included learning skills for kaross sewing
(material out of which shields for protection at battles were made) and clothes. The males were
further involved in more informal (not within the institution of bogwera) vocational education
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consisting of part-time individual apprenticeships in trades such as traditional medicine, mining
and smelting, agriculture and, hunting, these being prominent occupations of the time
(Molosiwa, 2014). Generally, learning was contextualized in authentic settings so that the
knowledge and skills transferred were relevant to sustain any development efforts of the
communities; it was equally important that a sense of empowerment was promoted, as well as
fostering a strong sense of community and protection of the natural environment.

The continuum of the Botswana education system is designed to enable young people to develop
and equip themselves with the skills, knowledge and personal qualities needed for life and work.
Technical and vocational education and training is delivered at various levels from certificate to
diploma in the eight (8) government owned technical colleges and 37 brigades, as well as at
accredited private training institutions. With the current school-oriented learning structures for
education provision of a similar kind to that of the western education systems, entry into the
vocational education in the Botswana Government institutions is at two levels. Students can enter
the technical and vocational education and training track after completing three years of the
junior secondary education (a total of ten years of schooling which includes the 7 years of
primary level and 3 of secondary), after not qualifying for admission into the senior secondary
school. The second strand enrols students who have attained senior secondary schooling (a total
of twelve years of schooling), but did not meet university entry requirements. Vocational
education, enrolling up to 10,622 students in 2014, has thus become one of the avenues through
which Batswana are prepared for work.
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The Department of Technical & Vocational Education (DTVET) under the Ministry of Tertiary
Education, Research, Science and Technology currently holds the mandate for planning and
implementing this education service to meet the country’s manpower requirements. The
Botswana Technology Educational Programme (BTEP) offered at the seven vocational education
colleges comprises a number of vocational programs that students can qualify in. These include
Business; Information Communication Technologies and Multimedia; Hospitality Operations;
Travel and Tourism; Clothing Design and Textiles; Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy; Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering and; Construction and Building. BTEP is designed to provide
learners with experiences that are relevant to both their current and future lives.

It is envisaged that the programs at the vocational education colleges will substantially contribute
towards raising productivity through education and training as well as through an acquisition by
the graduates, of entrepreneurial, managerial and technological capabilities (Republic of
Botswana, 2015). The assumption is that the skills intensive employment needs in both the
Botswana private and public sectors would thus be met. However, lately “employers have been
lamenting the lack of appropriate skills from new employees to increase productivity and
modernize” (Republic of Botswana, 2015, p.15). The lack of appropriate skills being demanded
by Botswana employers is not unique to Botswana (Patil & Riemer, 2004). Elsewhere, lack of
communication skills among graduates is a cause of the several challenges they are faced with in
the employment market (Patil & Riemer, 2004) and this may suggest that the literacy programs
in vocational education are inadequate in preparing graduates with skills matches for their
prospective workplaces. This calls for literacy researchers among others, to reflect on the
affordances offered by current literacy processes and practices, and to consider alternative
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measures to close gaps emanating from the limitations realized (Hodges, Feng, Kuo, & McTigue,
2016).

Literacy teaching and learning is integrated into the vocational training context such that literacy
competencies are contextualized within activities based around students’ learning goals and
interests (Wiltshire, n.d.; Ministry of Education, 2008; Perin, 1998). For each of the qualification
programs offered, the literacy component is meant to provide for the learners the skills necessary
for them to meaningfully and productively apply themselves during learning and later on the job.
The learners take, among others, learning units in Communication, and Personal & Interpersonal
Skills (Comm & PIPS), which are aimed at building relevant literacy competencies and
capabilities for work in order to increase vocational opportunities for them (Hase & Davis,
1999). Such competencies should appropriately place them in both formal (more associated with
institutional employment) and informal (mainly characterized by self-employment or casual
labour) settings.

One of the goals of the Botswana Technical Education Programme is to meet the needs of a
modern and flexible economy and to encourage graduates to become life-long learners
(Richardson, 2009). This, according to the Department of Technical and Vocational Education
and Training Policy and Strategy of 1997 “is a modularized, outcomes-based program, which is
designed to be delivered flexibly in a variety of modes to a wide range of different learners using
individualized, constructivist methodologies” (Richardson, 2009, p. 3). Learners would be
involved with rich academic content through engaging and challenging activities. The program
design was meant to prepare the learners for gainful employment and sustainable livelihoods.
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This desirable outcome has also gained favor as a feature of importance for technical and
vocational education and training in Africa (African Union, 2007). From the findings of a study
at one of the vocational and technical education colleges in Botswana, Richardson (2009),
observes that “whilst the design may have been flexible, many teaching staff have limited
teaching skills, which means the delivery has become rigid and inflexible, leaning more towards
didacticism with many staff unwilling to work flexibly and courses being over-taught” (p. 7). To
add to that, for those teachers in the colleges that were trained, several were recruited from the
secondary school cadre and were trained to work with learners whose learning needs differ from
those in vocational colleges. They did not receive training for their new performance area. The
observations made by Richardson (2009) are relevant to the Communication, and Personal &
Interpersonal Skills learning units, the ones designed for job related literacy development. Her
study suggests a discrepancy between policy and practice in terms of instructional delivery.

1.1.4 The hairdressing industry in Botswana
From the literacy survey of 1993, none of the participants in the barbering and beauty culture had
ever enrolled for any form of training (Central Statistics Office, 1997). It suffices to say that
beauty-oriented activities were for the longest time among Batswana not done as business
ventures, but as part-time and for no fee. Over time, hairdressing became a sub-community of the
so-classified informal sector income generation activities, also known as cottage industries.
Cottage industries are small and informally organized enterprises combining a labour force of
either family units or individuals working at home with their own equipment. Hairdressing was,
and in some cases still is, conducted mainly in home environments, where the trade is organized
around households and conducted in homes or backyards (McCann, 1996; Teare, Kootbodien,
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Naicker & Mathee, 2015). In some instances, barbers secured a spot under a tree on a busy travel
route, where passers-by had ease of access, and did their work from there. Skills of the trade
were commonly handed down through generations with very little external knowledge accessed
(Lave, 1991). Given such a set-up, the workers mainly interacted with clients from the
immediate local environment and with whom they were familiar (Bax, 2012); thus no complex
literacy skills demands were posed for them, especially given that for hairdressing the focus was
just on cutting and plaiting hair in its natural state, using simple equipment such as a pair of
scissors, a comb/hair-brush and yarn, depending on the style. As observed by Maleke (2012), in
the past hairdressing salons were even rare – a neighbor could even plait another’s hair free of
charge. But, during the 70s haidressing became one of the activities that were recognized by the
Government of Botswana as a trade that could be awarded a trading license (Ministry of Trade
and Industry, 2010) and salons have since been set-up in business enclaves.

With the prevalence of the urban service (Bax, 2012) economy, the hairdressing salon concept
was introduced in Botswana as the place where people could and should go to get service
perceived as cosmopolitan and sophisticated, going along with industrialization and
modernization. This was the beginning of a shift from hairdressing as a cottage industry to a
professionalized service regime and along with this development was the need for hairdressers to
have a new set of literacy skills. The hairdressing salon was thus established and located in
public commercial spaces and the hairdressers had to know how to market or present themselves
as fashionable (Bax, 2012) in those new environments, mostly in urban centers, where the
clientele being attracted no longer just comprised the local and familiar.
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The hairdresser plays a key part in ensuring that the customers keep coming back and also to
mobilize new ones, while the salon does advertising and provides signage to persuade people to
go there for service. The hairdresser is a vital and professional element of transforming
hairdressing from a cottage industry to a commercialized one and to do this, one must possess
both intra-subjective and communicative skills (Bax, 2012) to give both artistic input and do hair
maintenance to the satisfaction of the customer. The professionalization of the cottage industries
falls within the realm of modernity and, evolving with it, came the need to ensure that the
workers were formally trained for this newly developing service industry. Previously that need
was not found to be necessary because it was assumed that the apprenticeship model sufficed,
whereby those that had been in the practice mentored or apprenticed those in the next generation;
observation and trial and error dominated the learning processes (Lave, 1991). The literacy skills
for practice were appropriate for a local client community, which entailed a great deal of
familiarity between the hairdresser and the client. Arrangements for a particular hairdo were
made to accommodate the activities that the hairdresser routinely did. It thus fits to say that the
literacy practices that the hairdresser required were acquired within the meaningful milieu of
their day-to-day living community and foremost were executed through the languages that were
in use in their community, which in the case of Botswana would be any of the 28 indigenous
languages (Lewis, Simons & Fennig, 2015). This brings to the fore the link between the literacy
practices and the language practices of communities since language provides the window to
social interactions, and it is through language that value is ascribed to things. The ways in which
people in bi/multilingual contexts make purposeful and meaningful choices for the language to
use in given situations, to the extent that the language(s) supports their literacy demands, reflects
their language practices. In this sense the Language and Literacy Practices of the hairdressers
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serve the purposes for attaining the goals and practices embedded within the social cultures of
their given communities (Gee, 1996).

The landscape changed with the commercialization and commodification of the hair and
hairdresser, and the creation of the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon, a concept that started
in the urban areas. The hairdressing salon worker was thus no longer to operate within the
familiar locale that allowed for casualness of conduct. The urban hairdresser, working in a salon
was expected to express a demeanor of business orientation, and be capable of using “all
available means to promote and enhance the commodity that he is selling” (Bax, 2012, p. 400).
Hair, along with the hairdressing service commodity, assumed semiotic changes of economic
value while adapting to the salon physical space (Appadurai, 2013). The influence of modernity
is also observed to have swayed the hairdressing industry in Botswana to portray a Western
outlook evidenced by, among others, the hair products used and the Caucasian mannequin heads
used at the training college simulate-salon. This evidently fails to exploit the local linguistic and
cultural multilingual contexts of the Batswana but embraces the Western orientations during
training in the preparation of hairdressers for the local market.

1.2

Raising the problem

Literacy has historically been associated with the knowledge of using language in the modes of
reading and writing. From this premise, the concept of occupational literacy is thus closely
linked to the ability to competently read required work related materials to enhance occupational
effectiveness (Rush, Moe, & Storlie, 1986; Chang, 1987) and it has traditionally been applied as
such during the training of potential workers in job-related literacy. Closely connected with it is
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the concept of workplace literacy, the ability of individuals to respond effectively to literacy
demands of their workplace (Wolf and Evans, 2011), which is more concerned with literacy
training while on the job. In vocational education, attempts are made to link what is learned in
school with the type of work one is envisaged to do after completing their learning program.
Ideally, language and literacy skills should be developed to match the vocational area for which
the students are enrolled. As I will argue, this is not the case on the Communication, and the
Personal & Interpersonal Skills (Comm & PIPS) learning units of the BTEP that I studied.

The Comm & PIPS learning units are part of the outcome based Botswana Technical Education
Programme (BTEP) that offers qualifications in vocational areas including Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy. The program integrates literacy teaching by contextualizing literacy
competencies within activities based around students’ learning goals and interests (Wiltshire,
n.d). The purpose of the Comm & PIPS units in the BTEP programme is to enable students to
acquire key skills aimed at building relevant literacy competencies and capabilities for work
(Hase & Davis, 1999). Ideally, such competencies should appropriately help to place the students
in both formal (more associated with institutional employment) and informal (mainly
characterized by self-employment, casual labour) job settings with the assumption that they will
function in English as they apply vocational skills and knowledge to perform their tasks
effectively and efficiently. However, my observations from experiences while serving as an
external verifier at the technical college, and of visits to the hairdressing salon where I did my
hair were that students in vocational training contexts and hairdressers in the workplaces did not
seem to deploy just the English language for professional communication and effectiveness.
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Despite the fact that 28 languages are recorded as active in Botswana, (Lewis, Simons & Fennig,
2015), the two languages of Setswana and English are the only ones officially recognized for
school and workplace communication, with English remaining the only language of instruction
beyond the second year of primary school (Ministry of Education, 1994). Consequently
instruction in vocational training is in English with no provision made for Setswana, even though
it is the other language officially acknowledged for use in the workplace and in practice, used in
public domains such as local media, community public meetings, community health centers, and
country based small scale businesses (Chebanne & Nyati-Ramahobo, 2003; Batibo, 2005; NyatiSaleshando, 2011; Jotia & Pansiri, 2013; Tlale Boyer & Zsiga, 2014). Such an approach to
vocational education does not exploit the benefits of bi/multilingual contexts to design
appropriate courses for trainees and graduates for the hairdressing industry. This study makes an
attempt at addressing this anomaly.

For over eight years as a BTEP external examiner for the Comm & PIPS units, I moderated
learning portfolios of Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy students. I was also a regular customer at
one local hairdressing and beauty salon that had been hosting some of the BTEP students from
the vocational and technical education college in Gaborone city. I began to realize that
hairdressers, trained to communicate in English in the workplace context, deployed both English
- the official language, and Setswana - the national language to communicate and function.
However at the vocational college, the curriculum design was of a monolingual nature and
English was the language of focus as per the education policy. Furthermore, insights that I have
gained from examining student portfolios and observing hairdressers at work revealed a gap
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between the taught literacy competencies for the envisaged work context and the actual literacy
practices hairdressers applied in real workplace contexts.

Additionally, there seemed to be some disconnect with the English only literacy instruction
occurring in the vocational classrooms and the realities of Language and Literacy Practices in the
bi/multilingual workplaces that hosted BTEP graduates. It is on this premise that I argue that the
notions of Situated literacies and Communities of practice have application to the organization of
communication in work environments and on the learning content and activities in educational
environments. Therefore, the problem this study seeks to investigate is the situated Language and
Literacy Practices of hairdressers in bi/multilingual contexts of Botswana that seem not to have
been incorporated in the Comm & PIPS units of the BTEP program. The study will investigate
perspectives of social literacies in a bi/multilingual hairdressers’ context and examine the views
that reading, writing and meaning are situated within specific social contexts and discourses
(Street, 1995, 2003). The language use is essential for discussing literacy abilities for
establishing people’s social relevance (Trudgill, 1995). Insights from the analyses will inform
curriculum design of the Comm & PIPS units in the BTEP to enhance the vocational language
education in a bi/multilingual context of Botswana.

1.3

Research questions

Based on the assumptions that workplace language and literacy competencies are essential to
successful worker performance, and that their development is an important aspect of vocational
education, the goal of my investigation was to develop an understanding of the situated
Language and Literacy Practices of hairdressers in Botswana, and their relationship to the BTEP
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curriculum and pedagogy in workplace literacy training so that this training can become more
relevant for their target workplace(s). The study was guided by the following research questions:

RQ1 What Language and Literacy Practices do BTEP trained workers in Botswana
hairdressing and beauty therapy salons use to function in the workplace?
RQ2 How are the Language and Literacy Practices used by the hairdressing and beauty
therapy salon workers anticipated and reflected in the Communication, and Personal
& Interpersonal Skills (Comm & PIPS) units of the BTEP curriculum?
RQ3 What are the perceptions of the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon workers and
the BTEP students of the BTEP training in relation to the Language and Literacy
Practices in their work in hair salons?
RQ4 How might the hairdressers be described as a community of practice?

1.4

Theoretical framework

The New Literacy Studies approach (Street, 2003) informed by the view that language and
literacy are socially situated practices, provides the overarching frame for the study. Based on
this, the study draws on the theoretical view that argues that language is a social practice and
meaning is situated within specific social practices and discourses (Gee, 1996). Hence the
notions of Situated literacies (Barton, Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000) and Communities of practice
(Wenger, 1998) are drawn upon for analysis of data leading to an understanding of the Language
and Literacy Practices of professional hairdressers in Botswana and implications for preparing
them for work-related literacy practices in non-native English-speaking contexts. The
Communities of practice coinage refers to “groups of people who share a concern or a passion
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for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly” (Wenger-Trayner
& Wenger-Trayner, 2015) and it is them that provide the context for situated literacies. Together
these frameworks, the applications of which are described in more detail in Chapter 2, provide a
framework for understanding the relationship between the Language and Literacy Practices of
the hairdressing and beauty therapy workplace community in relation to those enacted in the
context of the technical education training programme.

1.5

Approach to the study

An ethnographic case study approach was adopted to research this topic in order to gain
concrete, context-dependent knowledge (Flyvbjerg, 2006). This approach was favored for its
potential to allow for an interpretation of what went on in both research sites, the hairdressing
salon and college as the primary and secondary sites respectively, from the perspective of the
informers in the investigation, while also enabling the issues derived from one context to be
compared and contrasted with issues from another.

The Hairstory hairdressing and beauty salon and the Gaborone Technical College (primary and
secondary sites) were focused on as the sites for the study since the former employed graduates
of the BTEP Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy program, while the latter was the only college in
the country offering the program. At the hairdressing salon, hairdressers could be observed while
interacting with their clients and colleagues, and it was an appropriate site for identifying the
language and literacy skills used in real hair industry work environments. The college site was
used for the assessment of available learning artefacts, interviews with students and other key
people, and observations of classroom interactions. Students were observed doing practical work
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in the technical college simulate hairdressing and beauty therapy salon. The data were analyzed
by applying the Braun and Clarke’s (2006) thematic analysis procedure combined with Gee’s
(2003) Concepts of D/discourse and building tasks for languages, and Wenger’s (1998)
Competency defining elements for communities of practice. A profile of the language and
literacy practices of the hairdressers was generated and that formed the basis for defining the
community of practice that they are, as well as for determining the relevance of the literacy
curriculum at the technical college.

1.6

Significance of the study

This study adds to the renewed attention to the evolution of technical education in Botswana. It
also provides a starting point for systematic study, using the theoretical perspectives of Situated
literacies and concept of Communities of practice, of the associated social Language and
Literacy Practices in a vocational context in Botswana.

The study also makes a small but significant contribution towards program design in the BTEP
to improve pedagogical practice required in the implementation of the BTEP to achieve the
expected outcomes. It further puts the spotlight on the nature of occupational literacy
development that would optimally address the expectations of the Botswana hairdressing and
beauty therapy work environments. The conclusions drawn from the investigation should inform
Communication, and the Personal & Interpersonal Skills theory and practice in the broader
context of BTEP as part of higher education in the bi/multilingual context of Botswana. The
social practices dimension of the Situated literacies and Communities of practice theoretical
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frames developed on this study helps to fill the gap for relevant data on situated Language and
Literacy Practices in the Botswana Technical Education Programme.

1.7

Chapter summaries

In this chapter, I discussed the contextual background, the processes and events leading to the
current situation of language and literacy teaching in Botswana vocational education and
training, which foreground the need for this study. The problem is raised and analysed within the
contextual background. The research questions and the theoretical framework were also
discussed. In addition, the chapter introduced the approach and the significance of the study. In
Chapter 2, the literature review discusses a synopsis of the available literature on workplace
literacy and the influencing frameworks for literacy research are provided. In Chapter 3, I
present the research design for the study highlighting major methodological constructs used and
the techniques applied for data collection. In Chapter 4, the findings of the study are presented
and analysed in order to address the research questions using the data generated through the
process described in Chapter 3. And finally, Chapter 5 discusses the main findings of the study,
and draws conclusions and recommendations for application and implementation.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1

Introduction

Language and Literacy Practices in the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy industry assume
significance for this study because of the potential the practices hold for providing important data
for understanding workplace literacy development in vocational training in Botswana. A review
of literature on language and literacy studies helped to redefine my conceptualisation of the
nature and focus of workplace literacy development in the Communication, and Personal &
Interpersonal Skills learning units of the BTEP. This chapter therefore, begins with a review of
literature on the historical background to workplace literacy to foreground the discussion on
literacy practices from sociolinguistic approaches that recognize literacy as social practice. The
chapter further discusses theoretical perspectives in literacy research and development that
highlight communities of practice as cornerstones for understanding Language and Literacy
Practices. The spotlight then falls on the communication practices in the workplace contexts
characterised by bi/multilingualism. The influence of the Social Practice Theory is given
prominence to illuminate an understanding of the Language and Literacy Practices in the
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy industry in Botswana. A synopsis of research development in
the subject of hairdressing is provided and to conclude, the chapter provides a conceptual
framework for occupational literacy course design in vocational training in Botswana.

2.2

A historical background to workplace literacy

The concept of literacy has been a greatly debated area of education, public policy, and research
and in the process has continually been redefined based on varying perspectives (Wagner, 1999;
Street, 1996). Historically, literacy has been associated with the knowledge of using language in
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the modes of reading and writing. Literacy has over decades been informed by many theoretical
insights, with significant strides made towards understanding the relationship between language,
literacy and society. That withstanding, the historical link with reading and writing remains
(Stevens, 1985; Graff, 1986).

Scholars such as Au (1980), Heath (1983), Street (1984), and Bloome (1985) have
conceptualized literacy as a social practice from the perspective of sociolinguistics and have
argued for the study of language in use. More recently, the New Literacy Studies (NLS) has
presented an expanded and progressive literacy development framework (Tafaghodtari, 2009)
that brings to light the notion of literacy practices. Literacy practices are in this view defined as
people critically participating and flexibly engaging within relevant social and cultural contexts
(Barton, Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000; Street, 1995, 2003; Baynham, 1995; Gee, 2000). This
understanding locates perspectives of social literacies that advance the views that reading,
writing and meaning are situated within specific social contexts and discourses (Street, 1995,
2003).

The concepts of occupational literacy and workplace literacy, have assumed prominence in the
light of evidence that literacy training can result in more innovative employees (Hollenbeck &
Timmeney, 2008; Higgins, Nairn & Sligo, 2010). This is because a great deal of learning at work
depends on whatever literacy skills the employees have from prior formal education; thus, in
vocational education and training, the transferability of literacy practices (Barton & Hamilton,
2005) to newer environments must be given serious attention in designing literacy learning
programs. van Wyk and Jacobs (2019) argue that “while changes in twenty-first century
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workplace literacy are emerging, the core need is to build, maintain and increase employees’
capacity to negotiate complex social, informational and technological working environments” (p.
3). For learning experiences to be relevant to both their current and future lives, vocational
education students should be prompted to adapt and expand their literacy practices. In this way
they would continuously gain and apply new knowledge for a more appropriate positioning of
themselves in the academic, occupational and wider social contexts because “trends in global
competition, sustainability and technological developments compel organisations to seek suitably
qualified and workplace literate employees” (Molopyane & Fourie, 2015, p. 563). Given this
assertion, I strongly argue in this thesis that there has to be a connection between the vocational
programs pursued by BTEP learners and their prospective area of employment.

The concept of occupational literacy is closely linked to the ability to competently read required,
work related materials to enhance occupational effectiveness (Rush, Moe, & Storlie, 1986;
Chang, 1987) and it is often applied during the training of potential workers in job-related
literacy. Closely connected with it is the concept of workplace literacy, the ability of individuals
to respond effectively to literacy demands of their workplace (Wolf & Evans, 2011), which is
more concerned with literacy training while on the job. Along with the concepts is the continued
assertion that a more literate worker is more productive and efficacious on the job. Hence the
need for programs specially designed to meet literacy needs of workers has gained the attention
of researchers (e.g. Cornell, 1988; Bhola, 1995; Goldstein, 1997; Rose, 2003; Wolf & Evans,
2011).
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In this regard, technical and vocational education assumes responsibility for the development of
literacy requirements for workplaces, since this phase of education is designed to prepare
learners for work. In vocational education, attempts are made to link what is learned in school
with the type of work one is envisaged to do after completing the learning program. Language
and literacy skills are therefore developed to match the vocational area for which the students are
enrolled. It is on this premise that I argue that the notions of Situated literacies and Communities
of practice have application to the organization of communication in work environments and on
the learning content and activities in educational environments.

While research looking at workplace literacy and interaction across institutional and noninstitutional contexts is a useful resource, many of the studies on workplace literacy have been
done in the work environments of the developed nations, such as Canada, (Goldstein, 1997;
Duff, Wong & Early, 2000), Australia (Annakis, Dass, & Isa, 2014), United Kingdom (Jones,
2000; Wolf & Evans, 2011), New Zealand (Higgins, Nairn, & Sligo, 2010), with an isolated case
where Maruatona (2005) examined workplace literacy activities in Botswana. The same can be
said about studies on literacy development in vocational education learning environments,
largely undertaken in Australia (Moraitis, Carr & Daddow, 2012) and the U.S. (Giroux, & Moje,
2017; Rush, Moe, & Storlie, 1986).

Research closer to Botswana includes studies done in South Africa, such as those documented in:
Prinsloo and Breier (Eds) (1996) capturing studies on the social uses of literacy in varying
contexts of South Africa; Molopyane and Fourie (2015) who developed a framework to guide the
design and implementation of workplace information literacy in academic contexts; and van
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Wyk and Jacobs (2019) whose study stressed on the twenty-first century literacy for the
hospitality industry. All of these studies accentuate the importance of workplace literacy and
suggest models for the design and implementation of literacy skills training programmes while
stressing the expectation for graduates to implement the learnt skills during placement in
vocational settings. However, a gap in the scholarship in sub-Saharan Africa still exists and, in
particular, there is a glaring absence of studies in workplace literacy in contexts such as the
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy, henceforth (HBT) industry. The databases searched
(Academic Search Complete, Business Source Complete, Communication Source, Education
Source, ERIC, Hospitality & Tourism Source) yielded no positive results in this regard.

One South African report, The Republic of South Africa’s Higher Education and Training
Workshop Report (2018), discusses the broad potentials of the hairdressing industry in the South
African context. And further afield, in West Africa, Langevang and Gough’s (2012) research
reports on hairdressing as a potential employment pathway for young African females in Ghana
where the trade was found to be booming compared to that of dressmaking. However, none of
the above studies have explored Language and Literacy Practices to exploit their potential for
vocational education and training course design related to the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy
industry in the sub-Saharan African context, or more specifically in Botswana.

2.3

Theoretical perspectives for literacy research and development

Literacy research is an emerging and exciting field of study that is attracting researchers
interested in contributing to the growing body of knowledge in language and literacy from
epistemological constructs that stem out of language studies in particular, and the human and
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social sciences in general. In this regard, the theoretical perspectives in this study benefit from
long held sociolinguistic theories, as well as more recent ones influenced by the New Literacy
Studies grounded perspectives.

2.3.1 Sociolinguistic approach
The sociolinguistics inquiry has a historical presence in second language research and since the
latter half of the twentieth century, has been more central to the understanding of second
language learning (Coulmas, 1997; Mitchell & Myles, 2004). Following Labov’s initiative for a
socially realistic linguistics, where the intention is to describe and explain language operations in
social interaction contexts (Wilson & Henry, 1998), researchers have argued for the study of
language in use, taking into account social and linguistic factors (e.g. language already known,
age, gender, learning environment, etc) in their analysis as they looked at how people positioned
themselves and their social worlds through language. There was more interest towards the
communication aspect of language learning and its development in social situations; a socially
engaged perspective to explaining why we speak differently in different social contexts and
speech communities, and thus embedding second language learning in social contexts was
pervasively the focus (Roberts, 2005). When considered from the Botswana multilingual
perspective, this view implicitly acknowledges the critical role local languages such as Setswana
play in social situations within the vocational and training contexts.

The assumption that people will conform to speaking English in the workplace even when it is
not their first, nor their only language, was explored by Goldstein (1997) using the interactional
sociolinguistics approach by which she focused on how her participants created meaning through
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social interaction. The findings of her study are that language choice was linked to concepts
including identity and social relationships; situational and metaphorical code switching and;
social network ties among others (Goldstein, 1997). These concepts have relevance to the
Botswana Vocational Education context, where English is the only language used for literacy
development, implying that it is the language of target workplaces.

The sociolinguistic researchers perceived language more as a social phenomenon in which the
form of the language develops from its social function. Thus the role of research was “to bring
new socially relevant insights about language into the linguistic mainstream” (Darnell, 1975, p.
1010) which in the context of my study is explicitly supported by the language policy discussed
in chapter one. The policy promotes linguistic hegemony (Mwelwa & Spencer, 2013) over local
languages and runs counter to the sociolinguistic view of Mitchell and Myles (2004) and Cook
(2005). I argue that the linguistic mainstream (the vocational training context and the vocational
placement context - the hair salon) should be considered as rich sources of ideas for meaningful
course design that promotes multiliteracies in both the vocational training room and the
workplace. This perspective is enriched further by the New Literacy Studies frameworks, which
are discussed in the next section.

2.3.2 The New Literacy Studies
During the early 1990s, Brian Street argued that literacy be conceptualized as “an ideological
practice, implicated in power relations and embedded in specific cultural meanings and
practices” (Street, 1995, p. 1) and this view came to be termed as New Literacy Studies (NLS),
(Gee, 1998; Street, 1993). Literacy research has since witnessed significant development based
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on the New Literacy Studies (NLS) approach (Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Perry, 2012), which
provides a possibility for, and a provision for recognizing diversity, multiplicity and sociability
in literacy. The practical applications of NLS reflect constructions of theories that draw on a
number of disciplines including among others the anthropological, historical, sociological (Perry,
2012). Baynham and Prinsloo (2001) observe that since the NLS, there has been among
researchers, a desire for a broad theoretical congruence based on social and discourse analytical
perspectives used to investigate a range of literacy phenomena, leading to a network of interrelated theoretical interests from which further theoretical conversations would emerge. In this
realm several studies have situated their theoretical framework in relation to NLS (Juffermans,
2009; Perry, 2008; Purcell Gates, 2011; Enright, 2011).

Several studies of the Social Uses of Literacy project coordinated by Prinsloo and Breier (1996)
and undertaken in South Africa are situated in the NLS. The studies investigated the social uses
of literacy in a wide array of contexts including select workplaces, schools, and townships. This
post-apartheid South Africa project addresses the principles of reconstruction, development and
redress as encapsulated by the Reconstruction and Development Programme initiated by the
government of the new dispensation. The researchers drew on a number of disciplines for their
theoretical construct(s) by which they linked their findings of everyday literacy practices in
South Africa to the NLS as they looked at issues such as discourse, gender and power. Their
conclusions point to the usefulness of studying the connections that may exist between the
construction of local literacies and the domains larger than the local.
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In another context, a study done by Enright (2011) in the U.S. on Language and Literacy for a
New Mainstream, had as its theoretical framing, breaking dichotomies and building global
literacies. Enright (2011) draws on Bourdieu’s (1991) notions of language and symbolic power,
and from scholars who expand on work started by Street (1984; 1993; 1995; 2003) in New
Literacy Studies like Freebody and Luke (2003). Enright (2011) sought to gain an understanding
of academic language and literacy by examining the Language and Literacy Practices of young
people from different language backgrounds as they engaged in the planning, researching,
drafting and presenting of their 12th grade Senior Exhibition projects. Two of the participants in
her study were of Mexican origin and were bilingual while the third was an English-speaking
Caucasian. Starting from the viewpoint that with the linguistic diversity currently in the US
schools, the appropriation of learning spaces in schools as mainstream was no longer valid, she
develops her argument for a New Mainstream. The New Mainstream according to Enright
(2011), was to be understood in terms of two features: i) diversity, characterised by “the presence
of students from different cultural and linguistic groups, with their respective language and
literacy traditions and the multiple literacies that reflect these traditions (p. 111); and ii)
hybridity, which is an acknowledgement that “each individual student’s experience can reflect a
dynamic movement across and within multiple communities” (p. 111). This exploitation of the
possibility afforded by the NLS is what grounded Enright’s (2011) notion of the New
Mainstream, and for her positing that teachers and students must be prepared for that situation.

Multiplicity and multimodality are powerful affordances in the New Literacy Studies approach
for widening the scope for language and literacy research in Botswana. Plausible operational
definitions have been offered for multiplicity and multimodality as concepts in literacy studies
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(see for example Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; Oberg, Drori & Delmestri, 2018). However, from an
NLS perspective, multiplicity is an acknowledgment of the numerous era specific meanings
emerging from the diversity of participants in a given context. Put differently, it is “the new
demands being placed upon people as makers of meaning in changing workplaces” (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2000, p. 4). Multimodality according to Oberg, Drori and Delmestri (2018) “focuses
on multiplicity of modes of communication” (p. 95), implying that meaning making happens
through a variety of communication channels (Perry, 2012). The New London Group (1996)
recognised the “multiplicity and integration of significant modes of meaning-making” (P. 64)
and adopted “the term multiliteracies as a way to focus on the realities of increasing local
diversity and global connectedness” (p. 64), arguing for literacy pedagogy to consider
accommodating such a context. This expanded view to literacy laid emphasis on the multiplicity
of languages and modalities (Cope & Kalantzis, 2009) of communication patterns associated
with multimedia technologies. The workplaces would inadvertently be affected by these trends,
and there is evidence of literacy research with framing that takes multiplicity and multimodality
into account.

For example, Jones’ (2000) study on workplace literacies is characterised by interest in the NLS
aspect of the embeddedness of literacy practices in particular contexts. Drawing on theories of
bureaucracy, Jones (2000) looked at the literacy practices of Welsh farmers as they used Welsh
and English when carrying out livestock auctions according to procedures that had been recently
introduced to them by the then European Economic Community (currently European Union) and
enforced by the local Government. In the study she specifically set out to “make connections
between the local historic literacy practices of their day-to-day farming activities and larger
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national and international social processes” (Jones, 2000, p. 70). In this case Wales is the local,
Britain the national, and the European Economic Community the international context. Jones’s
(2000) study revealed that as participants made connections between their local literacy practices
and those of the systems beyond the local through text articulation, negotiation and inscription
strategies, they used both English and Welsh thus affirming a bilingual situation. Jones
concluded that the insights to be drawn from using the social practice theory for investigating the
farmers’ encounters with literacy and discourse practices at the auction site indicated that literacy
practices constituted larger social structures and processes.

In a study done in South Africa, Gibson’s (1996) focus was on the interplay between literacy,
knowledge, gender and power in the workplace. From the ethnographic research Gibson
conducted on three farms in the Western Cape she “explored the conflicting ways in which being
literate was constructed through discourses in this workplace” (Gibson, 1996, p. 50). What she
observed was that even as the school-acquired reading and writing skills were valued as literacy
skills on the farms, the males, only 6% of whom had high school compared to the 20% of
women, were valued more because “a good worker, sobriety, the ability to get along with other
workers, and farm knowledge were considered more important than literacy and some of the
highest paid workers were males who had never attended school and could not read or write”
(Gibson, 1996, p. 52). Many of the male farm workers did tasks that needed measurements and
machinery parts assembly and repair, and in some situations they were found to be interpreting
and using complex instructional documents to perform tasks. They indicated that the skills that
they applied in their jobs were learnt from other workers. What happened on these farms
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demonstrates another perspective by which what constitutes illiteracy and literacy in the
workplace can be viewed.

According to Gibson, the unschooled and supposedly illiterate male workers acquired
“specialised work knowledge through enculturation in the workplace (1996, p. 55), something
which was expressed by one of the participants in the study when saying “I may not be able to
read and write, but I use something I have learnt in one case and adapt it a bit to fit in another
case” (Gibson, 1996, p. 55). Gender differences and inequities are revealed in this study since
the schooled women’s work was not rewarded as much, unless she was doing what was
considered men’s work, thus her conclusion was that “f[F]arm worker’s literacy practices were
embedded in power relationships between worker, farmer, men and women” (Gibson, 1996, p.
63). The study also demonstrates how the situatedness of the literacy construct can be interpreted
differently according to workplaces.

Taken together, these studies by Gibson (1996) and Jones (2000), indicate that literacy
development across vocational education contexts ought to recognize the workplace peculiarities
resulting from ‘local and global’encounters around language, literacy and social context
(Higgins, 2009), a notion which lies at the heart of an approach to literacy acquisition in
vocational learning environments. In the context of vocational training course design, this is a
powerful philosophy to embrace because it empowers the course designer to tap a multiplicity of
linguistic and cultural sources to design a language and literacy course that is congruent with
multicultural and multilingual contexts (Busse, Cenoz, Dalmann & Rogge, 2019) such as of
Botswana. Given this understanding, I view literacy more in terms of diversity, multiplicity and
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vibrancy rather than in monolithic terms, with a focus on the local, everyday experience of
literacy in particular communities of practice and yet, making connections to global settings.

The ideological model of literacy that Street (1984) had earlier proposed agitated for a culturally
sensitive view of literacy practices in the sense that they varied from one social and cultural
context to another, positing that literacy is a social practice, not simply a technical and neutral
skill, that is always embedded in socially constructed epistemological principles (Street, 1995). I
acknowledge that literacy practices - the “behaviour and the social and cultural
conceptualizations that give meaning to the uses of reading and/ or writing” (Street 1995, p. 2),
are implicated in struggles over power, resources and meanings. From this perspective, I support
the view that no particular form of literacy should be viewed as more effective or more valuable
than others. Rather, literacy practices are valuable according to how they are appropriated in a
given social context. Additionally, I reinforce the view that literacy practices vary on the norms
of interaction within which they operate. The New Literacy Studies approach has offered an
opportunity for investigating literacy from a variety of angles, particularly the social practice
perspective, promoting “the idea that reading, writing, and meaning are always situated within
specific social practices within specific Discourses” (Gee, 1998, p. 14).

These arguments have implications for undertaking literacy research as well as planning for
pedagogy in vocational education and training in that they embody a perspective that marks a
departure from the previously promoted autonomous model of literacy, which as Brian Street
(1995) rightly observes, projected literacy as a set of individual cognitive skills and an
independent variable the acquisition of which resulted in effects such as cognitive, economic and
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social development: “This then challenges the dominant emphasis on a single, ‘neutral’
‘Literacy’ with a big ‘L’ and a single ‘y’” (Street, 1995, p. 2). Literacy within this view has
undergone a shift from being considered as mere acquisition of independent skills to being
situated and social with a focus on everyday meanings and uses in specific cultural contexts,
many of which are characterised by bi/multilingualism (Street, 2003, 2004) and thus predisposed
to functioning with a multiplicity of literacies. This approach links directly to how the work of
literacy in educational contexts should be understood. Reinforcing the argument further, Barton
(2001) suggests that the frameworks for investigating the nature of reading and writing in diverse
areas, including the workplace have thus been established.

2.3.3 Situated literacies and the Communities of practice
The complexity of literacy as a concept has been acknowledged in literature (Street, 1995;
Johnston & Costello, 2005). Often, it is thought of as a cluster of all-purpose skills and strategies
to be acquired. However, as Johnston and Costello argue, “it is more complex, more local, more
personal, and more social than that.” (2005, p. 256). From this perspective, the concepts of
Situated literacies (Barton, Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000) and Communities of practice (Wenger,
1998) are ideal for a theory of literacy learning for the workplaces within bi/multilingual
contexts, which Botswana is. The notion of situated literacies draws on Jean Lave’s (1991)
theory of situated learning, which considers learning as not constituted separately from the social
situations in which it occurs and further denotes the learning process as tied to ongoing activities
and practices done by communities of people through social interaction rather than by isolated
individuals (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This perspective has been coupled with Wenger’s (1998)
formulation of communities of practice to provide a set of concepts which view literacy learning
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as a form of participation in activities occurring in certain sorts of groups and by which literacy
practices may be analyzed (Barton, 2001; Barton & Hamilton, 2005).

Lave and Wenger (1991) examined learning and social practice from the perspective of
legitimate peripheral participation asserting that “newcomers to a community participate in
attenuated ways with old-timers in the performance of community practices” (Toohey, 1998, p.
63). As newcomers engage in community practices, they over time develop the knowledge and
skills to earn them the right to move from peripheral membership and participation to full
membership and participation. Wenger (2000) observes that language is one of the communal
resources produced and shared by communities of practice and that “to be competent means to
have access to this shared repertoire and be able to use it appropriately” (p. 229). Groups in
learning and work environments have been found to fit this description (Toohey, 1998; Bloome,
1985). I draw on the notion of Communities of practice in investigating the Language and
Literacy Practices of a Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon workers, and students in
vocational education in order to acknowledge hairdressers as a community of practice and as an
important social unit of learning for whom literacy has a function in shaping and sustaining their
identities.

Wolf and Evans (2011) equally draw on these theoretical lenses to frame their study on
Improving Literacy in the Workplace. Their study focuses on literacy development as a human
capital accumulation and they also see literacy development as closely intertwined with literacy
usage in context, drawing from the situated learning theory and looking for connections in
literacy practices between workplace learning and other social situations such as the training
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context. In which case, Wolf and Evans (2011) view learning as “socialization into a wider
community of practice that involves membership, identity formation and expertise development”
(p. 25). This work further underscores the observation made by Barton and Hamilton (1998) that
literacy skills in workplaces derive importance, relevance, and legitimacy from the communities
where they are situated hence the need for training contexts to calibrate their learning
interventions to workplace contexts.

Still within the same scope of reasoning, Bloome’s (1985) early work in sociolinguistics implies
communities of practice in the social organization of classrooms. According to Bloome (1985),
the classroom dictates socially appropriate ways of doing reading and depending on whether
students perform reading tasks appropriately or not, they would either “gain social status within
the classroom” or “be viewed as outcasts” (p. 134). This is in tandem with Lave’s (1991)
perspective of legitimate peripheral participation which purports that for individuals to gain
access to ongoing community practice, they start off as newcomers and must “develop a
changing understanding of practice over time from improvised opportunities to [participating]
peripherally in ongoing activities of the community” (p. 68). Bloome (1985) therefore contends
that reading as a social process provides opportunity to structure social interaction for the
purpose of either differentiating or isolating self from others, or even, when one expresses
belongingness with others.

According to Bloome (1985), this dimension is referred to as the social context for reading
events, arguing that in classrooms, the social display of interactions is performed through the
feedback modes associated with normal classroom behaviour, both verbally and non-verbally,
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even as behaviours such as silent reading are not so explicit and thus may be overlooked as a
social context. Due to the arrangement of reading events in classrooms, “t[T]he interactions that
occur during a reading event can be described as the social context of reading” (Bloome, 1985, p.
135), which together with the nature of the social interaction influences how students will
interact with and interpret a text. Bloome (1985) further asserts that the way reading events are
organized in school and home situations differs according to the purposes for which reading is
done and what reading materials are at the individual’s disposal, thus the situatedness of reading.
Even though Bloome’s (1985) focus was on reading, the observation made here can be extended
to a construct of literacy as a social practice beyond the realm of reading and writing.

Hence, the social practice influenced approaches advancing that language is a social practice
have relevance to Wenger’s (1998) notion of Communities of practice. Language use as a social
practice is always situated within specific social contexts, and always embedded in socially
constructed epistemologies, an understanding of which can be best realized if explored within a
given context (Barton & Hamilton, 1998). Sociolinguistics and NLS are in this way concerned
with exploring language use as a social phenomenon and, where possible, to establish causal
links between language and society pursuing the questions such as how communities shape their
languages by using them (Coulmas, 1997). The implication of this is that, any involvement in a
communicative process is a social process since it involves “social relationships among people”
(Bloome, Carter, Christian, Otto & Stuart-Faris, 2005, p. xvii) in varied spheres of life. This is
the case whether the communicative process entails reading, writing, listening or speaking.
During the process and the acts of communications, social groups either emerge, or are
deliberately established, and along with their development are the supporting behaviour codes,
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essential for affording one acknowledgement by way of a status and social position, hence a
socialization process. Furthermore, as observed by Bloome (1985), it is by adhering to these
codes of behaviour that for any given community “culturally appropriate ways of thinking,
problem solving, valuing and feeling” (p.134) are acquired. As Barton (2001) and Perry (2012)
observe, literacy studies can gain valuable insights from Wenger’s (1998) notion of Communities
of practice in the ways of situating literacy engagement in particular groups.

2.4

Communication practices in the workspaces

As stated in the preceding section, on the continent of Africa, all the countries are characterized
by a high degree of bi/multilingualism at both the individual and national levels and included in
the myriad languages used are those historically originating from outside the continent (Prah,
2011, Mwelwa, 2016). It is often the case that in these countries language policy has ascribed an
ex-colonial language the elevated status of being official while one or two languages are declared
either as a working or national language(s). An official language is given a special legal status in
a particular country, state, or other jurisdiction and is typically used in that nation's courts,
parliament and administration.

The implication of this is that learning or working contexts are characterised by either the official
language or a combination of the official and the national languages. A case in point is Botswana
for example, where English, the official language as noted above, dominates academic discourse
but Setswana, the national language assumes national importance in social discourse (Chebanne
& Nyati-Ramahobo, 2003; Batibo, 2005; Nyati-Saleshando, 2011; Jotia & Pansiri, 2013; Tlale
Boyer & Zsiga, 2014). Of late though, in countries such as South Africa (Stultz, 2009), Eritrea
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(Asfaha, 2009), Namibia (Beckman & Kurvers, 2009), some national languages have become
visible in the academic discourse even though in most cases it goes as far as primary schooling,
pointing to a new linguistic trend, among students and instructors, for code-switching (Beckman
& Kurvers, 2009) and to adopt a more aptly described practice, ‘translanguaging’ (Canagarajah,
2011; Mwelwa, 2016) because of the speakers’ tacit and explicit knowledge of and ability to tap
into their linguistic resources to effectively communicate with those whom they share their
language and culture.

An official language is explicitly recognised in law for, at a minimum, daily use in the relevant
national or provincial/state legislature, the courts of the political jurisdictions in question, and the
official record of the proceedings of these bodies (Kamwangamalu, 2004; Stultz, 2009; OECD
[Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development], 2002). According to Stultz (2009),
where the law is silent, any language used for these aforementioned purposes is usually
described as a national or working language. For instance, according to Asfaha (2009), in the
case of Eritrea “Tigrinya, Arabic and English are the working languages in the country …
English enjoys the status of working language of higher public offices” (p. 214). By making a
language the discourse of hegemonic institutions, it assumes a status elevated over that of the
national language, while the national language is elevated over that of the other indigenous
languages spoken in the country (Mafela, 2009; Mooko, 2009). The resulting impact of these
prescriptions for the use of language is that both the dominant and the subordinated often misrecognize one language as superior to the other(s).
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Language researchers critically observe that such language policies promote the interests of
specific classes and some social groups (Alexander, 2007), while also being a mechanism by
which the interests of dominant sociopolitical groups are maintained (Pennycook, 2001; NyathiRamahobo, 2000; Mooko, 2006; Mafela, 2009). Within the precincts of literacy as reading and
writing, the official and national languages receive government priority; a case in point is
Botswana where Setswana and English as national and official languages respectively are
subsequently the languages of school, excluding other local languages. Policy in this way
accentuates dimensions of a power structure involving hegemony of central élites over the rest of
the nation, often reproduced through the school system. Furthermore, Alexander (2007) observes
as being the case in South Africa that proficiency in the language of the former colonial power is
viewed as constituting cultural capital since it almost automatically elevates the speaker into the
ruling élite. An approach that views literacy as a social practice would argue for policy on
language and literacy to recognize the assumptions and power relations on which models of
literacy are based (Barton & Ivanic, 1991; Street, 1995).

In Botswana, the dominance of English in the modern sector of the economy (Ministry of
Republic of Botswana, 2009), and its consequent hegemonic status makes it the language of
social elitism, leadership, power, and authority, all associated with high-paying jobs off the
production lines, and subsequently the language of aspiration for many (Giri, 2007; Alexander,
2007; Kamangamwalu, 2004); without which, opportunity for social advancement and economic
progression is thwarted. Hence the Botswana Revised National Policy on Education emphasizes
proficiency in the use of English as a tool for effective communication, study and work (Ministry
of Education, 1994) articulating what must pertain for literacy development. Based on this
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appropriation many people come to believe that all that matters is the knowledge of English.
However, the New Literacy Studies perspective and research studies that I have discussed above
contradict this view.

2.4.1 Bi/multilingualism in vocational learning and work environments
Workplaces and learning environments are often bi/multilingual even when there is an officially
stipulated language (Rodriguez, 2006; Kingsley, 2010) for use. Spaces where social interactions
are integral to effective communication have hybrid cultural norms and literacy practices (Au,
1980; Higgins, 2009; Enright, 2011), and reflect local and global interfaces, often portraying
innuendos of power levels (Jones, 2000). Language use is itself shaped by communities of
practice, situated in context, and second language users can fully localize the language, making it
their own while at the same time they can mix it with their own indigenous languages as is
common in bi/multilingual societies in sub-Saharan Africa generally and Botswana specifically.

Bilingualism and multilingualism (hereafter to be referred to as bi/multilingualism) reflect
important research contextual realities in my study in the sense that the two phenomena have a
bearing on the pedagogical aspect of the vocational education and training course design and the
hairdressing and beauty therapy salon practicum context, which by its functional nature permits
bi/multilingualism. In making a distinction between individual and societal bi/multilingualism,
Wei, (2008) refers to the former as a situation when one can communicate in more than one
language while the latter is whereby countries have official bi/multilingual policies. The societal
form of bi/multilingualism can also be located in workplaces like Kingsley (2010) found to be
the case with the Luxembourg banks, despite the bank’s monolingual policy stipulating that the
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employees should use English. However, from the study, Kingsley (2010) observed that the
management in the banks did not enforce this policy but opted to operate with the realities of a
bi/multilingual context. This understanding is consistent with my own understanding. In terms of
literacy studies, bi/mulingualism applies when vocational learners and trainers display their
competence in using English and Setswana to fulfil several communication and other vocational
functions. In bi/multilingualism, several languages are deployed to serve multiple functions, such
that individuals (de Socarraz-Novoa, 2015) “use their languages for different purposes, with
different interlocutors, in different domains of life” (Dewaele, 2015, p. 1) while the languages
have a complementary role to one another. These two concepts of bilingualism and
multilingualism are underpinned by multiculturalism that has a powerful influence in the
construction of social realities that tend to be expressed through language.

The sociolinguistic perspective sees bi/multilingualism as social phenomena which are socially
constructed and in which the person is a social actor (Wei, 2008). In situations where people are
bi/multilingual they are predisposed to choose saying certain things in one language even as they
know how to say it in another. In seeking to identify the meanings of code-switching in a
multicultural university work space in Madrid, Spain, de Socarraz-Novoa (2015) established that
the participants in the study reflected patterns of using English for words, phrases and
conversations exclusive to university work. In explaining this, one of the participants indicated
that it was convenient not to use their other languages but to stick to English since all the
workers understood them as workplace phrases, hence the English. Further established from the
study was that Spanish was the core languge for conversations in the private lives of the workers
as it was the at-home medium. de Socarraz-NovoaS (2015) observed that by making such
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‘language choices’ the workers connected and reconnect with others and situations while in the
process they expressed attitudes towards the languages concerned. The view also marks a shift
from the focus promoted by the autonomous, psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics views,
where the interest was in the human mind and the tendency was to emphasize structural
similarities or differences between the second language learner’s first language and the target
language (Coulmas, 1997; Urdaneta Hernández, 2002; Mitchell & Myles, 2004; Cook, 2005).

Still within the spectrum of bi/multilingualism, in the 90s the Welsh educator Colin Williams
conceptualized translanguaging to facilitate learning through two languages in bilingual
classrooms (Garcia & Sylvan, 2011; Facciani, 2019). As a practice, translanguaging looks at the
use of languages in a learning environment and challenges the strict separation of languages
(Charamba, 2020) promoted by monolingual education policies. Translanguaging points to the
fact that students get a richer comprehension of academic tasks when allowed to use all the
language skills they possess. The notion has over the last decade caught attention of scholars
(Velasco & Garcia, 2014; Mwelwa, 2016; Li & Luo, 2017; Nomlomo & Katiya, 2018; Kiramba
& Oloo, 2019; Charamba, 2020) who are seeking out a pedagogical practice that accommodates
the language resources that the bi/multilingual learners and teachers have. The concept makes
acknowledgement of the fact that bi/multilingual learners and teachers do not use language(s)
monolingually but rather draw upon the different lexical, syntactic, phonological, and
morphological features of the languages they know to achieve communicative purpose (Whelan
Ariza, 2019).
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Efforts to implement translanguaging pedagogies in the bi/multilingual South African higher
education classrooms include those by Hurst and Mona (2017), and Nomlomo and Katiya (2018)
made at the University of Cape Town and another higher education institution in Western Cape
respectively. Mwelwa (2016) points to another project which established how by drawing from
their Sesotho-sa-Leboa (a language spoken in the Limpopo Province of South Africa) linguistic
proficiency, students at the University of Limpopo “were able to develop cognitive competence
and skills that proved invaluable in solving high-order tasks in Sesotho-sa-Leboa and in English”
(p. 71). With the unique language in education situation existing in South Africa where eleven
languages are official and can be used for instruction in schools, scholars have had notable
successes using this window to pursue possibilities for using more than just one language in
teaching content subjects, for which discourse has been in English as a result of the colonial
history of the country (Hurst & Mona, 2017).

Beyond Africa in Sweden, Karlsson, Larsson and Jakobsson (2019) concluded from their
translanguaging science classroom project involving first year university students, that the
students’ learning was maximised when they were allowed to access conceptual and linguistic
resources at their disposal, given that they had competence in more than one language.

Other than research on code-switching (Mafela, 2009; Chimbganda & Mokgwathi, 2012;
Tselayakhumo, 2018) among others, no studies and interventions on and for translanguaging
have been conducted in Botswana. Instead, the English only monolingual policy has guided the
higher education pedagogy and as a consequence has drawn the resentment of scholars (NyathiRamahobo, 2000; Kamwendo, 2008; Mooko, 2009; Mafela, 2014; Bagwasi, 2016) for
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marginalising Setswana and other languages from the curriculum and thus excluding Batswana
from maximised participation in the economy. But, as Garcia (2009) has argued,
“translanguaging is not only a way to ‘‘scaffold’’ instruction, to make sense of learning and
language; rather, translanguaging is part of the metadiscursive regimes that students in the
twenty-first century must perform . . .” (p. 147) and the Batswana bi/multilingual learners should
be beneficiaries of a curriculum that enables capacities for bi/multilingual use and application
both in training and in the workplace contexts.

2.4.2 Multiculturalism
The value of multiculturalism is underscored by the fact that linguistic plurality by consequence
introduces cultural identities and social nuances that are diverse but have the potential to enrich
the learning and practical application of knowledge in the Comm & PIPS classroom as well as in
the HBT salon as a workplace context. However, to appreciate the value of multiculturalism,
learning contexts in vocational education ought to give voice to it for enabling students to
interact with each other using multicultural lenses. Mwelwa and Spencer (2013) and Mwelwa
(2016) have demonstrated how learners’ creative capacities are unleashed when learning
environments embrace and promote bi/multilingualism and multiculturalism through learning
materials and pedagogy. These studies show that learners are enthusiastic, creative in their
actions when performing tasks and more communicative in their interactions because they have a
rich repertoire of linguistic resources to choose from to communicate their ideas and thoughts.
Given the potential this perspective holds for my study, I will argue that bi/multilingualism be
one of the design principles for materials development and pedagogy on the learning units for
Comm & PIPS to promote language and literacy development that is more responsive to the
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communicative needs of a multicultural workplace context. This is a tacit and explicit
acknowledgement of how cultures differ in their perception of what holds as acceptable or
appropriate in beauty (Tharps & Byrd, 2014).

Practicalizing this view creates an opportunity for students to leave vocational training with more
appropriate language and literacy skills to apply their hairdressing and beauty therapy knowledge
and skills in actual work contexts. These students will build on their multicultural perspectives as
they interact with their potential customers and serve them according to their diverse needs.
Students that are bi/multilingual tend to be unconstrained by monolingual communicative
practices (Mwelwa & Spencer, 2013). Hence, vocational education students would be more
inclined to being creative and eclectic in their choice of options to serve their future clients.
Because clients in the HBT industry are from bi/multilingual and multicultural backgrounds, the
meeting point - in this case the workplace - becomes an enabling confluence of multiculturalism
and bi/multilingualism permitting an evolution of a community of practice (Wenger, 1998, 2006)
with its own shared cultural values and attitudes. The attributes of the community of practice for
the hairdressers in Botswana will manifest in the communication process characterised by
discourses that enable them to address their clients’ needs in an effective and efficient way.

In order for the context to be appropriate for a particular group of learners, a bridging of the
cultural norms of the home and the school environments is desirable for ensuring the enrichment
of the learning experiences in the classroom (Heath, 1983; Au, 1980). Drawing from the results
of a study conducted among the Hawaiian children, Au (1980) analyzed their participating
structures in a culturally appropriate reading lesson. The conclusion was that hybrid settings that
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incorporate features of conventional classroom culture and the cultural norms learners bring from
home and the community result in improved learning benefits and academic achievement by the
learners.

These insights can also be useful for my investigation to understand the Language and Literacy
Practices of hairdressers in the Botswana multilingual setting and to determine how vocational
education on workplace literacy practices addresses the communication needs of hairdressers'
actual workplaces, where such settings have more than just the official language to work with.

2.4.3 Understanding Language and Literacy Practices
With the social turn in educational research, trends in literacy research have shifted from the
previous focus on cognitive aspects of language skills acquisition towards a broader
consideration of literacy as a social practice and in a cross-cultural perspective (Street, 1995;
Gee, 1996; Urdaneta Hernández, 2002). From a social orientation, researchers view language as
a social phenomenon which can no longer be seen as chunks of grammar to be taught out of
context, but one in which the form(s) of language develops from its social function. This was a
social turn “away from a focus on individual behaviour … towards a focus on social and cultural
interaction” (Gee, 2000, p 180). To gird this view in my study, I have highlighted in section 2.3
of this chapter, the centrality of language and literacy studies and that these underlie the
theoretical assumptions of the sociolinguistics and New Literacy Studies (NLS).

Based on the social grounding view, the sociolinguistics contention is that language has to be
studied in use. The NLS movement develops this perspective further, asserting that reading and
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writing only make sense when studied in the context of social and cultural practices of which
they are a part (Gee, 2000; Barton, 2001), such that interactions are core to the social practices in
which people engage. The social practice perspective draws from the Social theory of learning to
which Vygotsky (1978) and Halliday (1993) made important contributions and which has gained
influence in literacy research as it applies to English as a second language, and indeed any
language. This perspective, according to Holland and Lave (2009) “takes activity as a central
focus… and pays particular attention to differences among participants...” (p. 1). The perspective
therefore promotes language learning as a social process in which different elements play
significant roles at different times in different social contexts and the second language learner is
considered a social being taking part in given social networks and practices. To this, Holland and
Lave (2009) assert that there is always a connection between knowledge and engagement in
practice.

Proponents of the ideological model advanced by Street (1995) have as their concern, the need
“to see literacy practices as inextricably linked to cultural and power structures in a given
society” (Street, 1995, p, 161), and they found the model to be culturally sensitive and flexible.
In advocating for an approach to “the study of literacy in terms of an explicit ideological model,”
Street (1995, p. 162) introduces the concept of literacy practices so as to build on Heath’s (1982)
notion of literacy events. According to Street (1995), the literacy practices concept “refers to
both behaviour and the cultural conceptualizations that give meaning to the uses of reading and
writing” (p. 2). Barton explains literacy practices as referring to “the general cultural ways of
utilising literacy which people draw upon in particular situations” (2001, p. 96). The link
between the literacy events and literacy practices is that the former provide the real life context
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for the activities that give literacy meaning and it is from these contexts that the latter are
inferred from the way they connect with the people’s beliefs, values, attitudes, and power
structures (Perry, 2012). A focus on literacy practices provides a more concrete understanding of
literacy in specific contexts and this understanding could be applied to inform curriculum design
for literacy development programmes. Several of the literacy studies that adopted the social
practices approach have investigated the literacy practices (Barton & Hamilton, 1998) of select
communities in their encounters with local literacies.

As more advocacy initiatives were embarked on for facilitating the appropriate use of English in
non-native socio-cultural and bi/multilingual contexts, the ideal of a “standard English” has been
scrutinized, with Kachru’s (1986) work providing rationalisation for the scrutiny. Even though
Kachru’s (1986) concentric circles of the inner, outer and expanding circles was contested for
being too narrow and for excluding of other speakers of English (Bruthiaux, 2003), they form
part of the discourse that opened the debate for recognizing the peculiarities of language when
used in local contexts and drawing from the learner’s society and culture given that interpretation
and meaning are embedded in cultural systems of understanding. It is on this score that Barton,
Hamilton and Ivanic (2000) introduced the notion of Situated literacies, thus conceptualizing
literacy as integral to social events and practices.

Given these views, I argue that the social practices and NLS perspectives offer opportunity for a
critical investigation of literacy learning in bi/multilingual and second language workplace
contexts whereby individuals are competent in two or more languages, having also learnt the
second language and its related literacy skills. I further assert that the social practices and New
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Literacy Studies (NLS) perspectives assume the socially centred orientation in language and
literacy studies; hence, I draw upon these theories to underpin my study and to inform my
understanding of Language and Literacy Practices of hairdressers in Botswana.

2.5

Studies on the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy industry

The Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy, henceforth, (HBT) curriculum requires constant input
from ongoing research to ensure relevance to the needs of learners and subsequently the industry.
A Google search on this subject showed that the closest study done in Botswana evaluated the
BTEP course (Moswela & Chiparo, 2015). However, further afield, Banks (1999) presents a
detailed account of how in the last century the subject of hair and beauty has been taken up in
scholarship.

In examining the scholarship literature on HBT, three things are glaringly visible. First, many of
the studies have been conducted in the North American context (Willet, 1996; Banks, 1999;
Rooks, 1999; Edwards, 2005; Pool, 2005; Thompson, 2009; Jeffries & Jeffries, 2014; Tharps, &
Byrd, 2014; Driskel, 2016; Jenkins, 2019), and fewer in the United Kingdom and Europe
(Kristofferson & Silickaite, 2010; Smith, 2018), Australian (Tetteh, 2012, McCann & Myers,
2019), Asian (Bax, 2012), and African (Balkaran, n.d; Erasmus, 2000; Etemesi, 2007;
Langevang & Gough, 2012; Moswela & Chiparo, 2015; Teare, Kootbodien, Naicker & Mathee,
2015; Majali, Coetzee & Rau, 2017) contexts.

Second, the theoretical framing for the studies is notable in that the studies are framed by the:
social comparison (Thompson 2009), social constructivism (Majali, Coetzee & Rau, 2017)
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feminist and race (Banks, 1999; Sims, Pirtle & Johnson-Arnold, 2020), cultural hegemony and
violence (Jeffries & Jeffries, 2014; Odeyemi, 2015), beauty and fashion theory (Smith, 2018;
Silickaite & Kristofferson, 2010), and sociolinguistics (Tetteh, 2012) perspectives. While the
studies provide rich findings on the cultural practices of hair and beauty industries across
contexts and groups, no studies to date have a social practice lens framing. The studies do not
have language and literacy as their focus, nor do they point to hairdressing as a community of
practice with the same import as my study has set out to do.

Third, research on HBT has for most part focused on issues of: identity culture and Black
consciousness (Banks, 1999; Tetteh, 2012; Bax, 2012; Jeffries & Jeffries, 2014; Tharps, & Byrd,
2014; Johnson & Bankhead, 2014; Driskel, 2016; Oyedemi, 2016; Jenkins 2019), occupational
health risks (Etemesi, 2007; Wise, Palmer, Reich, Cozier, & Rosenberg, 2011; Teare,
Kootbodien, Naicker & Mathee, 2015), power contestations (Rooks, 1999), and entrepreneurial
endeavours and professionalization (Balkaran, n.d.; Silikaite & Kristofferson, 2010; Langevang
& Gough, 2012; Smith, 2018). Less attention has been given to the vocational training as applied
to developing the hairdressers for a professionalized industry. In Botswana, Moswela &
Chiparo’s (2015) study makes an anecdotal reference to the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy
courses in terms of skills and knowledge development for employability.

Additionally, the methodological and analytical thrusts of the studies revealed experiences and
interactions of the HBT service consumers (Johnson & Bankhead, 2014; Oyedemi, 2016) that I
found insightful. For example, Johnson and Bankhead (2014) used an internet-based survey to
explore lived experiences of 529 African American women regarding their natural hair. By
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studying the narrative data of these women, they established that the participants' identity was
closely linked to the presentation of their hair and that beauty was defined from that perspective.
Oyedemi’s (2016) assessment of the African perception of beauty was also based on the analysis
of verbal data, which exposed lamentations of African HBT researchers. These researchers were
struck by how so “many African women of black African descent reveal the triumph of a
Eurocentric dominant ideology of beauty” (2016, p.1). Jeffries and Jeffries (2014) analysed the
verbal and visual rhetoric in two media texts to explore the “use of black female hair as a cultural
signifier [which, when seen from white hair] revealed generational family influences and identity
formation” (p.160) that helped to shape the Africans’ acceptance of their hair as beautiful.
Analysis of textual discourse reveals cultural ideologies that seem to reinforce the Africans’
perceptions of beauty and a push back on cultural hegemony that Gramsci, cited by Jackson
Lears (1985), described as an acceptance of social norms of a dominant group represented by a
dominant language. There is however a growing interest by researchers to study the experiences
of the hairdressers as well (Pool, 2005; Bax, 2012), for insights on the professionalisation of the
industry.

Hence, I argue that the locale for this focus is the HBT salon, which is a social space in which
the hairdressers engage with rich, situated language and literacy practices that should be reflected
in the training of Comm & PIPS students. However, the studies that have been done so far have
not provided the curriculum developers and practitioners with an authentic and culturally
appropriate resource to enable them to frame and design pedagogical tasks and activities in the
Comm & PIPS learning units within BTEP. In the absence of documented research done in
Botswana for the last twenty years since the inception of the HBT course of the BTEP
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programme, my tentative assumption is that the course has been designed using theoretical
constructs and practice on HBT that have been developed outside of the African continent. While
this practice promotes cross pollination of ideas, its inherent weakness is in its reliance on the decontextualized HBT constructs - a practice I find detrimental to the promotion of local,
indigenously induced thinking and creativity in the development of the Botswana HBT
curriculum. Given the importance of providing research designed specifically to investigate the
language and literacy practices of hairdressers in the socio-cultural spaces that form workplaces
for the Comm & PIPS units in vocational training for the HBT, I undertook this study.

Considering the linguistic and cultural hegemony that characterise the HBT that I have alluded to
in the studies above, I argue that in beauty salons and vocational training classrooms in
Botswana, the dominant beauty paradigm embodied in hair care and therapy tends to manifest
itself through the superimposition of the African beauty on the European mannequins that
seemingly project the epitome of beauty. Consequently, the literacy discourse that develops in
the classroom is largely influenced by the Eurocentric HBT metalanguage that dominates the
curriculum benefiting as it were, from a well-developed Eurocentric HBT research culture. By
extension, the curriculum equips the students with language and literacy skills that reflect a
community of practice defined from the Eurocentric HBT perspective. Unknowingly, the African
HBT practitioner or trainer is accentuating values that are dislocated from the context in which
the values of beauty are supposed to be interpreted, lived and shared. I posit that the nature of the
HBT knowledge and skills that the Gaborone Technical College prepares students on ought to be
crafted from authentic African sources in familiar African contexts and enhanced by HBT
knowledge and skills from other contexts.
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2.6

Implications for literacy development and course design in vocational training

The preceding discussion has raised important considerations and principles for literacy
development courses in vocational education. This section attempts to locate studies that
illustrate practicalisation of the theoretical principles that I have articulated in 2.3 and related
subsections, and which should have an enduring impact on literacy development for workplaces
and course design in vocational education in Botswana.

The New Work Order as posited by Gee, Hull, and Lankshear (1996) points to workplace
literacies that entail transference of literacy practices from one workplace to another, something
that should be of interest to institutions involved with workplace literacy development. Literacy
development includes the honing of discourse competence appropriate to particular identities and
communities of practice to enable one to occupy the ideological space for which one must
conform. For a vocational education learner, this entails having a good knowledge of the
imagined community and acquiring the relevant linguistic capital to subsequently fit in. The
implication of this is that the Social Practice perspective for the second language literacy
learning targets the diversity of literacies that surround human life experiences and
environments.

In Botswana, having English as the official language led to the stipulation that as a literacy
requirement, individuals must exhibit knowledge and skills of English. These were the focus for
the language and literacy skills syllabuses to be taught in schools. English teaching in the
Botswana public schools is thus premised on second language learning and teaching approaches
(Ministry of Education, 2010), since it is assumed that learners would have already learnt a first
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language as their mother tongue. In the NLS philosophy, this approach is counterproductive as it
brackets out important considerations in literacy research already outlined in section 2 and
related subsections above.

Roberts (2010) in adding to the arguments for New Work Order literacy argued for literacy to be
conceptualized as a social practice to be understood only if it is seen in interaction with other
communication practices, and calls for an acknowledgement of the language and literacy
complexities of the workplace. Among the studies of language use in vocational contexts that
adopt this perspective is the one done by Goldstein (1997). This study examined the language
habits of Portuguese-speaking-Canadians working on a factory production floor and who were
participating in English as Second Language (ESL) classes. English for these immigrant workers
was deemed a necessity at work. However, Goldstein’s (1997) findings indicate that the
participants preferred to use Portuguese instead of English because they were many in number on
the production floor, were from the same community, they all understood Portuguese. These
participants were observed to use Portuguese for social interaction at work, suggesting that the
work they were doing in the production line did not place much demand on them to use English,
especially the formal derivations such as being polite to each other, that formed part of the ESL
program.

In another study by Duff, Wong, and Early (2000) involving immigrant Canadians seeking
careers in healthcare, the researchers observed a discrepancy between the literacy skills learnt
through ESL programs designed for the integration of immigrants into the Canadian society, and
those literacy skills required in the actual workplaces. The participants of their study were
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enrolled in a program that combined ESL skills and nursing skills by which they were being
prepared to be care workers for elderly people. Whereas the assumption and emphasis of the
program was to prepare the students for English language use in workplaces, Duff et al’s (2000)
findings show that such monolingual English workplaces “do not exist any longer in large cities
in many parts of the English-speaking world” (p. 418). If this is the case then, it can only be
logical to say that in a context where English is an imported language like in Botswana, an
English only vocational literacy development program does not fully address the target
workplace communication needs of the students.

Moraitis, Carr, and Daddow (2012) make a case for embedding language literacy and academic
skills in vocational education curriculum so that students would “begin to develop a critical
perspective on the discourse community into which they are being inducted” (p. 58) so that, in
turn, they could work constructively in the field. They build upon Hyland’s (2009) notion that
disciplinary knowledge must be understood for effective participation in a discourse community
and workplace communication. There is a strong emphasis on occupationally re-contextualizing
literacy according to disciplinary knowledge for academic learning, and to the field of practice
thus situating reading, writing and meaning for specific social contexts and discourses related to
learner’s current learning needs as well as future occupational needs.

A similar assertion to Moraitis et. al’s (2012) view is made by Giroux and Moje (2017) in regard
to literacy practices of engineers. In the study they undertook, Giroux and Moje (2017) sought to
illustrate the literacy practices of one group of engineers and to draw from that, implications for
teacher practice. They argued that, “understanding the literacy practices of engineers is an
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essential first step for teachers if they are to engage students in doing engineering” (Giroux &
Moje, 2017, p. 301). The study was located in an engineering laboratory and in this way the
specific ways that the engineers interacted with texts was observed in a natural and real context
thus suggesting situated literacies specific to a community of engineers. Giroux and Moje (2017)
concluded that for any disciplinary community, “language and literacy practices cannot be
separated from disciplinary knowledge” (p. 301). Most beneficial to my study is the conclusion
that the multiplicity affordance of literacy is imminent within the engineering community for the
fact that information is relayed through a variety of texts (e.g. images, books, research literature,
graphs and plots, machine output notes, web pages).

The findings of these studies offer useful insights for vocational education literacy curriculum
design in bi/multilingual contexts where English is a non-native language. Furthermore, they
provide a framework on how the literacy practices of the hairdressing discipline specific
community such as found in Botswana, must be factored into the design of the vocational course.
The workplace as a social institution is thus not simply a space of economic production but also
a place for forming important personal relationships (between co-workers as well as between
workers and clients) that complement existing social dynamics, including networks with varied
discourse communities that draw from bilingual or multilingual orientations to sustain the social
interactions (Rodriguez, 2006). From this point of view, I strongly argue that the assumption that
advocates use of English at work in bi/multilingual contexts is erroneous. I also assert that the
Language and Literacy Practices of hairdressers must be acknowledged in vocational education
curriculum design because, as my preceding argument demonstrates, they constitute a
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community of practice situated in a social context that would inform vocational curriculum
design on Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy.

2.7

Chapter summary

In this chapter, I have explored the concepts of workplace and occupational literacy in the
process establishing how literacy evolved over time. The initial association of literacy with the
knowledge of using language in reading and writing became the focus even in workplaces. An
expanded view of literacy emerged with the social turn and a social practice perspective was to
later emphasize context as an important determinant for defining literacy thus discouraging a
monolithic view. This led to the emergence of the New Literacy Studies approach, a theoretical
framework that offered opportunity for investigating literacy from many angles. Literacy
research in workplace contexts has in this regard been studied as more than just reading and
writing, and has among others included notions of embeddedness of literacy practices in
particular contexts and, interplay between literacy, knowledge, gender and power.

These perspectives enabled me to focus on the literacy practices of workers in the hairdressing
and beauty therapy workplace. Potential data for affordances of multiplicity and multimodality in
literacies of hairdressers in Botswana exist to motivate a systematic investigation whose outcome
would benefit literacy development course design in vocational education. This work will fill a
gap in the research informing policy for language and literacy development and curriculum
design in vocational education. The next chapter articulates the methodology I applied to conduct
the study.
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Chapter 3: Research Design and Methodology
3.1

Introduction

This chapter articulates the research approach and methodology I applied in my study to examine
the Language and Literacy Practices enacted in a Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon
presumed as a professional community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). A case study using
qualitative ethnographic techniques was used because it empowered me to narrow the scope of
the target with intensified focus. The approach also enabled me to explore and yield multiple
sources of contextual data to understand the Language and Literacy Practices of hairdressers in
one salon context and how this understanding could enhance course design in the
Communication and Personal & Interpersonal Skills (Comm & PIPS) which units are integral to
the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy Training course in the BTEP programme. I was also able to
utilize multiple research methods and techniques to obtain data responses on each of the research
questions. The chapter also discusses the ethical considerations.

The research questions I sought to answer in this study are highlighted in section 1.3 of Chapter
One and reiterated here for emphasis:
RQ1. What Language and Literacy Practices do BTEP trained workers in Botswana
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salons use to function in the workplace?
RQ2. How are the Language and Literacy Practices used by the Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapy salon workers anticipated and reflected in the Comm & PIPS units of the
BTEP curriculum?
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RQ3. What are the perceptions of the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon workers
and the BTEP students of the BTEP training in relation to the Language and
Literacy Practices in their work in hair salons?
RQ4. How might the hairdressers be described as a community of practice?

These questions focused my investigation to look at situated Language and Literacy Practices in
both the learning environment (a peripheral community of practice) and the target workplaces for
the graduates of the BTEP (a professional community of practice). The goal of the investigation
was to develop an understanding of the Language and Literacy Practices enacted in a
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon and how these relate to the characteristics of the BTEP
curriculum and pedagogy in workplace literacy training for hairdressers in Botswana.

3.2

Research design

Understanding the Language and Literacy Practices of hairdressers in the bi/multilingual
contexts of Botswana demanded a research design that enabled the study of a social phenomenon
emanating from social construction enacted through a set of expansive socially situated practices
capable of generating multiple meanings (Nitri, 2015). I devised a “conceptual structure within
which the research [was] conducted. [Thus] the research design … constitutes the blueprint for
the collection, … and analysis of data” (Kothari, 1990, p.39) related to the purpose of my study.
The design had to allow for varied interpretations of the phenomenon of my study by different
participants, including myself as a researcher familiar with the contexts of the technical
education classroom and the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon. For this reason, my research
design includes descriptions of interactions related to the domains where literacy events reveal
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literacy practices within hairdressing environments, as well as perceptions of those interactions
by actors in such settings. I opted for an efficient and appropriate research design that yielded
maximal information and provided me with an “opportunity for considering many different
aspects of the research problem” (Kothari, 1990, p.41) as outlined in the research questions of
my study. I was inclined to a design that favoured an accurate description of the phenomenon as
it “minimises bias and maximises reliability of the evidence collected” (Kothari, 1990, p.41-42)
on graduates of the BTEP vocational education Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy course already
working in the hairdressing industry, and students still enrolled on the program. Hence, this
research fits within the qualitative study paradigm.

3.2.1 Research methodology
Qualitative approaches to inquiry open opportunities for discovery, exploration, and the
generation of theory and hypotheses typically through inductive processes (Kamberelis &
Dimitriadis, 2005). By studying phenomena in their natural settings, while being sensitive to the
people and places under study, qualitative researchers adopt ethnographic methods to produce
data in multiple forms, including images and spoken or written language, with the aim of
describing and clarifying human experience as it typically exists in people’s real life situations
(Polkinghorne, 2005). Situations are deemed to be important because they provide the context
for behaviour; thus, regarding language, what people say cannot be separated from the context in
which they say it. This resonates with Creswell’s argument that “qualitative research today
involves closer attention to the interpretive nature of inquiry and situating the study within the
political, social, and cultural context of the researchers, the participants, and the readers of a
study” (2007, p. 37).
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To answer the research questions pertaining to the research problem of my study, I chose to
apply the Case Study method (Stake, 2000; Dyson & Genishi, 2005; Yin, 2015) because it
enabled me to utilise qualitative ethnographic techniques for investigation. Additionally,
interactions with the participants occurred in their respective natural settings, allowing for the
concrete, context-dependent knowledge (Patton, 2002; Wolcott, 2001; Creswell, 2007) to be
gained, as well as to highlight the relevance of cultural undertones in the interpretation of the
Botswana hairdressers’ Language and Literacy Practices in use. This approach also allowed for
the interpretation of what went on from the perspective of the informants in the investigation
(Hammersley, 2006), while also allowing for an interpretation and meaning to be derived from
my observations. Given the importance of context in understanding what occurs in society, I
could therefore examine in detail the phenomenon (Flyvbjerg, 2006) of the situated Language
and Literacy Practices of a professional community of hairdressers within the real training and
workplace contexts.

The case forming the ‘situated Language and Literacy Practices of a professional community of
hairdressers’ is exemplified by Lave and Wenger’s (1991) depiction of the community of
practice as embracing peripheral participation by an apprenticing novice and full participation by
the experienced old-timer. Hence, the case for this study had a unique space arrangement that
comprised two sites as was necessitated by the community of practice continuum: i) the
peripheral site being the institution at which the training for hairdressers takes place; and ii) the
full participation workplace, that being the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon where the
everyday Language and Literacy Practices were enacted by the trained hairdressers. The two
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sub-spaces and their given particularities form the context, allowing for the application of the
communities of practice construct (Lave & Wenger, 1991) as explained above.

3.2.2 Research methods
To ensure that I collected appropriate data for the phenomenon that I have described in Chapter
1, Section 1.3 and which I reiterated in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, I used ethnographic methods
entailing detailed systematic observing, recording and analyzing the behaviour and interactions
of the participants in their work and learning spaces. Adopting the ethnographic techniques for
data collection made it possible to locate the mundane features of extraordinary situations in real
time and to identify what is remarkable in the everyday life of the hairdressers at work
(Silverman, 2007). Additionally, I was able to visit the sites several times over a period of six
months and during interactions with participants I built upon previous familiarity with the
context, and got involved with the inner experiences, culture and values at the sites. This proved
useful when for instance I later listened to recordings since I was able to make meaning of signs
reflected in nuanced tones. At the same time the data I collected was detailed and enriched. In
language and literacy research ethnographic methods are well established in the New Literacy
Studies framework and have been used extensively in studies that look at local literacy practices
threads through contemporary social life (e.g. Heath, 1983; Goldstein, 1997; Barton & Hamilton,
1998; Barton, Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000; Barton, 2001; Baynham, 2004; Campbell, 2006).

3.3

Participants and context

The context for this study of hairdressers is the large city of Gaborone in Botswana,
encompassing both a vocational education training site and a professional Hairdressing and
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Beauty Therapy (HBT) salon. The participants included students, teachers, administrators,
hairdressers, curriculum developers and learning moderators. Also involved in the study, as
additional informants, were the clients who went to the HBT salon for service. The following
subsections provide detailed descriptions of the research sites and participants.

3.3.1 Site identification
In order to obtain the data needed for investigation in this study two sites were required, a
primary (full participation) and a secondary (peripheral participation) site. I used purposeful
sampling for the selection of both sites based on criteria generated according to the objectives
and the research questions for which answers were being sought. Both the primary and
secondary sites were conveniently located in the same city where I resided and thus visits could
be made on as regular basis as was required. Details of the criteria used to select the sites are
outlined below.

i)

The Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon – the primary site was a HBT salon with

a manager, and that employed at least three graduates of the Botswana Technology Education
Program (BTEP) offered at the technical and vocational education college (TVEC), the
secondary site where the graduates were trained in Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy. I adopted a
referral approach to making contact with salons that could be possible sites, but there was no
way of knowing beforehand those that had BTEP graduates. Since the Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapy training is fairly new in Botswana I envisaged that there would be many salons
employing hairdressers with no BTEP training. Prior to the year 2000 when BTEP was
introduced, there were no institutions in Botswana awarding qualifications for the trade of
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hairdressing and beauty therapy, and the foreigners who owned the salons that existed trained
their own staff in-house.

Mogolaganyi, a friend, went with me to a hairdressing and beauty therapy salon in town where
she was a customer and introduced me to Kay, her hairdresser. I learnt from Kay that the salon
operated on a ‘rent a chair’ basis, whereby each hairdresser rented space in the salon, were selfemployed and managed their business and were responsible for their customers. The salon had
no overall employer but a landlord, who lived in a village 200km away from Gaborone, and
came around at month-end to collect rent. Kay was very sceptical that I could have any workable
sustained data collection with any of the hairdressers since they came to the salon on flexi hours,
and sometimes when they did not have customers they did not come at all. At other times they
made alternative plans such as going to the customer’s home to do their hair there. She advised
me to go to a ‘commissioning salon,’ explaining that it was a salon where the owner employed
hairdressers and they were at the workplace daily from morning till evening according to the
opening hours of the salon. She referred me to one such hairdressing salon in the neighbourhood.
However, when I visited that salon, the Manager there said she trained her own hairdressers and
that she did not have any BTEP graduates.

Through consultations with the lecturers for the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy course at the
TVEC, I was given three names of ex-students and the salons they worked for. At the first of the
three salons they had one BTEP trained hairdresser and the manager was too busy on the day I
visited and asked me to go back the next day. The next of the three salons I was referred to,
satisfied the above stated criteria for the primary site selection and was located in the same city
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as the college. Three of the hairdressers (two men and one woman) were BTEP trained, and
having read the introductory letter (Appendix 1) I had earlier left, the manager was keen to have
her salon used as the primary site for the study. Since the salon met the criteria for the selection
of a primary site, we went through the consent procedures (Appendix 2) for using the site as well
as for her participation (Appendix 3) in the study.

ii) The technical and vocational education college - the secondary site that was used for
the study was picked because it was the only technical and vocational education college (TVEC)
that offered a BTEP qualification in Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy. The college was
significant to this study because it was where the hairdressers at the primary site received
training, part of which was in developing the language and literacy skills for the hairdressing
industry. There was a simulate-hairdressing salon at the college, where the students got practical
learning experiences on their trade. At times, word was sent out inviting customers to receive
HBT services done by the students as part of their training. Thus, the lessons learnt of the
Language and Literacy Practices of hairdressers would have implications for training
professional hairdressers. I delivered to the Gaborone Technical College Principal, the letter to
explain the project (Appendix 4). At a follow-up meeting, the Principal introduced me to the
Head of Department for Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy and assigned her to arrange meetings
with the staff members and students who were later invited to participate in the study.

3.3.2 Participants
In total, twenty-nine (29) participants and additional informants were involved in this study. Four
(4) of the participants (manager and hairdressers) were at the independent hairdressing and
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beauty therapy salon, which was the primary site for the investigation. Also at this site, nine (9)
customers who were receiving service when the hairdressers were being observed were involved
as additional informants. At the TVEC, (secondary site), there were fourteen (14) participants
(2x lecturers, 2x learning verifiers, and 10x students), and two curriculum developers were at the
Department of Vocational Education and Training (DVET). All the participants in the study gave
informed consent (Appendix 3, 5, 6, 7, 8). Engagement in the study was for all the participants to
do so voluntarily and they could withdraw their participation at any time. During the explanation
for consenting, the prospective participants were assured of maintaining privacy of their identity
throughout the research. Some of the participants chose the pseudonyms they preferred to be
identified by in the written report, while others were comfortable with pseudonyms chosen for
them. The reason for using multiple participants was to gather accounts from different
perspectives on the Language and Literacy Practices enacted by hairdressers in the workplace,
and BTEP occupational language and literacy learning. The selection of cases for the different
needs of this study was guided by criteria defined according to the characteristics of the
population to focus on, thus ensuring their validity for participation (Flyvbjerg, 2006).

i)

The hairdressing and beauty therapy salon manager - among those identified to

participate in the study was the manager of the salon. Leadership is essential for the hairdressing
community of practice to develop and become self-sustaining (Wenger-Trayner & WengerTrayner, 2015). The salon had two managers, a man and a woman. The woman manager was the
one participating in the study because she was on site full-time while the other manager had
another job and only went to the salon when off duty. The manager of the HBT salon was the
one responsible for the recruitment of workers and the day-to-day running of the business. She
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was deemed an important informant as the one who identified the knowledge and skills that the
hairdressers she employed should have and some of these skills are of a language and literacy
nature. She was suited to provide information about the nature of the language and literacy skills
that were important in the recruitment of employees for the salon.

ii) The hairdressers - the BTEP training and qualification is what is being used in this
study to characterize those selected for this study as professional hairdressers. Having completed
their training and subsequently for them to be working in the hairdressing and beauty therapy
salon, the three hairdressers were then progressing from being novices to being old-timers as
postulated by the community of practice framework (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Because the study
was being done in a bi/multilingual context, the hairdressers had to first and foremost be able to
communicate in both English and Setswana, the Botswana official and national languages
respectively. The possibility of them speaking other languages used in the country was not
discounted though. All the BTEP-trained hairdressers, two men and one woman, were introduced
to me by the salon manager and I explained to each of them the purpose for visiting their hair
salon. I also explained the details of the consent letter (Appendix 5) and left each with a copy,
which I collected the following day with their signatures appended. There were two other
hairdressers working at the hairdressing salon, who were not BTEP trained and so, they were not
included as participants for the study. The three hairdressers were thus best placed to share their
language and literacy experiences in BTEP college training in relation to their work requirements
pertaining to language and literacy skills.
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iii) Clients at the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon – a total of nine clients were
involved as additional informants in the study. The clients in this case were individuals who
came to the hairdressing salon to have their hairdressing and beauty treatment done by the BTEP
graduates working at the study site. It was vital to have clients to the salon to agree to be
involved in this study because their interactions with the hairdressers provided the conversational
and hairwork activity data out of which the Language and Literacy Practices were identified.
According to the initial plan, the salon manager was to be the one introducing the clients to the
researcher, but this was not always possible because at times she was not in the salon as she
would be out taking care of some of her managerial responsibilities. Therefore the hairdressers
took this responsibility and whenever they got a client during the times when I was in the
hairdressing salon, they gave the initial explanation and referred the client(s) to me for more
details and the signing of the consent letters (Appendix 6) as agreement to have recordings done
of their conversations with the haidressers. Consent letters for the clients were signed right away
because they went to the hair salon on an as needed basis and therefore could not be identified
ahead of time for them to adhere to the 24hr time frame for consideration. This waiver
requirement was approved during the process of ethics approval. The clients were informed that
the researcher was only interested in issues relating to hair care and that any other details that
came up in their recorded conversation with the hairdresser would be omitted in the analysis of
the data for the study.

vi) Hairdressing and beauty therapy students - ten students, (9 females and one male), in
a completing cohort of the BTEP Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy Course and in the last term
of their program at the TVEC participated in the Focus Group Interviews. The content lecturer
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for the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy Course initially explained the research project to the
students and I followed up with a visit to the classes where I provided further details. All of them
were given the opportunity to participate and after due consultation and a 24 hour period for
consideration of the invitation, they all signed consent forms (Appendix 7) as agreement to
participate in the study. The students had completed all the Communication, and Personal &
Interpersonal Skills learning units. These students were soon to be out of college and had also
done their field attachments for practical experience and thus were familiar with the
manifestations of language and literacy within both the learning environment and workplace.

v) Lecturers and verifiers at the TVEC – two (2) lecturers participated in the study. One
lecturer each was selected from those teaching Communication, and Personal & Interpersonal
Skills units for Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy (HBT), and lecturers teaching Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy course content at the Gaborone Technical College. The lecturers were important
for sharing experiences with the training of HBT students in the knowledge and skills aspects of
the trade.

In addition two (2) learning portfolio verifiers participated in the study. For quality assurance,
External and Internal Verifiers are appointed for the external and in-house college assessment of
student learning portfolios. External Verifiers are normally specialists recruited from institutions
that are outside a given college, even if it may be from another vocational college, while Internal
Verifiers are appointed from among the staff in the same college. For both categories, their main
activity is to review students’ learning portfolios for adherence to stipulated assessment
procedures and share their observations with the college staff thus vetting for a successful
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completion of the course or otherwise. The Internal and External Verifiers who participated in
the study had experience of moderating the BTEP Communications, and Personal &
Interpersonal Skills units for the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy program. They were asked to
share their observations on the teaching of language and literacy in the college.

All the lecturers and verifiers of the concerned courses had an opportunity to participate. The
department heads consulted the staff and moderators, and referred to me those who were willing
to participate and I made contact with them to explain the project and to conclude consent
measures (see Appendix 8 for the consent form).

vi) Curriculum Development Officers - two officers in the Department of Vocational
Education and Training participated. These were responsible for the curriculum development and
evaluation policy and procedures for the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy course being taught at
the Gaborone Technical College (GTC). One was for Communications, and Personal &
Interpersonal Skills and the other for the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy content. As such they
were authority figures in the profession. A letter of introduction was presented to the Department
Director (Appendix 9) and the curriculum officers completed the consent forms (Appendix 10)
after the 24hour consideration period.

vii) Researcher positionality - I came into the study with over 30 years of experience in
teaching and developing curricula for English language teaching and Communication and Study
Skills at secondary school and tertiary education levels respectively. I got involved with
vocational education when I moderated students’ learning portfolios in the BTEP units of Comm
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& PIPS. My involvement as an External Verifier for the BTEP Comm & PIPS units thus exposed
me to the vocational education and training system in the country. In addition, even prior to the
study I had my hair done at a local hairdressing salon and was quite familiar with a salon
environment. This experience and familiarity helped me to conceptualize the study and for doing
fieldwork. I was present at both sites during the collection of all the data and two of the
conversations that formed the data corpus for this study were recorded while I was a client or
additional informer, getting service at the hairdressing salon. This involvement allowed me
access to the goings on in the sites and to my subjects of study, with later proved to be useful in
doing transcriptions and data alaysis.

3.4

Data collection procedures and tools

Data were collected through multiple methods and from multiple sources including interviews,
observations, and document reviews. Combining multiple methods and sources of data allowed
for a triangulation of my interpretations and this cross verification strengthened the findings of
the study (Patton, 2002; Polkinghorne, 2005), and the opportunity to learn about the language
and literacy practices of hairdressers was maximized. Cross-data validity checks helped to reveal
both consistencies and inconsistencies reflected in the data, all of which was illuminative on my
understanding of the phenomenon I studied.

English was the primary language of conducting the research but the necessary language
accommodations, such as translation, were made where there were constraints with the language.
The following subsections discuss the procedures and tools for data collection and the sources of
data created thereafter. These included individual and Focus Group interview recordings and
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transcripts, observations and field notes, document examinations, and digital imaging.
Procedures for data collection were done according to the requirements of The University of
British Columbia Behavioural Research Ethics Board and the Botswana Ministry of Education,
Skills and Development (see appendix 11), of which approvals were obtained prior to starting
fieldwork.

3.4.1 Individual and Focus Group interviews
Face to face individual and Focus Group interviews were used in this study. Protocols and openended interview questions (Appendix 12) were prepared so that participants could provide their
accounts about issues of the actual situated Language and Literacy Practices of BTEP trained
workers in Botswana hairdressing salons, and perceptions on the training they received in
relation to those. Such accounts were based on the role and experiences of the participants in the
HBT industry. The interviews focused on laguage policy issues and the use of Setswana and
English in the training site and workplace. I used an unstructured (informal conversational)
interview, comprised mainly of open-ended questioning in order to stimulate a conversation
towards producing rich participant accounts. This enabled me to flexibility pursue information in
the direction I found to be appropriate (Patton, 2002) and the questions served as memory aids
for points anticipated to arise in discussions (Woods, 2006).

All the interviews were audio recorded using a digital voice recorder and the recordings were
saved and stored in clearly labelled digital files for ease of accessibility whenever required, and
so that I could listen to them as often as necessary in determining the data unit(s) for analysis.
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The recorded interview data were later transcribed for analysis and the procedure is described in
Section 3.5.1.

Before starting the interviews with the participants that consented, the researcher went over the
protocols that applied, such as confirming with the interviewees that the interview would be
audio-recorded, notes taken during the interview, and that the responses to the interview
questions were to be expressions of their personal experiences (Atkinson & Silverman, 1997).
The interviewees were also informed that they could ask for the audio recording and note-taking,
to be stopped whenever they did not want what they said to be recorded and to also bring to the
researcher’s attention any details they would not want included in the research findings. The
purpose of the interview was also explained and going over the procedures also helped to break
the ice. The duration of the interviews varied from 30 to 60 minutes and they took place at the
hairdressing and beauty therapy salon for the hairdressers and their manager, while the lecturers,
verifiers and students were interviewed at the college, and the curriculum officers at the
Department of Vocational Education and Training offices. A relatively quiet room, with minimal
interruptions was secured for every interview.

A total of 11 face-to-face interviews were conducted for this study as shown in Table 3.1. At the
hairdressing and beauty therapy salon the two hairdressers participating in the study had
individual interviews of approximately 30 minutes each and two separate interviews that lasted
30 minutes each were done with the Hairdressing Salon Manager (HSM). The third hairdresser
had the interview questions covered when the researcher was his client having her hair done, thus
combining the interview with observation. Other interviews were done with participants from the
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Technical and Vocational Education College (TVEC) and the Department of Vocational
Education and Training offices. The inerviews were for the purpose of investigating how the
language and literacy practices used by hairdressing salon workers were anticipated and reflected
in the BTEP policy, curriculum, and peripheral works-paces. Included in these were: two
lecturers (Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy content, and Comm & PIPS); two moderators of
student learning at the college (Internal and External Verifiers); and at the vocational education
policy and planning level, two Curriculum Officers for Hairdressing Content and Hairdressing
Key Skills.

The ten students participating in the study had two sixty-minute Focus Group Interview (FGI)
sessions on two different days. Doing FGIs with the students provided an opportunity to obtain
information on their attitudes and opinions about the training they received at the TVEC, while
also observing language use with their peers, and how they engaged in dialogue with others,
either conferring or seeking clarifications (Roulston, 2010). All the ten were present for the first
interview but one did not show up at the second session.
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Table 3.1:

1
2
3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10
11

Record of interviews

Individual & Focus
Group Interview

Length

Date

Participant
pseudonym

Roles

HSM:I-1 (Hairsalon
Manager)
HSM:I-2
HD1-I (Hairdresser)
HD3-I

00hr:36m

08 April 2014

Phemelo

00hr:37m
00hr:32m
00hr:32m

19 April 2014
17 April 2014
18 April 2014

Phemelo

The Hairsalon Manager (HSM) was the
head of operations at the hairedressing
salon

LHKS-I (Lecturer
Hairdressing Key
Skills)
EVHKS-I (External
Verifier Hairdressing
Key Skills)
IVHKS-I (Internal
Verifier Hairdressing
Key Skills)
LHD-I (Lecturer
Hairdressing)
SFGI-1 (Student
Focus Group
Interview)
SFGI-2
CD1 & CD2:I
(Curriculum
Developer)

00hr:46m

21 March 2014

Mogogi

00hr:37m

16 April 2014

Tirisano

00hr:47m

15 April 2014

Tshiamo

01hr:19m

26 March 2014

Morgan

01hr:07m

27 March 2014

10 students

01hr:14m
00hr:52m

02 April 2014
16 April 2014

9 students

Tebogo
Tuelo

Seabo & Modiri

Hairdressers 1 and 3 were BTEP
graduates and could share their
experiences relating to both sites.
The Lecturers, Internal & External
Verifiers were involved in the training of
students and could share curriculumoriented experiences on language and
lieracy development from which the study
could make determinations on language
and literacy practices.

The hairdressing students were to sahre
their BTEP experiences with language
and literacy development.

The Curriculum Developers shared
experiences from a policy perspective.

3.4.2 Observations and fieldnotes
To get a rich picture on the Language and Literacy Practices, and workplace literacy
development of hairdressers, the observation technique was used whereby time was spent at both
the primary and secondary sites of the study – the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon, and the
TVEC. Spending time at the research sites allowed the capturing of the reality of situated
Language and Literacy Practices in great detail. Documenting the information gathered during
fieldwork observations is a crucial aspect of qualitative research. Various modes were thus
employed for data capture including fieldnotes and records, photographing, and audio recording.
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The conversations of the participating hairdressers were audio-recorded using a digital voice
recorder as they went on with regular work at the hairdressing salon. Some of the recordings
were done while the hairdressers worked on a client’s hair (those that gave consent), others were
with them interacting with the colleagues. An audio-recorder was pinned on the hairdresser and
thus allowed free movement around the salon. All the recorded conversations (See Table 3.2)
were downloaded and stored on my computer and were later transcribed for analysis following
the procedure described in Section 3.5.1. Photographs of artefacts that could not be moved from
the site were taken and were later captioned for ease of reference. Still in the salon, fieldnotes
making descriptions of activities around the site and based on my own interpretation of the
situation were generated. For observations at the college the simulate-salon was visited when the
focus group students were in class. No conversations were recorded in the simulate-salon
because consent was not sought for with the clients, but what occurred during the observations
was captured in photographs and fieldnotes.
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Table 3.2:

Conversation recordings and transcriptions

Participants

Length

Date

Data Collected

Voice Recording Transcript
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

HD1-CLT1:O2
HD1-CLT2:O5
HD2- CLT3:O1a
HD2- CLT4:O1c
HD2- CLT5:O1d
HD2- CLT6:O2
HD3-CLT8:O1
HD3-CLT9:O2
HD3-CLT10:O3
*HD1:O4
*HD3:O4
*HD2:O1b
**HSM/R:O1

01hr:31m 09 March 2014
01hr:48m 12 April 2014
00hr:21m 01 April 2014
01 April 2014
00hr:39m 01 April 2014
00hr:39m 05 April 2014
01hr:07m 31 March 2014
00hr:48m 02 April 2014
00hr:19m 18 April 2014
00hr:45m 11 April 2014
00hr:10m 18 April 2014
01hr:16m 01 April 2014
00hr:43m 02 April 2014
**HD2- CLT/R:I/O 03hr:15m 21 April 2014

√ & Photos
√ & Photos
√
√
√
√
√ & Photos
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

*Conversation is with co-workers
**Researcher is the client
Fieldnotes are an important feature of ethnographic research that entails making decisions on
what was watched and when notes were to be written about that. To a great extent, in making
those decisions, I had to draw upon my background knowledge of literacy development in
tertiary education and familiarity with the hairdressing workplace and the vocational training
college. This proved vital because throughout the time spent at both sites of the study, I was able
to take comprehensive fieldnotes. The value of using this technique is validated by Wolfinger’s
(2002) and Spradley’s (1980) assertion that comprehensive fieldnotes give systematic
descriptions of what happened during particular periods of time while the research was being
carried out. Consistent with their views, I was able to collect information on spaces, actors,
activities, objects, acts, events, times, goals, and feelings relevant to my study. As much as
possible, I paid attention to all of these elements during observations (See appendix 13 for
sample fieldnotes).
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3.4.3 Document analysis
In the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon I collected documents found there, such as
advertising material and management records, all of which are deemed necessary to be in the
hairdressing salon for varying reasons according to the management requirements. The
documents obtained from the TVEC were of curriculum materials, which were being studied for
literacy requirements and applications to the occupation the prospective hairdressers were being
trained for. The curriculum developers also made available the document produced by the
Department of Vocational Education and Training, which outlines the Learning Unit
Specifications to be achieved in the Certificate in Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy course,
which I also analyzed. The documents were systematically skimmed and interpretations made for
how the content in them related with the situated language and literacy practices of hairdressers.
They were collected from the research sites because they were used as data sources for providing
information and insights to confirm what was gathered from observations and interviews.

3.4.4 Digital imaging
At the hairdressing salon I took photographs and digitally scanned the notices, signage (e.g.,
advertising posters, institutional documents, hair products, equipment, space), and nonidentifying shots of hairdressers working with clients. Such records also yield important data for
the research and a list of those is provided in table 3.3. The photography and scanning modes of
capturing data were used in this study as techniques to capture images, symbols, artefacts and
many other visual symbols, particularly significant (Gee, 2003) to a hairdressing and beauty
therapy domain and from which aspects of Language and Literacy Practices could be deciphered
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in the research sites. A photo album (Appendix 14) of these was created, with photographs
captioned to explain critical background information for later reference.

Table 3.3:

Photographic and scanned materials collected

Research site

Photographs taken

Dates

Hairdressing salon Marketing materials
November 2013
Notices and signage
to April 2014
Reading material – hair treatment
Readings – leisure
Neighborhood
Salon layout and equipment
Hairdressers working with hair
2 Technical college
College hairdressing simulate-salon
Student work samples
1

3.5

Data analysis framework and procedures

My analysis of this socially situated language study draws from the New Literacy Studies theory
pointing to thinking of literacy as social practice and as entailing “the recognition of multiple
literacies, varying according to time and space, but also contested in relations of power” (Street,
2003, p. 77). The analysis of data for this case study is framed by the notions of Situated
literacies (Barton, Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000) and Communities of practice (Wenger, 1998), while
the Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase content thematic approach was adopted to inductively
analyze the textualized data for generating Language and Literacy Practice themes. In analyzing
the data for Language and Literacy Practices, I set out to identify the particularities of language
and literacy in the domain of working in a beauty and hairdressing salon so that I could reflect on
the BTEP language and literacy training input for relevance to the industry. This I did bearing in
mind the social practice view of seeing literacy practices as “the general and cultural ways of
utilizing literacy which people draw upon in particular situations” (Barton, 2001, p. 96). Besides
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involving actions with texts produced either in oral or written form, literacy practices are shaped
by values, attitudes, feelings, and social relationships the intentions of which must be inferred
from observable literacy events (Barton & Hamilton, 2005; Perry, 2012) often situated in
particular contexts. For bi/multilingual contexts, more often than not, they are further revealed
through a performed textual repertoire that recognizes the local linguistic landscape. The
procedures that were applied in the analysis of data are discussed in the subsections that follow.

3.5.1 Preparing the data for analysis
For the analysis to begin, the audio-recorded data and digital images were textualized into
transcripts, and annotations. Thus, the analysis interpreted the texts for what could be learned
from them about Language and Literacy Practices, drawing on the language choices within the
textualized data (Williams, 1998) obtained in the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon
workplace and TVET learning spaces for hairdressing. The texts were also examined for the
various ways in which they may or may not be invoked and for the functions they have in
interactions within the hairdressing social spaces (Barton, 2001).

i)

Transcription of audio-recorded data - audio-recorded data of interviews and

conversations were transcribed and the transcripts formed the main data sources for analysis,
focusing on the content of the exchange and the language repertoire. An assistant researcher was
appointed to transcribe the audio-recorded interviews and conversations from observations, and I
followed-up by carefully and repeatedly listening to the recordings while also reading the
transcripts for ensuring readability and accuracy of the transcripts. Because of my deep
knowledge of Setswana (national language) and English, I transcribed some of the recorded data.
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During this process I became more familiar with the spoken interaction, hence appreciating the
way that things were said. Taking such a measure also facilitated realizations or ideas that were
later to emerge during data analysis. As I listened to the recordings I looked for utterances with
information related to the research questions I sought to find answers to. To further enhance
accuracy of transcription the research assistant was able to visit the research sites.

My initial approach to the transcription was more-or less arbitrary. I wrote down everything that
we both said including noting when there was laughter or a chuckle. On reflection, I decided that
Although the inclusion of such provided “rich detail for analysis concerning how [interlocutors]
co-construct possible ways of talking about research topics” (Roulston, 2010, p. 61) in this study,
I was more concerned with the ‘what’, whereby an analysis for content would suffice to get
information on the Language and Literacy Practices of the hairdressing salon workers. As much
as the commonly used in everyday talk speech filler words like “er…, mhm, mm” as well as
pauses occurring during utterances are indicated in the transcripts, more attention for analysis
was focused on the gist of the conversation. The elicitations (e.g. R for Researcher, HSM for
Hairdressing Salon Manager) used to generate talk are shown on the transcript and that gives
some indication as to the interactivity that occurred.

Transcription details denoting aspects such as voice level have not been indicated on the
transcript, however standard conventions for the languages used, in this case English and
Setswana, have accordingly been applied. A rather complicated variation emerged whereby some
English words and expressions were uttered within a conversion combining English and
Setswana. When transcribing, such utterances were captured as were said and an indication was
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made of the dual English/Setswana composition of the word, thus bringing out this important
feature of cultural and sub-cultural identity reflective of bi/multilingual contexts. While the
literal grammar and spellings are used for transcriptions of this occurrence, the grammar and
spelling of the written English are immediately provided.

ii) Translation - For the reason that the context for this study is bi/multilingual,
participants were allowed to use Setswana or to request for Setswana to be used for clarification
of questions during interviews. The concession was also allowed during observations so that the
participants, especially the clients, were not presented with language inhibitions during their
interactions with the hairdressers. In the audio-recorded data, both Setswana and English were
used and where Setswana was used translated versions of the transcript excerpts used in
reporting the findings have been provided alongside the originals in Appendix 16.

3.5.2 Textual data coding and identifying themes denoting Language and Literacy
Practices in the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon
The analysis began by identifying the Language and Literacy Practices enacted by hairdressers in
the social workspace of a hairdressing salon. To achieve this I adopted Braun and Clarke’s
(2006) six-phase content thematic approach and applied Gee’s (2003) model of Concepts of
D/discourse and building tasks to inductively analyze the textualized data and to decipher from
the various data sources, the situated Language and Literacy Practices of the hairdressers. The
goal of analysis was to identify from the data, themes in the form of patterns that interpret and
explain the hairdressers’ situated Language and Literacy Practices. Going by Braun and Clarke’s
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(2006) six-phase framework, the measures I undertook towards developing the themes are as
follows:

i)

Becoming familiar with the data – this was achieved by listening to the recorded data,

transcribing, examining annotated photos, skimming documents, and arranging data accordingly.
Then the textualized data were read first to get a sense of the whole and thereafter for patterns in
the data, and codes that could be derived for the Language and Literacy Practices.

ii) Generating initial data codes - Gee’s (2003) Concepts of D/discourse and building
tasks (significance, politics, sign systems and knowledge, connections, activities, identities and
relationships) informed the decisions for identifying and defining the language and literacy data
codes. The Concepts of D/discourse and building tasks which Gee (2003) offers for inquiring
about how spoken or written language is used in different contexts, were adopted for unpacking
the resources of language that support performance of the real social activities and social
identities enacted in the community of professional hairdressers as viewed through Wenger’s
(1998) Competence defining elements (shared practice, domain, and community) crucial for
groups of people to be a community of practice.

Interesting features expressing Language and Literacy Practices found in the data were followed
and data extracts that formed patterns suggesting kinds of Language and Literacy Practices were
collated under single codes. The data codes were not pre-set but developed and modified as I
worked through the data. As data from additional sources were analyzed, they either fitted into
the list already generated, or additional codes were created as applicable.
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iii) Collating the data codes into potential thematic categories – following a reduction
process, sets of data codes and their corresponding extracts were gathered into broader categories
of relevant thematic codes. A codebook was developed to capture all the data categories named
and described, and extracts for illustrating them.

iv) Reviewing the thematic codes – the thematic codes were checked against coded
extracts and a hierarchical thematic table of analysis was generated. The reduction process was
followed until there were four themes each of which had sets of thematic codes and data codes
collated under it, hence the hierarchy from codes to thematic codes and ultimately themes. (See
Table 3.4 below). The full table of the analysis is provided as Appendix 14.

v) Defining and naming of themes - the naming of themes helped to confirm the
relatedness and consistency in building the patterns of the Language and Literacy Practices.
Decisions made for each theme were either revisited or confirmed as the specifics were refined
in the generation of names and definitions for the themes.

vi) Producing the report on the analysis - the presentation of findings in Section 4.2 of
Chapter 4 links the themes to Language and Literacy Practices enacted in the hairdressing and
beauty therapy salon, with vivid compelling data extract(s) to support the reporting.
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Table 3.4:
An illustration of progression from data to themes using an adapted Braun
and Clarke (2006) thematic analysis approach
Data extract

Data Codes

HD1-C1: So ke tsile go go tlhapisa ka
uplifting shampoo, wa utlwa?
Uplifting…
So I am going to use uplifting shampoo
to wash you, you understand?

Providing information
about the what(s) and
why(s) of any actions being
undertaken and details on
the proper ways of doing
so.
Using technical
terminology associated with
the hairdressing and beauty
profession.
Identifying and
differentiating between the
materials used in the salon
to ascertain that they are
being used accordingly.
Selling the products used
by making them appealing
to the taste and needs of the
customers

Explaining the
procedure being
done for hair and
beauty work.

Product
identification and
pricing.

Addressing hairsalon operational
matters

Making sure that the
customer is clear on what is
being done and that they
approve.
Negotiating with customer
how the service being done
should be rendered.
Understanding customer
routines and responding
accordingly to their
preferences.

Conferring with
client about intended
outcome; what they
would like to have
done.

Exhibiting proper
salon etiquette and
comfort

Connecting with the
clientele

Portraying elements
of the social culture
in a hairdressing
salon environment

HD3-C1: HD3: E bidiwa office cut.
It is called office cut.

HD2-I/C: Nnyaa yone ke ye le
sprayang le oila moriri
No it is for spraying to oil the hair.
HD1-C1: E bidiwa replenishing pack.
E ya moisturaesa… e ya detangla… e
strengthena moriri…
It is called replenishing pack. It
moisturizes… it detandles… it
strengthens the hair…
HD1-C1: O ntse jang? O
retouchegile? O diregile?
How is it? Is it well retouched? Is this
well done?
HD2-C5: Should I trim?
HD2-I/C: No, bone ba di dira hela ka
gore… ke gore… ga ke ise ke nne le
dicustomara tse di batlang dilo tsa go
tshwana le tseo. It’s there and there…
le go dira dicurle jaana. Curle hela…
curle like. Ee… moriri o nna dicurl.
No, those only do them because… it’s
just that… I haven’t had customers
who want things like that. It’s there
and there… and doing curls for
instance. Just curl… curl like. Yes …
the hair becomes curly
HD2-C5: Three times. So I will insist
that you come and take the free cut
after 5 services.

Thematic Codes

Themes
Asserting
professional identity
and expertise

Offering incentives to
attract customers.

From a methodological standpoint, the Situated literacies theoretical lense provided an
analytical framework for identifying the hairdressers’ Language and Literacy Practices in the
context of my study. The Braun and Clarke’s (2006) steps I took to arrive at the themes assured
thoroughness in the process, and the procedure is also considered influential in the social
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sciences since it is applicable within different theoretical frameworks (Maguire & Delahunt,
2017). This process culminated into the four themes in Table 3.4, that embrace the language and
literacy practices of hairdressing salon workers as deciphered from the various data sources.

3.5.3 Analysing the data for the community of practice in the hairdressing and
beauty therapy salon
The Language and Literacy Practices deciphered from using the Braun and Clarke’s (2006)
thematic analysis procedure described in Section 3.5.2 were further analyzed to tease out
elements for defining the community of practice in the hairdressing and beauty therapy fraternity
in Botswana. To do this, I mapped the Language and Literacy Practices of the hairdressers to
Wenger’s (1998) Competence-defining elements (shared practice, domain, and community).
Specifically, I designed a three-column table with headings thus: Themes (Language and
Literacy Practices); Thematic codes and examples of data codes; and Competence-defining
elements. I then worked across the table beginning with Theme 1 (asserting professional identity
and expertise). Illustration thematic codes and specific data codes for the theme as abstracted
from Appendix 15 were then provided. The characteristics expressed in the theme, thematic
codes and data codes were aligned with a particular competence-defining element with related
characteristics. All four themes followed the same process as illustrated in the sample (Table 3.5)
below. The table is fully developed in section 4.4 of Chapter 4. This approach enabled me to
establish how hairdressers in Botswana might be described as a community of practice. The
common point of intersection for the Situated literacies and Community of practice perspectives
is that they are grounded as social practice lenses.
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Table 3.5:
Excerpt of the framework for defining the hairdressers as a community of
practice (Adapted from Wenger, 1998)
Themes:
Language
and Literacy
Practices
1. Asserting
professional
identity and
expertise

Thematic codes and examples of data codes

1.1 Explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty
work
[1.1.2 Using technical terminology associated with the hairdressing and
beauty profession.]
1.2 Giving instructions or directions
[1.2.1 Requesting someone to do something according to the ways
specified.]
1.3 Giving advice

Competence
defining elements

Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy
as a Shared
Practice

[1.3.2 Making recommendations or suggestions to customers and
colleagues to make sure they take the best precautions for beauty and
hair-care maintenance]

3.5.4 Assuring validity and reliability of the findings of the study
The trustworthiness of research findings and conclusions in a study of this nature is of crucial
importance and I took care to ensure that measures were taken for assuring validity and
reliability. The triangulation and member checking processes were thus deployed in this study
and they are explained below.

i)

Triangulation - the process was used in this study to strengthen the findings by cross-

checking information through a methods triangulation involving collecting data from multiple
sources including individual interviews, Focus Group Interviews, observations, document
examination and digital imaging.

ii) Member checking - the Synthesized Member Checking (SMC) technique (Birt, Scott,
Cavers, Campbell & Walter, 2016) was adopted to also give some validity to the final results
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(Guba, 1981; Lincoln & Guba (1985) so the results may be viewed as trustworthy. In this
research, in order to reduce researcher domination and bias, the three hairdressers were consulted
when Stage 1 analysis was done for the respective conversations to share the data and results
with them to check for accuracy and resonance with their experiences. As collected data, I
recognized the co-construction nature of knowledge by the researcher and the participant,
whereby the participants are given the opportunity to comment and add, as they found
appropriate and as informed by their own experiences.

To solicit this feedback, the Synthesized Member Checking (Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell
Campbell & Walter, 2016) technique was duly adapted to address itself to the subject matter of
this research. The themes (language and literay practices) generated from the Stage 1 analysis of
the interviews and conversations were shared with the participants. Explanations were provided
for each of the themes and those helped the participants because they were not confronted with
highly technical vocabulary, which might have limited the extent of their responses. Details
giving directions for what they were expected to do were provided along with the synthesized
data from the Stage 1 analysis that had illustrative quotes for them to comment on whether the
themes resonated with their experiences. Participants made other comments as they found fit.
The summary report and the transcripts also formed the checking documents and it was agreed
for the documents with feedback to be collected after 2 weeks. Member checking was with only
those whose data were selected for analysis and also reachable. Since the focus at the salon was
really on the hairdressers, they were followed-up as all the three and the manager still worked at
the salon.
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3.6

Ethical considerations

Ethics remained important and essential to uphold throughout this study. The University of
British Columbia Behavioral Research Ethics Board approval (BREB Certificate No. H1301694) for conducting the study was obtained. The application for approval outlined all the
intended activities to be undertaken during the study and the documentation to be used was also
submitted for review by the Board. Following the methods as outlined in this chapter ensured
clarity on how the study was conducted, as well as validity and reliability of the findings.
Explanations in the letter for informed consent gave participants and additional informants the
opportunity to understand the purpose of the study, procedures entailed in collecting data when
they would be involved, and that they may or may not take part. Data collected was handled with
utmost care and participants’ were identified by pseudonyms. In addition to the BREB approval,
at local level, approval to conduct educational research in the country was obtained from the
Botswana Ministry of Education, Skills and Development.

3.7

Chapter summary

Chapter 3 has focused on the methodology for this study. Details of the qualitative approach
adopted in the study have been outlined. The design factors for the case study including the sites,
participants, and data collection methods are presented. Explanations are provided for all the
decisions that were made on the design. An articulation of the analytic approach, expressing how
the data collected was analysed to help answer the research question was also presented.
Reliability and validity of the research data has also been discussed together with a brief
discussion on research ethics. The next chapter presents the findings of the study.
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Chapter 4: Presentation of Findings
4.1

Introduction

This study sought to examine the Language and Literacy Practices (LLP) of hairdressers in a
bi/multilingual Botswana context and the ways the LLPs are incorporated in the Communication,
and Personal & Interpersonal Skills (Comm & PIPS) literacy development for the workplace
units of the BTEP. Four research questions outlined in Chapters 1 and 3 formed the centerpiece
of my enquiry and enabled me to collect data from multiple sources as outlined in Chapter 3 of
this thesis. For emphasis, I reiterate the questions here and again later on in this chapter:
RQ1. What Language and Literacy Practices do BTEP trained workers in Botswana
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salons use to function in the workplace?
RQ2. How are the Language and Literacy Practices used by the Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapy salon workers anticipated and reflected in the Comm & PIPS units of the
BTEP curriculum?
RQ3. What are the perceptions of the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon workers and
BTEP students of the BTEP training in relation to the Language and Literacy
Practices in their work in hairdressing salons?
RQ4. How might the hairdressers be described as a community of practice?

Using multiple data collection methods, I generated a data corpus from:
a)

Interviewing a manager and workers in a hairdressing salon, technical college
lecturers and curriculum moderators, students in the hairdressing and beauty therapy
program at the technical college, and curriculum officers for vocational and technical
education;
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b)

Observing and recording conversations at a local Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy
salon and;

c)

Observing students at the technical college simulate Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapy salon.

Included in the data corpus for answering the research questions are fieldnotes and transcribed
conversations and interviews (See Appendices 13 and 16 respectively). An album of annotated
digital images (Appendix 14) captured of artefacts and scenarios was created to augment the
fieldnotes and transcripts. From the corpus, I selected specific data sources, developed codes and
abbreviations for ease of reference and rationalized the selection of the data as presented in
Appendix 17. The analysis of data draws from the notions of Situated literacies (Barton,
Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000) and Communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). This chapter presents
the findings from the analysis and as guided by the research questions.

4.2

The Language and Literacy Practices in the Botswana Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapy workplace

My attempt to provide answers in the study began with the first question (RQ1): What Language
and Literacy Practices do BTEP trained workers in Botswana Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy
salons use to function in the workplace? The sources that provided data for answering the RQ1
were the transcripts for the fourteen conversations that I had recorded in the hairdressing salon,
transcripts for the interviews with hairdressing salon workers, scanned artifacts (such as
pamphlets and advertising materials) taken away from the salon and, fieldnotes and digital
photos taken during observations at the hairdressing salon (See Appendix 17).
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i)

The conversations - these are the Hairdressing Salon Manager conversation (HSM-C)

with a client and other workers, and hairdresser conversations (HD-C) with clients at the salon
and occasionally with colleagues. From the fourteen transcribed conversations, I selected seven
that represented the range of situated language and literacy practices I observed in the salon.
Among the seven is a Hairdressing Salon Manager conversation (HSM-C) with a client and
workers, which I selected because she was deemed the key informant of operations-related
Language and Literacy Practices in the salon. Among the remaining six, one is the Hairdresser 2
conversation 5 (HD2-C5) with a non-Setswana speaking client using mainly English, while the
other five conversations (HD1-C1, HD2-I/C, HD2-C2, HD3-C1, HD3-C2) are between
hairdressers and clients, with the former performing hair-work services including haircuts,
relaxing/straightening, twisting, plaiting, treatment, and shampooing. The transcript data for the
conversations are bilingual and in the presentation of findings, the translated versions are used,
while the extracts of original text with relevant translation are provided in Appendix 16.

ii) The interviews - all the transcripts from the interviews the researcher held with the
Hairdressing Salon Manager (HSM-I) and the three hairdressers (HD-I) in the hairdressing and
beauty therapy salon are included in the data sources. These were the same participants whose
conversations were analyzed for issues on the language and literacy practices in their vocation.

iii) The artefacts, photos and fieldnotes - the artefacts were items collected and taken
away from the hairdressing salon and they were mainly product-advertising pamphlets, leaflets
used for marketing the salon, and a business card; all of them were included for analysis.
Photographs taken around the hairdressing salon were selected from the album and analyzed for
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the Language and Literacy Practicess enacted in the workspace. The photos selected include
those of the: salon layout and equipment (HS-L&E), marketing material (HS-MM), signage and
notices (HS-S&N), product promoting literature (HS-PPL), and one of hairdresser 1 with a client
in her Conversation 1 (HD1-C1). Data were also drawn from the fieldnotes (FN-Date) recorded
on particular dates, during observations at the hairdressing salon.

In the following subsection 4.2.1, I present the Language and Literacy Practices under four core
themes, with related thematic codes under each core theme to illustrate the types of Language
and Literacy Practices that are used by the hairdressers (see Appendix 15). Drawing on the
premise postulated by Gee (2003) that people use language to situate and give context-specific
meanings to the actions and object involved, I used the concepts of D/discourse and building
tasks for language (Gee, 2003) and generated the four themes from the data: (a) Asserting
professional identity and expertise, (b) Attending to hair-salon operational matters, (c) Exhibiting
proper salon etiquette and comfort and, (d) Portraying elements of the social culture in a
hairdressing salon environment. Appedix 16 provides the data extracts used for illustrations in
this chapter.

4.2.1 Theme 1: Asserting professional identity and expertise
The Language and Literacy Practices expressed by the thematic codes under Theme 1 stem from
an authoritative stance based on competencies backed by formal training in the field and express
an occupational role identity. The Language and Literacy Practices were expressed in six
thematic codes thus: (i) Explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty work, (ii)
Giving instructions or directions, (iii) Giving advice, (iv) Investigating a condition or situation,
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(v) Evaluating nail/hair quality and, (vi) Mapping and outlining knowledge domains and
pathways for acquiring knowledge, skills and experience. The six are illustrated below.

i)

Explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty work - To demonstrate

professional identity and expertise in hairdressing salon work, hairdressers used language and
literacies that were trade specific to communicate with their clients. In Extract 1.1.1, the
Hairdressing Salon Manager is working on a client’s nails and explains how and why she has to
pull down the cuticles. She provides the following explanation on the procedure she uses, to
assure the client that they were in professional hands: “So, I make them… soft, so that when I…
pull them down like this, it can be easy to pull it down. ... Also when I push like this, I am making
sure that it is… easy to apply nail polish… right from the bottom of the nail.” (HSM-C). This
seems to demonstrate certainty of actions and a show of confidence in reassuring the client of the
best results.

As Extract 1.1.1 also shows, hairdressers used language to assert their proficiency for performing
hairdressing tasks that yield satisfactory results for the clients. For example, to calm the client on
the treatment of the cuticles as they did the nail work, the HSM says, “… when I push them in, I
will be avoiding that they stick out…” (HSM-C). An analysis of HSM’s utterances seems to
suggest that the hairdressing salon workers expressed an occupational role identity based on the
knowledge and skills they had acquired through vocational education and training (Hager, 2007).
Hairdressers felt the need to impress clients with their proficiency, playing the role of an image
transformer for their customers who go to the hairdressing salon looking one way with the
expectation to be looking different by the time they leave the salon (Bax, 2012). In this case, the
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client’s nails would have to be looking better than when they came in. It is evident that
hairdressers provide information for their customers to justify actions being undertaken or
performed.

In the same extract, some of the explanations are elaborative, especially where the client asked
for clarity: “mm?” (HSM-C). In response the HSM elaborates: “When they stick out, you find
they turn… the pieces of flesh like… hang like this. At times they hurt… such that you want to cut
them like this.” (HSM-C). The HSM in this instance provides a substantiated explanation for
pushing the cuticles inward. The hairdresser is thus depicted as an essential professional player
who strives towards satisfying the customer’s expectation for transformation and has to be
convincing of what they do (Kristofferson & Silickaite, 2010). In this sense, the Language and
Literacy Practices expressed by the hairdressers stem from an authoritative stance based on tacit
knowledge, skills and experience that are backed by formal training in the field.

In Extract 1.1.2, Client 1 (CLT 1) came to the hairdressing salon for hair straightening
(sometimes referred to as hair relaxing), and plaiting. From the onset of the service, HD1 in
conversation 1 (HD1-C1) explained to CLT1 that she would be analyzing her hair before she
could decide what actions she needed to take: “Don’t be surprised to… before I even start to give
you a wash I have to analyze your hair first... and the scalp.” (HD1-C1). She explained that the
analysis was for checking the client’s scalp for sores and dandruff. When the procedure for
analyzing the hair had been completed, the HD1 decided on the plan of action and explained to
CLT1 that she would be shampooing the hair with a product that “… removes all the dirt from
the scalp, most of the dirt that is on the scalp”. (HD1-C1).
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Providing details on the proper ways of doing things or expressing them was seen as important in
some of the conversations that the hairdressers were involved in such as in Extract 1.1.3. Data
shows that the hairdressers occasionally used technical terminology associated with the
hairdressing and beauty profession. In the extract, HD2 was making dreadlocks for a client who
had never used a crochet technique for making dreadlocks. The HD2 offered the explanation of
the unfamiliar technique thus: “… Crochet, crochet is another technique for twisting dread.
We… we u… use a needle. There is a needle for that …” (HD2-I/C). In doing this, the hairdresser
was sending the message that he was competent enough to provide the customer the
transformation they sought by coming into the hairdressing salon (Bax, 2012).

ii) Giving instructions or directions - Giving instructions and directions was commonly
done in the hairdressing salon. On several occasions, the hairdressers would request someone, a
colleague or client, to do something according to the ways they specified. This is illustrated in
Extracts 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 in Appendix 16. In Extract 1.2.1, HD1-C1 interactions seem to suggest
that the hairdresser had to assert authority to get things done to a client who seemed
uncompromising over something. “Yes ma’am, may I ask that you sit down first … I request that
you come and sit here. Sorry, come and sit here.” (HD1-C1). In these utterances, the instructions
or directions given were very brief and to the point. HD1was addressing a customer who was
asked to wait for their turn to be served and the request or instruction expressed a firm but
professional way denoting an offer to make the customer comfortable but assured of service. In
Extract 1.2.2, HD1 transitions a client from one workstation to get the hair washed at the
shampoo station: “Yes… let's go and wash… Okay, let’s go ma’am I have finished.” (HD1-C1).
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HD1 gives an instruction to direct what the customer should do in the processes of getting a
service, while at the same time she ensures that the measures taken are in accordance with the
practices of the vocation.

iii) Giving advice - Providing information for a beauty-care plan that clients could do at
home was one of the things that the hairdressers did. They made recommendations or gave
suggestions to clients and colleagues to make sure they took the best precautions for beauty and
hair-care maintenance. In the conversation Extract 1.3.1, HD3 advises CLT8 on how to avoid
excessive use of styling that could cause damage to hair: “Don’t make attaching a piece too
much of a habit. It contributes to damaging the hair.” (HD3-C1). The hairdresser substantiates the
advice given by informing the client that the hair must have a break to allow for proper growth:
“You see that you have a little growth right? … what must happen is that you should time and
again wait to have growth and then you can…” (HD3-C1). HD3 also acknowledged that the
advice he was giving was contrary to common belief: “... it’s just like if you plait all the time.
Isn’t it that some people believe it should grow? No, that only causes damage. ...when the hair
does not get a break it’s a problem.” (HD3-C1). In this particular case, advice was being given
to ensure that proper hair and beauty-care measures were taken. The ill effects that may be
caused by some practices with hair or beauty work were explained and ideas advanced on how
those could be addressed or avoided in the future as illustrated here; “You could come just for a
shampoo and nothing else.” (HD3-C1).

Hairdressers are frequently required to make real-time decisions as they offer advice and what
they decide affects their customers. In turn the decisions by the hairdressers affect the
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impressions their clients make about them and may determine whether they will come back for
future appointments or not. In this way, their offer of advice must be based on well-calculated
judgment that creates a certain outward expression involving the reorganization of their
relationships with customers while cultivating a name and image of themselves for economic
gain (Davies, Lee & Ahonkhai, 2003). They achieve this through coordinating self and feeling so
that not only does their labour appear natural but also ensuring that the messages they relay to
their customers bear the desired result (Hoschschild, 1983). For instance, in Extract 1.3.2, HD2
takes the initiative and decides on the style for the customer and assures the customer that the
style would suit her very well, casting away any doubts that the customer may have had: “I am
saying I am trying out a certain style to see how it would be… it would suit you very well! If I
make it straight it would suit you.” (HD2-I/C). In relation to impressions made and emotional
management involved in the hairdressing salon, data seem to show the importance of
hairdressers to first seize the initiative and then adjust the service relation by employing a kind of
subtle emotional persuasiveness that Bax (2012) considers as being the vital professional element
in the customer transformation process.

iv) Investigating a condition or situation - Insights gleaned from data suggest that
hairdressers asked their customers questions so that they might gain information for determining
the best plan of action to propose or recommend. In Extract 1.4.1 for example, HD1 solicits
details from CLT1 on previous treatment of her hair to establish a basis to provide professional
hair care for her. From the extract, an initial inquiry on the status of the hair triggers information
related to previous beauty work that the client had done. It seems HD1 is conducting a diagnosis
because she noticed some irregularities as indicated in the conversation in Extract 1.4.1: “When
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last did you cut the ends? …. Three weeks back? And you cut the ends? (HD1-C1). In this
situation, HD1 sought to establish the last time the CLT1 had cut the hair-ends while appraising
the condition of the hair and making observations. Based on the diagnosis, it appears that both
CLT and HD1 agree that the quality of the hair work previously done was not satisfactory:
“HD1: Oh! But it’s like you never did a thing … CLT1: He even cut off my hair… if you noticed.
(HD1-C1). HD1 expressed surprise that the previous hairdresser did not confirm with the
customer on what she wanted done but assumed she went for a haircut and so cut the hair when
in fact the customer had gone for straightening the hair, thus implying her own professional
competence by comparison.

In some instances, the hairdressers conducted trial testing of a procedure to determine its
suitability for intended applications. In the conversation in Extract 1.4.2, HD3 had doubts about
the dread-locking technique that the customer had wanted since the customer had been using a
different one. He enquires thus: “Is this the first time you will be using gel?” (HD3-C1). Hence,
on getting an affirmative answer from the client he took measures to ascertain that the results
would be to the satisfaction of the customer before going ahead and doing what the customer was
asking for: “So you find that it is a problem for it to lock if it is accustomed to crocheting. I will
try first at the back to see if it holds.” (HD3-C1). These data seem to validate the view that HD3
would only proceed with what the client requested, upon a successful trial test.

v) Evaluating nail/hair quality - When the hairdressers did an evaluation, they gave
feedback on the basis of the analysis that had been done. “… the person who did your retouch…
it looks like some parts got the effect of the relaxer… elsewhere it did not get a good effect of the
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relaxer.” (HD1-C1). In appraising the outcome of a procedure that was previously administered,
HD1 in Extract 1.5.1 follows-up on an utterance by CLT1 that she would from thereon do her
treatment (process done for hair recovery and hair quality maintenance) with her. HD1 pointed
out that the hair straightening process that was done at the hairdressing salon where CLT1 had
previously gone for service was not properly done since it left parts of the hair more processed
than others. To substantiate she adds that: “You see? That is because we differ in how we
retouch, you understand me?” (HD1-C1). This implies a view informed by professional practice
that suggests certain techniques as being more acceptable than others. HD1 further explained
that: “most of the people comb out when they retouch, the person does not use enough relaxer.”
(HD1-C1). She offered the view that the correct way was to apply sufficient straightening cream
on the hair, and to let the chemical substance straighten out the hair rather than to pull it out with
the comb. She ended her explanation by asking if CLT1 understood her, in a way that seemed to
ascertain if the client agreed with her view. As HD1 identified some flaws in prior treatment
received by the client, she expressed concern that proper care was not taken of the hair and made
observations about what could have been done differently.

vi) Mapping and outlining knowledge domains and pathways for acquiring knowledge,
skills and experience - Data also shows that hairdressers expressed accounts of how they gained
the hairdressing and beauty therapy knowledge and skills for becoming competent to perform
various activities in the hairdressing domain. From conversation Extract 1.6.1, HD2 indicated
that he learnt two techniques for doing dreadlocks when he was at the Gaborone Technical
College (GTC): “… As for me when I went to the GTC I was taught two techniques of doing
dread.” (HD2-I/C). He explained and demonstrated each technique as follows:
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It’s like I did it this way using the comb. It’s like when you use the comb,
you use it only. You don’t use… you do like this and stop there, then set it
down. When you do like this again… as for me when I do like this it is so
that… so that I feel that it is okay. There is also the palm twist using the
hand. It’s like you simply… you first comb it, put away the comb, and do
like this. Those are the techniques. (HD2-I/C)
HD2 also acknowledged that there were knowledge and skills that he acquired outside the
college training, thus adding new knowledge according to trends in the industry. In the
conversation extract 1.6.2, he pointed out that he did not learn how to do crocheting while at
school: “No, crochet we did not… we were not taught that. When… when I joined the industry,
I found that they do it… it was being used. Yes… there is… I once worked at one salon over
there.” (HD2-I/C). Instead, he gained the knowledge and skills from a colleague whom he had
worked with at a previous hairdressing salon: “There was a special … one who specialized in
dread-locking. No, he just specialized in doing… he specialized in doing… in dread only. … So
he ended up teaching me how to crochet.” (HD2-I/C). HD2 was indicating that he stays fully
alert and aware of the developments that needed to be embraced in order to gain a competitive
edge in the local scene hair and beauty therapy industry. For him to gain more knowledge and
skills in his trade, he has to build relations that make it possible to learn from colleagues. As it
is, there were several other hairdressing salons in the vicinity presenting competition.

Articulating knowledge on hairdressing according to whether it was from a school-based
program or knowledge existing in the local environment was often observed in the hairdressing
salon. In Extract 1.6.3, HD2 highlighted some of the content that was covered by the curriculum
at the college. “Yes. The units for hairdressing are many. You see there are the likes of hair
locking, hair cutting, hair extension, hair coloring… I did grasp all that.” (HD2-I/C). He noted
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that school-based knowledge in the hairdressing and beauty therapy industry was associated with
the contemporary culture, as imagined by the service industry and the mass media (Bax, 2012).
To this end the hairdressing salon also kept a range of magazines showing hair products and
styles. The imagined therefore was what the professional hairdresser aspired to project in order
to live up to the current model of transformation through beauty work. The school-based
knowledge that validated their hairdressing prowess also positioned them for other aspects of
business because, as Extract 1.6.3 indicates, it encompasses knowledge domains such as
entrepreneurship and communication skills: “Also… yes… there is entrepreneurship. When… if
you want to start a business… your own salon, we were taught to write business plans. Things
like those, in communication skills we were taught to talk to customers…” (HD2/I/C). Insights
gleaned from the Conversation Extracts 1.6.2 and 1.6.3 seem to validate the view that possession
of both school knowledge and that of the local environment is valued as defining the trained and
certified hairdressers as professionals, and experts in their vocation.

4.2.2 Theme 2: Attending to hairdressing salon operational matters
The important role that the hairdressing industry now plays in both the formal and informal
sectors of the Botswana economy calls for those that work as professional hairdressers to uphold
the image of their salon in good repute. As a result, professionals in the hairdressing and beauty
therapy industry enacted specific Language and Literacy Practices that contributed to the success
of operations within the hairdressing salon. In this section, the findings presented relate to how
the workers in the hairdressing salon attend to the many aspects of operating a salon. The four
thematic codes (see Appendix 15) related to Theme 2 are: (i) Making requests, (ii) Product
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identification and pricing, (iii) Addressing problem situations and, (iv) Coordination and
synergy.

i)

Making requests - Hairdressing salon workers, particularly the hairdressers, carry out

practical activities in the salon for which they are prompted to seek advice, and solicit the
support, assistance or help of another colleague where necessary. Addressing the hairdressing
salon operational matters or problems could be made independently or may be referred to
another hairdresser (soliciting support) or a manager for support or resolution depending upon
policy and procedures of the hairdressing salon. In the conversation Extract 2.1.1, while HD1 is
working on a customer’s hair doing hair straightening and plaiting, the HSM points at another
customer for her to attend to. In response HD1 requests HDM to assign the task to another
hairdresser since she already was working with another customer. “Yes… please ma’am ask
HDX1 to work on her. … Please ma’am tell HDX1 that we have a situation. … It’s just that from
here I have shampooing to do, and then blow drying.” (HD1-C1). She appealed to the manager
to resolve the matter by arranging the assistance.

Sometimes the solicitation for assistance resulted in an unfavorable response to the displeasure
of the other. In Extract 2.1.2, HD1 did not get the response she had expected when she was
soliciting the help of a colleague: “Did you hear that he said he is not touching any relaxer
today? Isn’t it I earlier helped him with highlights? Yes… here… without charging him. I did
relaxing for him. I have just been asking him to do relaxing for me, he refused.” (HD1-C1). She
had counted on the colleague since she had helped him on a task earlier on, thus was not happy
that she was turned down, and was not receiving the reciprocation she had expected. To deal
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with the rejection she opted to ask another colleague: “I will ask HDX2 to do relaxing for me
when it gets tough.” (HD1-C1). When she decided to ask a different colleague, the manager
concurred in approval. By providing the guidance and support for junior colleagues to work
collaboratively as team members, the management thus facilitates the successful operations of
the hairdressing salon. In addition, as employees perform their individual tasks, they are to look
for opportunities to assist others at peak periods and to share technical expertise.

As illustrated by the example above, one of the Language and Literacy Practices the hairdressers
were found to enact within the hairdressing salon environment was negotiating with fellow
workers for their cooperation in order to address some salon operational matters. For things to
run smoothly, it required hairdressing salon workers to interact with others in a team, to
communicate clearly and accurately, and respond appropriately to others in their endeavor to
help and give assistance or advice to others when needed. In the conversation Extract 2.1.3, HD1
is talking to HD3 asking him to relieve her so that she could work with a waiting customer and a
negotiation process ensues between the two hairdressers. HD1 calls out to HD3: “Come here. I
have a little situation… I have a little situation. I understand that lady would like to… just to
make a puff. … So I am asking that after I complete shampooing her you blow-dry this lady for
me.” (HD1-C1). Before he agreed to help, HD3 asked a question to make sure that he was clear
on which client he was being asked to work with: “This one?” (HD1-C1). Clarity of information
seems to be a vital element of reaching agreements among the hairdressers.

In some instances, a hairdresser sought to be pardoned for displaying a behaviour that could have
been deemed as negligence or lack of consideration of the customer while doing their hair.
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Asking to be pardoned for an inconvenience caused is expressed as common courtesy in ways
acceptable in this context and for sustaining working relations with customers. For instance, in
Extract 2.1.4, HD1 is asking the CLT1 to pardon her for a moment so she could consult with
another client while the product applied on CLT1’s hair was still processing. “Let me talk to that
other lady while it is still processing.” (HD1-C1). HD1 proceeded after CLT1 gave her the go
ahead: CLT1: “Okay.” (HD1-C1). This seems to suggest that HD1 would not have gone to work
with the other client if CLT1 had not consented, showing that unless such acts are handled to the
customer’s satisfaction, the impact may be negative.

Another aspect of Language and Literacy Practice observed from the conversations was that of
delegating tasks to junior co-workers. In Extract 2.1.5 the radio is playing in the hairdressing
salon and HSM calls out to one of the hairdressers to raise the volume. “Make it louder there
HDX1. Raise it a little more. Not too much, okay?” (HSM-C). In this case even though the task
being delegated has nothing to do with beauty, nor with hairdressing, it was from a supervisor
who expected the co-worker would comply.

ii) Product identification and management - Data suggests that while performing varying
tasks in the hairdressing salon, the salon workers identified and differentiated between the
materials they used, to ascertain that they were being used in ways suited for the particular
procedures being performed. Within a hairdressing salon such as the one in the current study,
hairdressers are expected to identify and properly apply beauty and hair treatment products at
their disposal. For instance, in the conversation Extract 2.2.1, HD1 while working on a
customer’s hair observed that the hair was weak and chose to use the Replenishing Pack
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conditioner product for treating the hair, drawing attention to the particular product brand that
was used at the salon and among others, that it strengthened the hair: “I am applying on you…
the conditioner … it’s of… it’s of… Organic you understand? It’s called the Replenishing Pack.
It moisturizes… it detangles… it strengthens the hair…” (HD1-C1). Such knowledge was usually
gained and sustained by making reference to product literature available as well as through
reading and interpreting the product information on packaging as indicated by the HSM: “... the
most important thing is, when you, when you get something, you should just know how to use it,
read the instructions…, so I just follow the instructions on the labels.” (HSM-I).

In the conversation Extract 2.2.2, the HSM was doing nail work and in response to the
customer’s question: “What does that one do now?” (HSM-C), she identified the product by: “It
is called UV gel.” (HSM-C), and explained the effect to be achieved as a result of applying the
UV gel to the nails, thus justifying her choice of product. “...when I have applied it there will be
a shine. And then even, the shining will be there for a very long time.” (HSM-C). The assumption
to be made here is that a shine on the nails is a desirable effect. Similarly, in Extract 2.2.3, HD1
makes a justification for recommending a particular hair food product to CLT1. She does this by
highlighting the positive effects that the product would have on her hair. “It does not make the
hair greasy. Isn’t it you find that with some it shows that hey, this person has really applied
grease on their hair?” (HD1-C1). The comparison she makes with other products sends the
message that the one she was recommending gives desirable results thus she promotes it and
justifies the worthiness for its purchase.
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The HSM in Extract 2.2.2 also explained that it would not be possible to remove the gel from the
nails by using a nail polish remover: “...you can’t clean it off with… nail polish remover. It will
mean you should file it off.” (HSM-C). This could mean that the regular way is to use the nail
polish remover, which as she explained would not be effective for removing the gel. Such
expression of familiarity with product relevance for use and results would most likely win the
customer’s trust.

The hairdressers determined the pricing for selling the products stocked in the hairdressing
salon and for the services provided within the salon, and they did this in a reasoned manner. In
the conversation Extract 2.2.3, the customer asked for the price of a hair food product that HD1
was recommending for her to use for on-going hair maintenance at home and the hairdresser
readily gave her the price: “It’s eighty five Pula.” (HD1-C1). The hairdressers seemed to
rationalize the prices charged based on presenting situations. In the conversation Extract 2.2.4,
HD3 explained to the customer the charges that applied for a service package including
straightening hair using the Dark and Lovely product and getting a haircut thereafter. “… the
price for everything? For Dark and Lovely it’s 100 Pula, then the cut is 40 Pula which is going
to be 140 Pula.” (HD3-C3). The pricing being given here was for both the hair straightening
products that would be used and the service for straightening and cutting the hair. From the
conversation, it seems that customers could bring their own hair straightening products, thus
the pricing would be different. “Doing what, bringing your own relaxer or doing what?
Bringing your own… you will be bringing your own relaxer …” (HD3-C3). By providing
pricing options they would cater for diverse clientele. In the conversation Extract 2.2.6, on
hearing that the customer did not bring hair braids or weaves for plaiting, HD1 offers to sell it
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to her from the stock in the salon. “Okay… we have the braid. It’s Ten Pula.” (HD1-C1). The
braids and other products were kept on display as shown in Picture 4.1 of photo HDS-L&E-7
from the album, where customers could easily see them.

Figure 4.1:

Photo HDS-L&E-7 - A display of products for customers to see

Product retailing is supposed to help the salon to make extra money and so it is of paramount
importance that the hairdressing salon workers sell the products that they use by projecting them
in ways that appeal to the taste and needs of the customers. They, in that way, play a part in
transforming the customer’s thoughts and feelings to being favorable towards the products being
used in the salon.

Hairdressers also have the responsibility to shop for the products that they deemed appropriate
for the customers at their hairdressing salon. This means they have to be familiar with product
suppliers and, in the conversation Extract 2.2.5, HD2 was advising a customer on where to buy a
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product they asked about, and how much it cost at the particular shop. “… 50 Pula… at
Choppies. Aha… it’s available at any Choppies. One like this. Look at Choppies.” (HD2-I/C).
HD3 was also noticed speaking to another worker about purchasing supplies: “What are we short
of so we get serious about making orders?” (HD2-I/C), suggesting that they take part in that
function of the hairdressing salon as well.

iii) Addressing problem situations - Data shows that coming up with alternative
operational measures when the regular ones are not working was enacted in the hairdressing
salon. For example, the country was experiencing a serious water shortage during the period that
the study was done and there were extended periods of water supply cuts in the city. As the
conversation in Extract 2.3.1 shows, the situation was no different in the hairdressing salon. In
this case, the salon staff kept water in containers and heated it using an urn because they could
not use the geyser without running water. HD1 was at the shampoo station to wash a customer’s
hair and since there was no running water they improvised. The HSM poured hot water into a
bucket, mixed it with cold water for the right temperature (FN-29/03/2014), and provided the
warm water for HD1 at the shampoo station: “Use this first. Pour from the other side. I mix in
here, and then mix again here.” (HSM in HD1-C1). The HD1 acknowledges that she understood
the make-shift procedure being explained to her: “Aha…, okay.” (HD1-C1). Again in
improvising, the HSM used a pitcher to draw water from the bucket and poured it over the
customer’s hair while HD1 rinsed it (FN-29/03/2014). Whenever they ran out of water, the HSM
went to get some water from an aunt’s house at White City, a residential area not very far from
the hairdressing salon: “It means I will go to White City… there is a challenge on this side. … for
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the water.” This instance is consistent with the view of making alternative plans to address
problem situations so that work in the hairdressing salon is not hampered.

Another practice related to problem situations and enacted in the hairdressing salon was to pay
attention to safety issues and situations likely to compromise the customer’s comfort. This
required the hairdressing salon workers to not only be aware of risk, but also to be alert to risky
situations. These situations included among others, product risks and salon floor risks. In the
conversation Extract 2.3.2, HD2 explains the risk that could be posed by using hair straightening
products: “... The problem is with relaxing. … by the way the relaxer is a product that reacts very
quickly. It can cause scalds on the scalp. So it is possible… that when using one product
someone tells you they feel a burning sensation on the scalp.” (HD2-I/C). Given that chemicals
in the hair straightening materials may cause harm such as scalp lesions and burns (Wise et al.
2012), HD2 concludes by saying that to address such a problem, the product is avoided for the
customer at their next visit: “Next time when they come back… it… you will not use it… scalds
on the head last time, yes.” (HD2-I/C). HD2 is exhibiting professional awareness about
occupational health and safety that is rooted in their knowledge of hair and beauty materials
composition and how the materials could cause bodily harm for some people.

Data also shows that keeping the conditions safe, clean and presentable at all times was enacted
in the hairdressing salon. If not appropriately attended to, sanitary conditions may pose
occupational health risks for the customers. As illustrated in Picture 2.3.1 below, among the
measures taken were: storing clean towels and gowns off the floor (Photo HS-L&E3);
hairdressers wearing protective aprons (Photo HS-L&E5); the disinfection and cleaning of
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reusable equipment such as hair cutting clippers (Photo HS-L&E8); dressing customers with
capes or towels for protection while serving them (Photo HD1-C1); sweeping off hair clippings
in between serving customers and disposing of them (FN-01/04/2014); and placing combs and
other instruments on the countertop (FN-01/04/2014) rather than to have them being carried in
the hairdresser’s pocket. Another example of safety measures was to have a fire alarm zone
identification chart (HS-N&S2) and fire extinguishing equipment (HS-N&S8) positioned in
where they could be seen easily by customers and workers (HSM-I) in the salon. The HSM
reported in the interview that the chart would help the customers to know where to go in case of
fire and that they had two fire extinguishers which the hairdressers could operate because they
had fire training (HSM-I). Attention was paid to avoiding or mitigating both bodily harm and any
likely damage to the salon.
Figure 4.2:

Measures for ensuring safety conditions
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iv) Coordination and synergy - Discussing variations in salon operations and showing an
understanding of how different salons do things differently was reflected in the data. For
instance, in Extract 2.4.1, HD2 shares his experiences of previous self-employment at a salon
that operated a rent-a-chair system. HD2 explains how the system afforded him a lot of
autonomy in terms of the products to use: “It’s like… we used any kind of product we wanted. …
Yes… we bought our own. They were bought by myself as a hairdresser.” (HD2-I/C). Also, with
rent-a-chair, he was responsible for managing the money he made: “Like… it’s like with rent-achair you earn wages anytime you wish cause the money… you work for belongs to you. … If you
don’t pay yourself every day you will benefit something.” (HD2-I/C), hence the need for selfmanagement as he said: “When it comes to money it needs a person who… that… yes… who is
smart.” (HD2-I/C). Since it was all at his disposal, the money could be mismanaged if there was
no due care. He appreciated that with the right discipline, the system had benefits. Hairdressers
should therefore be able to move from one system to another because where HD2 was currently
working he was employed by the management of the hairdressing salon.

The hairdressing salon workers talked about their responsibilities in particular roles within the
salon. In Extract 2.4.2, HD2 outlines the duties he performed when previously working as a
receptionist in another hairdressing salon. “… I collected payments from the people. Yes, sitting
like there at the reception… taking the money to the bank, recording it, and in the process
checking that there was stock available.” (HD2-I/C). The chores he performed in the role could
be viewed as administrative as he says: “No, it’s just that working in a salon reception… you
are… you are something like a supervisor, or a manager. Yes… it is you who manages the things
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in the salon.” (HD2-I/C). HD2 indicated that the role came with a sense of authority, which he
enjoyed. “No it’s just that some people look down upon it. Mm… it is fun.” (HD2-I/C).

Displaying behaviours that promote cooperative work during situations that could hamper
productivity at the hairdressing salon was another practice observed. Customers would be
referred to another hairdresser who was less busy or who specialized in what the customer came
to have done. In Extract 2.4.3 for instance, the HSM assigned a customer that just came in for a
haircut to HD3, but he reminded her that he was on another task and suggested that HD2 could
attend to the customer: “Have you now forgotten that I am now taking them? Check HD2 and the
others to hear how they are. It is already…” (HD3-C1). This demonstration of shared
responsibility suggests that a positive relationship existed among the hairdressers. The HSM in
her coordination role on noticing that HD1 did not have a customer chose to ask her: “HD1 isn’t
it you do haircuts?” (HSM in HD3-C1), implying that she should take over. The HSM identified
where service was needed and guided workers to pay attention to that.

Financial management involving proper record keeping and appropriate pricing of services and
products provided at the hairdressing salon occurred in the hairdressing salon. The conversation
in Extract 2.4.4 shows that the hairdressing salon was giving a discount for the services the
customers were getting and the HSM was explaining to HD2 how the payments must be
recorded even as there was a discount when HD2 asked: “HSM, did you say there is a discount?
(HD2-C2); to which HSM responded: “But I record the whole amount. … don’t make a mess in
the book,” (HDC-C2). HSM cautioned about not making a mess in the book, which could mean
the value for keeping the salon records neatly and clear.
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Marketing the services and products of the hairdressing salon to stimulate the customer's desire
and need to obtain beauty and hairdressing services from the particular salon was enacted in
various ways at the salon. In Extract 2.4.5, HD2 illustrates how self-marketing and promotion
yielded results in practice: “... it’s like I offer service to the point that the customer must be
satisfied. Yes… And they come back.” (HD2-I/C). HD2 realizes that it is incumbent upon him to
attract and retain customers and the results of service he gave were a great determinant of this.
“When I cut a gentleman here, he has to be happy! When the men are happy, it means they will
bring the whole family back here. If I cut a man who owns a company it means he will bring all
his employees.” (HD2-I/C). HD2 was here asserting that his dexterity in working with hair had to
separate him from others. The utterances also imply that hairdressers must know how to market
themselves, which includes knowing how to blow one’s own trumpet; to know what to say and
to whom. Additionally, it is implied that the hairdresser must know how to tactfully inspire
strangers off the street, in order to start new relationships and maintain those with old customers.
As the hairdressers promote commodities in the salon, they are as well part of the commodities
they promote (Bauman, 2007) and they thus play their part in producing the commodity-style for
their workplace, subsequently fitting themselves in the market-oriented spaces of hairdressing
salons (Bax, 2012).

The marketing of services and products that the hairdressing salon promoted was enacted in
several ways, some of which as shown in Picture 4.3 include: pull up banners displayed in the
hairdressing salon (HS-MM1 and 2); pamphlets (HS-PPL3); leaflets (HS-PPL7, HS-PPL9, HSA1, HS-A3). The photos HS-PPL19 and HS-N&S14 show imprints made on the salon windows,
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projecting the identifying particulars of the facility. The identifying features on photo HS-PPL19
include the following: (a) name of the hairdressing salon (Hairstory); (b) two major hair and
beauty services the salon offers (hair, and nails) (c) emotion and feeling (passion) they put into
their work. In the interview, the HSM clarified that the presentation of hair and nails in the
picture meant that: “…we are doing hair, nails, we are also doing nails.” (HSM-I). She further
emphasized how passionate they were about their work thus; “and passion we are passionate
about our job, we are passionate about both hair and nails … we have passion in serving our
clients.” (HSM-I).
Figure 4.3:

Marketing materials
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Still on HS-PPL19 a list of the services one can get in the salon is written on a chalkboard and
positioned outside the window, under the salon name. The HSM explained the purpose of having
the chalkboard there and why the list of services did not have a price list: “It tells people about
the product and the services we are offering even though there are no prices. … other people
from o, other salons are passing, so we don’t want them to see our prices, because they are, they
are our competitors,” (HSM-I). The opening hours are also provided on photo HS-N&S14.

A Facebook address is provided on photo HS-N&S14. In the conversation Extract 2.4.6, HD1
would like to find out where CLT1 came across the hairstyle she chose that day: “Wow! Is it the
style on the flyer… did you see it on the flyer?” (HD1-C1). CLT1 told her that she saw it on the
salon Facebook page: “It is on Facebook.” (HD1-C1). Such information seems to be provided to
influence the decisions of current customers as well as to win the hearts of potential ones. The
adoption of the multi-media used for marketing the salon services and products shows an
understanding of the impact to be made by applying all of the methods together and it is done
with a mindfulness of the competition around. The marketing can be said to express the energy
of the hairdressing salon and to project an expression of what sets them apart from the others
given the competition in the industry.

Meeting the local ordinance requirements emerged as one of aspects to be paid attention to when
operating the hairdressing salon. Picture 4.4 below shows a cropped photo of a framed trade
license (HS-N&S4) displayed on one of the hairdressing salon walls.
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Figure 4.4:

Photo HS-N&S4 - Trade licence

In an interview with the HSM, she explained that a trade license is meant to show that the
hairdressing salon met the local government requirements for operating as a business in the
town: “… and its purpo, purpose is for, for the bye-law people, they normally comes around to
come and see if are we operating… with the license,” (HSM-I). Apart from satisfying local
authorities, the HSM said that the trade license also confirmed to the customers that the owner(s)
were operating legally: “and yes for the customers, some customers, they want to see that are you
licensed, just in case they want to complain about you.” (HSM-I). Such a license must be
renewed annually: “After a year.” (HSM-I), to continue operating and the HSM said that when
the bye-law officials take their rounds, they also check for the validity of the license: “… if it’s, is
it still valid,” (HSM-I). As part of the official stipulations, the license was displayed in full view
of the customers and in this hairdressing salon it was placed on the wall at the section where the
customers waiting to be attended would normally sit (FN-19/04/2014). In this way the
hairdressing salon adhered to the requirements that made their operations legitimate.
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4.2.3 Theme 3: Exhibiting proper salon etiquette and comfort
Satisfying customer expectations to a reasonable level so that they have a comfortable and
satisfactory experience is imperative in a hairdressing salon and hairdressers make various
projections in exhibiting proper salon etiquette for the comfort of the customers. Such
projections often entail emotional persuasiveness leading to customer satisfaction and retention
and in the process earning the hairdressers the respect of the customers as well as that of coworkers, something that would add to the word of mouth referrals. The thematic codes under this
theme are: (i) Expressing preferences, (ii) Conferring with the customer about the intended
outcome regarding what they would like to have done, and (iii) Responding to requests and
inquiries.

i)

Expressing preferences - Data shows that hairdressers talked about some decisions that

pointed to the choices they made, hence things they liked or disliked in working in a hairdressing
salon. In the conversation Extract 3.1.1, HD2 explains the hair work that he prefers to do: “I like
doing cuts for instance. … doing a haircut and hair locking. … if I am asked what I would
choose, if I have to specialize… I would choose hair cutting and dread locking.” (HD2-I/C). This
suggests that as much as he learnt to do various things with hair and beauty work, there were hair
work tasks that he was not excited about, but just did them as needed of him: “...relaxing is also
part of… I can also do it.” (HD2-I/C). The tasks could be of the knowledge and skills that are
taught in formal schooling or that he learnt during engagement with colleagues in the salon.
When asked what he would do if a client came in wanting to be plaited, his response is
illuminating: “I would say they can come back when the carrot specialist is available.” (HD2I/C). Carrot is a plait style named as such locally for the way it starts off thin and thickening as it
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progresses when more and more hair extensions are added (FN-21/04/2014). HD2 seems to
suggest that he does not possess the skill hence his admission to let an expert handle the task.

Hairdressers were also observed as seeking to achieve self-gratification from doing things for
satisfactory results. In some cases, they acknowledged how what they did may be different from
what some customers may be familiar with from previous experiences with doing hair at other
salons. In Extract 3.1.2, HD2 explains that he preferred it when dreadlocks were arranged in
lines because of how they looked when styled: “The one in lines? That is the good one. Because
even when you style… when you make it to lie down, it settles down very well. Yes, it just goes
along those lines in a smart way.” (HD2-I/C). It is often the case that the hairdressers will use
such knowledge and experience to influence the decisions the customers make, especially when
they suggest something different from what the customer intended.

ii) Conferring with the customer about intended outcome regarding what they would like
to have done - There were occasions when the hairdresser wanted to make sure that the customer
was clear on what was being done and that they approved. This was enacted through discussing
with the customer, how the service being done should be rendered and also to determine an
appropriate plan of action that would suit the customer’s needs. In the conversation Extract 3.2.1,
HD2 is confirming the size of haircut that CLT6 would like to have done. The exchange leading
to the confirmation shows that HD2 solicited for CLT6’s ideas for the size and technique for
doing the haircut. HD2 asked “This size is okay or I should….?” CLT6 responded thus: “After
getting the size in… just make it to the level. …. That size is good. Don’t cut it all, just on the
back.” To which HD2 asked: “… Should I trim? ...How, are they good?”, and CLT6: “.... just
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go down.” (HD2-C5). To ensure that the customer’s expectations are met, HD2 seemed to pay
attention to the details of what CLT6 said (asked questions to ascertain) and how he wanted the
job to be done.

In the conversation Extract 3.2.2, HD3 wanted to establish what service CLT8 came to the salon
for and asked her: “What do you want to do today?” (HD3-C1). When CLT8 told him she came
to style her hair but was told it had to be twisted first, HD3 then asked her: “Should I twist it
first?” (HD3-C1). From the conversation, CLT8 agreed that the hair be twisted first and by
proceeding with the task in this way, suggests that the customer was satisfied with the
explanation she was given at the hairdressing salon for twisting the hair before it could be styled.
The hairdressers would time and again establish that the customers were comfortable with the
way a procedure was being done. In the conversation Extract 3.2.3, when the customer indicated
that it hurt when he combed out the hair, HD2 explained why it hurt: “Oh, yes… I am stretching
the growth that is beneath. It’s a lot.” (HD2-I/C). HD2 seems to coordinate mind and feeling to
overcome the customer’s discomfort by implying a promise that it is for the good and that the
way the task was being performed had the consequences that were implicitly acclaimed for it
(Kristofferson & Silickaite).

iii) Responding to requests and inquiries - From my observations, hairdressers often had
to give relevant and appropriate answers to questions being asked either by clients or by their
colleagues. In the conversation Extract 3.3.1, HD1 had applied a hair straightening cream on
CLT1’s hair and while it processed went off to work on another client. When a colleague asked
her if CLT1 was not okay, suggesting that the client needed attention, HD1 agreed and asked the
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colleague to intervene: “Yes… you may wash her okay? She will soon over process.” (HD1-C1).
When HD1 requested for intervention by another hairdresser in response to the inquiry, she also
wanted to avoid the likely damage to be caused by the hair straightening cream on the client’s
scalp if it stayed longer without being washed off.

4.2.4 Theme 4: Portraying elements of the social culture in a hairdressing salon
environment
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salons provide a physical space from which the culture and
identity of the establishment can be deciphered. Such spaces can be viewed as socially
constructed by those who spend time within them. For instance, a significant part of the social
culture in a hairdressing salon is portrayed through the social interactions that reflect how the
hairdressers connect with the world beyond the salon and with their customers or colleagues. In
addition, the social events in a hairdressing salon are supported by a physical space equipped for
the purpose of providing hair and beauty treatments. The environment allows for productive
work and socializing whereby the hairdressers engage in casual conversations, and exchange
knowledge with each other and sometimes with their customers. In this subsection the four
thematic codes capturing the Language and Literacy Practices under Theme 4 are: (i) Discussing
social issues and current events, (ii) Connecting with the clientele, (iii) Connecting with coworkers, and (iv) Rationalizing the social and spatial provisions for the hairdressing salon.

i)

Discussing social issues and current events - The hairdressers spend most of their

working days and hours in each other’s company. From the data, it shows that they get involved
in conversations that entail the political and social issues that affect the society. The discussion
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topics were prompted by the things they heard from the grapevine, what came on the radio, or
what was published in newspapers and magazines. Some discussions were among the workers in
the hairdressing salon but at times the customers were involved. In the conversation Extract
4.1.1, HD2 got to learn that CLT6 was a teacher in a nearby senior secondary school. While
doing his haircut HD2 initiates a discussion on how the quality of education was no longer so
good: “But nowadays it seems that the education is a little bit dropping down… I mean the
results.” (HD2-C5). In this discussion, they both seem to have the same understanding that the
pass rates since 2012 informed their observation. When HD2 said: “Yah starting from the 2012,”
CLT6 added that: “2012 results which was... e-e there are a number of… there are a number of
the C's.” (HD2-C5). The senior secondary exit examination results are usually an issue of interest
in the Botswana society because they determine what young people will do post-secondary
school.
ii) Connecting with the clientele - This aspect relates to putting the customer at ease and
making them feel welcomed and valued at the hairdressing salon. Hairdressers took the trouble
of taking measures and creating interactions that would influence the customers to want to go
back to the same salon for service. In the conversation Extract 4.2.1, HD1 welcomes a customer
who just walked into the salon by, in the Setswana customary way, initiating greetings, an act
that could be seen as a way of warming up to him: “Hello once more…” (HD1-C1), and she says
this in a way suggesting that they are not seeing each other for the first time, thus projecting a
sense of I already know you. At times the hairdressers would even lure people walking outside
the salon to enter and impress on them that they would receive good service at the salon. (FN02/04/2014).
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In some instances the hairdressers engaged in simple conversations for developing relationships
of trust and confidence with clients. At times they extended the subjects of conversation to the
issues of interest to the client. This could entail getting involved in conversations that had nothing
to do with beauty and hair but are of interest to the client thus assuring them of familiarity with
the world outside the hairdressing salon. In the conversation Extract 4.2.2 the HSM who
happened to be qualified in Hospitality and Hotel Management, shared her experiences on work
opportunities in the culinary arts: “…because most of the people we attended with… who were
doing… culinary… …most of them are in… they are in… er… some are in the States, some are
in… Canada, … So, there are some Batswana who had gone on cruise boats.” (HSM-C). She
offered advice on the subject matter that the customer was interested in even though it was not
about hairdressing.

Also enacted in the hairdressers’ discussions is a reflection that they understand their customer
routines and preferences so that where possible they could respond accordingly. In the
conversation Extract 4.2.3, HD2 shared an experience from a hairdressing salon in a town north
of the country where he previously worked. His customers (especially young men) liked the easy
waves hair products for reasons of affordability: “They used easy waves. ... it’s the one that was
cheap,” (HD2-I/C) HD2. He also said that many young men in that town liked making the waves
hairstyle: “and the things I did… I did like… there are services such as curls… waves… on the
head. So for most of the people I did waves on the head.” (HD2-I/C). Whereas in Gaborone
where he currently worked, there was no demand for making waves but a few clients for curls:
“... I haven’t had customers who want things like that. It’s there and there… and doing curls for
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instance. Just curl… curl like. Yes … the hair becomes curly.” (HD2-I/C). In this vein they
worked on getting to know who their customers were and to be alert to their common tendencies.

As they interacted with the customers, the hairdressers also capitalized on the customer networks
for referral to the hairdressing salon. For instance they would have a customer who knows
another person that told them about the salon and such familiarity was revealed in their
conversations. The HD1, HSM and CLT1 in the conversation Extract 4.2.4 seemed to all know
this other person. CLT1 explained that she accessed the Facebook page for the hairdressing and
beauty therapy salon through that same person’s page and as a result of seeing their hairstyle
posts, came to the salon: “I just saw it because… maybe even X would not have told me… she
had liked the page on facebook. ...it then means I saw it, I then went into the pictures.” (HD1C1). From the conversation, the HSM indicated that she had assumed that the person X had told
CLT1 about the salon, confirming that they depend on word of mouth referrals by other
customers.

By offering incentives, the idea was to attract new customers and retain those already on the
clientele since they would feel valued and thus offer their loyalty as HD2 expresses in the
conversation Extract 4.2.5 with CLT6. HD2 acknowledged that he had done haircuts for CLT6
before and when the client mentioned that this was his third haircut, the hairdresser told him
about a bonus haircut he would get after the fifth cut: “Three times. So I will insist that you come
and take the free cut after 5 services. Akere that means you are being loyal to me, so I have to
give you a benefit”. (HD2-C5). This seemed reassuring to the customer as HD2 demonstrated
that he kept a record of all the people he assisted and so, CLT6 knew HD2 would remember him.
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HD2 even puts emphasis on making this offer: “So I will insist that you come…” (HD2-C6), so
that the customer feels compelled to want it.

iii) Connecting with co-workers - The place of work becomes a space where workers
spend most part of their day and they spend a lot of such time with each other apart from the
intermittent moments with customers who come and go. Striking up casual conversations about
personal, social and work-related issues occurred and at times even while they were working on
clients. In conversation Extract 4.3.1 HD1 addresses HD2 and comments on what he was
working on at that moment: “I say I can see that you’re hitting them with rotary… you are doing
shaa-shaa to them… you are shampooing, you’re a shampooist.” (HD1-C1). As the extract
shows, a light interactional moment developed as the comment was casually made for the sake of
friendly jocular talk. This can only mean that she felt safe enough with her colleagues to make
such comments. She made friendly talk with the colleague about how busy he was at that time
even calling him a shampooist and that she would like to hire him. By calling HD2 a shampooist,
it shows that she did this for the amusement and dramatic effect. This led to another colleague
even chipping in to bring in her own amusement tag-on. “He calls himself a shampooist today? I
mean HD2.” (HD1-C1).

iv) Rationalizing the social and spatial provisions for the hairdressing salon - The
hairdressing salon was a place designated for functions related to hair and beauty work and
customers came there for services thereof. Any consideration for arranging the space within was
to facilitate provision of those services. The HSM as the owner of the salon explained in the
interview with the researcher that in conceptualizing the salon she aimed to create and provide
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the right ambience and to this effect she said: “Our colors are black, white and red, but you’ll
find that… er… black and white is almost everywhere, which I will say… er… the white color
brings the easy going ambience.” (HSM-I). The other aspect she pointed out was that of space
and how their selection of colors contributed to this: So when I was doing my research … they
were saying black and white, it's more suitable for the salons because it makes the space look
bigger…” (HSM-I). In addition to using colors for space effects, she opted for opened up space
to ensure ease of movement, there was no overcrowding, and the customers’ comfort was
optimized:
You will find that in some salons the work-stations, work-stations are
more squashed, then the, some clients they don… they don’t feel free,
like if they want to talk to the phone… they can’t talk like freely, but as
you can see our layout, each work-station got ample space in between
...so in that case customers can feel free to do whatever they want to do
to, if she want to turn the chair, she can turn her chair ….if I want to
bring the dryer to the work-station I can do that freely. Even the
hairdresser can just move around, ... this standing hair dryer here?
Yes, even the steamer, I can just take it to the work station. (HSM-I).
The layout of the hairdressing salon was such that all work stations were fixed to the two
opposite walls, the reception was at the entrance with a full view of customers walking in, a
waiting area for customers was close to the entrance, and a shampoo station was at the back of
the room. Separate room provisions were made for: a kitchen where the hairdressers went for
lunch breaks out of the customer’s sight, ablution system catering for men and women
separately, and storage for equipment and products. Marketing materials were sparsely placed in
the salon, equipment used by the hairdresser was available at their workstation or in cabinets
affixed to the reception desk, while the hair dryer and steamer were on wheels so that they could
be moved to the work-station when needed and not for the customer to move to them.
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Provided in the hairdressing salon waiting area was a basket full of magazines and newspapers
and the customers could peruse through those while waiting for their turn to be served, or while
having their hair dried for instance. The magazines mainly covered fashion, hair and beauty
products as well as hairstyles and some customers chose styles from them.

It was common to find a language-mixing repertoire used regardless of whether one thought they
were using English or Setswana. The language repertoire observed was of mixing SetswanaEnglish and English-Setswana; Setswana-English means Setswana was dominant while with
English-Setswana English was dominant. From the interviews with the hairdressers, both English
and Setswana were used when the HSM interviewed them for the job: “It was both in English
and Setswana.” (HD3-I). Setswana was used as the dominant language when the clients were
Setswana speaking while English was used with a client who did not speak Setswana. HD3
pointed out that he did not have any particular preference for the language used and could
alternate between Setswana and English depending on the client’s preference: “If you know
Setswana I can use it, but if you don’t know Setswana I prefer using English.” (HD3-1), adding
that “Most of the times I use Setswana” (HD3-1) because most of his clients were Batswana and
they communicated with him in Setswana. The language the hairdressers chose for
communicating with the clients in the hairdressing salon was thus determined by which language
the clients opted for.

The two languages were often used together in single utterances and English was fitted into
Setswana either as is or in a form modified to fit into Setswana conventions. For instance, the
hairdressers explained the use and importance of hair treatment products in Setswana and
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brought in English words and phrases for technical language and product names. In the following
example, Hairdresser 1 explains the procedure she would be doing with her client using
Setswana-English: “Ke tlo go tlhapisa ka uplifting shampoo, Ee… e ntsha leswe lotlhe mo
scalpong, most of leswe le le mo scalpong, wa ntlhaloganya?” [I am going to use uplifting
shampoo to wash you. Yes… it removes all the dirt from the scalp, most of the dirt that is on the
scalp, you understand me?] (HD1-C1). In this example the product name ‘uplifting shampoo’
retains it’s English originality, the word ‘scalp’ is modified to ‘scalp[pong] giving it a Setswana
prepositional ending, and ‘most of’ showing the effectiveness of the product is in English. The
product literature is always in English print but when working with Setswana speaking clients,
the hairdressers relayed the information in the Setswana-English mix repertoire, and retained
English as illustrated above. Where English was predominantly used, switching was minimal and
often limited to tag-words as illustrated in the following expressions from Hairdresser 2 with an
English speaking client: “Akere [isn’t it] it’s the smallest?”; Go raya gore [it means] he was very
good, he…” (HD2-C5). As much as possible English was adhered to as much as possible,
accommodate the communication needs of the non-Setswana speaking customer.

The four themes discussed in Section 4.2 above have helped to frame the language and literacy
practices of hairdressers in the context of the Botswana hair industry. The findings being
presented in the next section are of how the BTEP curriculum acknowledges the language and
literacy practices in the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon.
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4.3

Hairdressers’ Language and Literacy Practices in the BTEP curriculum

The findings presented in this section are focused on answering research questions 2 and 3 which
sought to establish (i) how the Language and Literacy Practices used by the Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy salon workers are anticipated and reflected in the Communication, and Personal
& Interpersonal Skills (Comm & PIPS) units of the BTEP curriculum and (ii) the perceptions of
the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon workers and the BTEP students of their training in
relation to the Language and Literacy Practices in their work in hairdressing salons. The data that
have informed this section emanated from: (a) fieldnotes from observations at the technical
college; (b) the Comm, PIPS and Hairdressing curricular of the BTEP programme; (c) interviews
with curriculum development and delivery practitioners who comprised lecturers involved with
the teaching of Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy content (LHD) and Hairdressing Key Skills
(LHKS), Internal Verifier (IV) and External Verifier (EV) of student learning at the college, and
Curriculum Developers (CD) for Hairdressing Content and Hairdressing Key Skills; (d)
interviews with a Student Focus Group (SFG) and hairdressers.

The Hairdressing course provides a balance between theory and practice in hairdressing, for the
trainees to develop knowledge and skills in their vocational area. In addition, the BTEP has a
generic key skills component for developing the soft skills to enhance the vocational area, so the
graduates can express professionalism in their work. It was stated in the curriculum documents
accessed that during delivery of the Hairdressing course, the teachers should align the COMM &
PIPS learning outcomes with the hairdressing content, so that they are taught within a context
that reflects real-life and working situations of the hairdressing vocation (BTEP-COMM-1, 2005;
BTEP-PIPS-4, 2013). This finding is corroborated in the interview with the Internal Verifier for
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Hairdressing Key Skills, who was also a COMM & PIPS lecturer in the college. She explained
that in teaching the skills she tried to “merge them with what is done in vocational area”
(IVHKS-I). The Communication Skills Unit is deliberately meant to cultivate or inculcate within
the trainees better ways of communicating while the Personal and Interpersonal Skills inculcate
attitudes (negotiation skills, time management skills, prioritizing skills, conflict resolution,
problem solving, planning, setting goals) for becoming better employees (CD-I; IVHKS-I). The
80-hour Communication Skills Unit is taught at the onset of enrolment so that the students may
have the language and literacy basics for learning the content curriculum. This is meant for the
graduates of the course to be well rounded to function effectively in the hairdressing industry.
The Curriculum Developers and External Verifier for Hairdressing Key Skills confirmed that the
language of curriculum delivery was English because according to the Curriculum Developer for
Key Skills, “I think we think in English, we think that even the clientele there at the salons will
be those who can somewhat master English… it could be, may be a dangerous assumption to
make” (CD-I). It was assumed that English was the language of the industry and that for the
students to be effective with customers, oral and written communication would be in English
(CD-I; EVHKS-I).

This Section presents findings showing how the Language and Literacy Practices (LLPs)
discussed in Section 4.2 above are reflected in the BTEP curriculum. I performed a
comprehensive mapping exercise of the LLPs against the BTEP curriculum. This entailed
analysing the performance criteria in the relevant BTEP curriculum documents being used at the
technical college (Certificate in Hairdressing Learning Unit Specifications, 2008;
Communication Skills [1 of 2005, 2 of 2005, 3 of 2005 & 2013, and 4 of 2013] Learning Unit
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Specifications; and the Learning Unit Specifications for Personal & Interpersonal Skills 3 and 4
of 2013). The performance criteria were matched against the four LLP themes. Also, the
extrapolations made from the fieldnotes recorded during visits to the college were matched to the
LLP themes. Furthermore, for analysis of reflections, extrapolations made from the transcripts of
the interviews done with the curriculum practitioners and students were also matched against the
LLP themes. The detailed results of the data analysis are presented in Appendix 18. A close
study of the data suggests that most of the language and literacy skills enacted in the hairdressing
salon are appropriated and reflected in the Comm & PIPS learning units and the Hairdressing
curriculum. Figure 4.1 below illustrates how the curriculum reflects the language and literacy
practices as perceived by key players and beneficiaries on the training, and from expressions in
the curriculum documents. In Figure 4.1, I have illustrated one main theme of the hairdressers’
LLPs (Theme 1), its related thematic codes (1.1; 1.3; 1.4) and their curriculum equivalences to
show how the LLPs are appropriated and reflected in the curriculum.
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Figure 4.5: An example of Language and Literacy Practices and their curriculum
equivalences with the performance criteria in the BTEP – HBT program

In Figure 4.1 above, hairdressers’ Language and Literacy Practices express asserting professional
identity and experience (Theme1). This expression was further appropriated to serve a more
specific function of explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty work (Thematic
code 1.1). When I looked for the curriculum equivalence, I established that the Language and
Literacy Practice as enacted in the hairdressing salon was clearly provided for in the BTEP
curriculum through for example, the performance criteria: Explain correctly, the process of
conducting hair and scalp tests (BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008). Using the same trend
of analysis revealed similar evidence for LLP appropriation in the BTEP curriculum for all the
four themes. Further evidence is briefly presented in the sub-sections below.
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4.3.1 Asserting professional identity and experience
The formal training capacitated the prospective hairdressers to project expertise in ways that
depicted professionalism when working with hair. One of the six thematic codes for Theme 1 –
giving instructions or directions – did not reflect on the BTEP curriculum for Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy. The five thematic codes that explain this first LLP theme and were found
reflected in the curriculum are the following:

i)

Thematic code 1.1: Explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty work -

from the Hairdressing curriculum, the trainees were expected to “Explain correctly the process
of conducting hair and scalp tests” (BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and from the
complementing Communication Skills Unit they were expected to “Present accurate
information that suits a straight forward subject and purpose” (BTEP-COMM 2-2005). In
addition the Curriculum Developers and the Hairdressing Salon Manager mentioned that using
technical language to explain actions being done was something hairdressers learnt at the college
observing that “when the hairdressers explain what they do using the language of hairdressing,
customers get confident in them” (CD-I); “the BTEP graduate, they have the language that they
used in hair department, and some customers become happy because some will be their first
time to hear those thing (HDS-I).

ii) Thematic code 1.3: Giving advice - from the Hairdressing curriculum, the trainees
were expected to among other things “advise clients on aftercare, date of the next salon visit or
frequency of professional care” (BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and from the
corresponding Communication Skills Unit they were expected to “Make contributions which
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take the discussion forward” (BTEP-COMM 3-2005). The Curriculum Developers endorsed
stating that “Hairdressers give advice to their customers which means that the soft skills are
implicitly covered in the content curriculum” (CD-I).

iii) Thematic code 1.4: Investigating a condition or situation – from the Hairdressing
curriculum the trainees were expected to “Carry out relevant tests correctly and record the
results” [BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008] and from the complementing Communication
Skills Unit they were expected to “Create opportunities for others to contribute” [BTEP-COMM
3-2005]. The Hairdresser 1 said she learnt from the BTEP training to conduct diagnosis
consultations: “Okay, I ask her some questions before… I attend to… the hair because I have to
know… if the problem that she is facing with her hair, the products that she has been using
before… and… [ya]” [HD1-I]

iv) Thematic code 1.5: Evaluating hair or nail quality - from the Hairdressing curriculum,
the trainees were expected to “Describe correctly the condition of the hair structure after the
perming process” [BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008]. In addition the HSM mentioned that
the BTEP graduates identified flaws in prior treatment and consulted with the customer about
them.

v) Thematic code 1.6: Mapping and outlining knowledge domains and pathways for
acquiring knowledge skills and experience – The requirements stipulated in the curriculum
documents for training hairdressers state the relevant knowledge and skills about the industry for
the graduates to express professionalism in their future work. In the content curriculum it is
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stated that “This unit seeks not only to meet the candidates’ needs to acquire knowledge and
skills in setting and finishing hair but also to improve competence across a range of skills
incorporating … Personal and Interpersonal, and Communication” [BTEP Certificate in
Hairdressing, 2008]. The students indicated that the training prepared them for more
involvement in the industry and one said: “I chose hairdressing because I wanted to have a
certificate in doing hair because out there you can just plait” (SFG-I), by which she was
indicating that the knowledge and skills base acquired through learning from others was limited.
The lecturer for Hairdressing added that they at the technical college were “making every effort
to prepare students to be as professional as possible” [LHD-I].

4.3.2 Attending to the hairdressing salon operational matters
The college has a well-equipped HBT simulate-salon that resembles, though more resourced, a
regular hairdressing and beauty therapy salon found in the industry, and students did their
practical learning there. When at the lab, the students enacted the workplace Language and
Literacy Practices of a hairdressing salon. They also get to practice what they learn when they go
for field attachments. Three of the four thematic codes explaining this second LLP theme are
reflected and explained below. The thematic code 2.1 – making requests was not reflected.

i)

Thematic code 2.2: Product identification and management - from the Hairdressing

curriculum, the trainees were expected to “Select appropriate products and tools/equipment to
achieve the agreed style. ” (BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and from the
complementing Communication Skills Unit they were expected to “Use the main points and
ideas from the materials provided for a given purpose” (BTEP-COMM 1-2005). In the PIPS unit
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the students were expected to identify “a range of resources in different situations, explaining
why they would be effective, obtaining them, demonstrating how they were used, and then
evaluating their effectiveness” (BTEP-PIPS 2 & 3-2013). In addition the lecturer for
Hairdressing Key Skills mentioned that appropriate use of materials often required the
hairdressers to read and follow instructions (LHKS-I). Also, a student was noticed referring to a
folder at one point during hair work (FN-08/04/2014), a sign that she was looking for the
instructions to follow.

ii) Thematic code 2.3: Addressing problem situations - from the Hairdressing curriculum,
the trainees were expected to “Maintain safe and hygienic practice throughout” (BTEP
Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and students cleaned up at the college simulate-salon after they
had been doing hair work there (FN-09/04/2014). The students also indicated that when working
in the salon they paid attention to safety issues like using protective clothing (SFG-I). From the
Communication Skills Unit the trainees were expected to “Identify and summarise accurately
solutions to the problem identified” (BTEP-COMM 4-2005). Problem solving is also reflected in
the PIPS unit whereby the students must show their “ability to identify a relevant problem, think
of an appropriate solution and develop a plan to solve the problem” (BTEP-PIPS 2 & 3-2013) .

iii) Thematic code 2.4: Coordinating and maintaining synergy - from the Hairdressing
curriculum, the trainees were expected to “Complete accurately client’s record card” (BTEP
Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and from the complementing Communication Skiils Unit they
were expected to “Present organised, accurate and relevant information that suits a
straightforward or complex subject and purpose” (BTEP-COMM 3-2005). According to the
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Curriculum Developers the trainees learn time management skills, prioritizing skills, conflict
resolution and others that help them to be effective (CD-I) workers in a hairdressing
environment.

4.3.3 Exhibiting proper salon etiquette and comfort
Attention is paid to ensuring that the necessary skills for promoting healthy interactions in the
hairdressing workplace are acquired. The three thematic codes explaining this third LLP theme
are reflected:

i)

Thematic code 3.1: Expressing preferences - from the Hairdressing curriculum, the

trainees were expected to “Select appropriate technique to meet the client’s requirement ”
(BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008). The students said that from their key skills units they
learnt to speak out, convince, and persuade (SFG-I) while the lecturer for key skills noted that
students were taught negotiation skills (LHKS-I) and according to the BTEP-PIPS 2 & 3-2013
unit negotiation skills were for the students to be able to discuss to come to an agreement.
ii) Thematic code 3.2: Conferring with client about intended outcome - from the
Hairdressing curriculum, the trainees were expected to “Communicate effectively with the client
to establish requirements” (BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and from the corresponding
Communication Skills Unit they were expected to “Make contributions which are clear, precise
relevant and suited to a straightforward or complex subject and purpose” (BTEP-COMM 22005). The students said that from their training, they could sell value service while at the same
time they established positive relationships with the clients (SFG-I).
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iii) Thematic code 3.3: Responding to requests and inquiries - from the Hairdressing
curriculum, the trainees were expected to “Respond to all comments and questions raised by the
customer in a satisfactory manner. ” (BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and from the
complementing Communication Skills Unit they were expected to “Listen attentively and
respond appropriately to what others say” (BTEP-COMM 1-2005). The students were to learn
how to speak effectively in a variety of situations while by careful listening they would follow
verbal instructions carefully (BTEP-PIPS 2 & 3-2013). The students observed that the behaviour
of clients in hairdressing salons where they worked during internship was different from that of
those at the college simulate-salon. They however said that with the communication skills learnt
from the college they were able to respond to the behaviour differences in proper ways to make
the clients comfortable (SFG-I).

4.3.4 Portraying elements of the social culture in a hairdressing environment
Three of the four thematic codes explaining this fourth LLP theme are reflected in the curriculum
and below I explain in what ways. Thematic code 4.1 – discussing social issues and current
events – was not reflected.

i)

Thematic code 4.2: Connecting with the clientele - from the Hairdressing curriculum,

the trainees were expected to “Treat visitors and people making enquiries in a courteous
manner” (BTEP Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008) and from the complementing Communication
Skills Unit they were expected to “Make contributions which a relevant to audience and
situation” (BTEP-COMM 3-2005). The students said that from the training they learnt the
importance of paying attention to client behaviour so as to understand what they were looking
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for and to make them comfortable, in short “to receive the client in a professional manner”
(SFG-I).

ii) Thematic code 4.3: Connecting with the co-workers - the students and curriculum
officers said that from the PIPS Unit, the students learnt skills such as conflict resolution and
team building which were useful when working with others in the hairdressing salon (SFG-I;
CD-I) because they then could support each other. From the PIPS units as future workers the
students had to “be able to recognise when conflict exists” (BTEP-PIPS 2 & 3-2013).

iii) Thematic code 4.4: Rationalizing the social and spatial provisions for the hairdressing
salon - A Setswana and English mixed repertoire was used in the HBT and Key Skills
classrooms between the students and their Setswana speaking trainers (SFG-I) even though
students were encouraged to use English. The students said they used Setswana in the classroom
to augment for their lack of fluency in using English; when they struggled for English
expressions or vocabulary, they brought in another language, which was often Setswana. The
Lecturers pointed out that on occasions, they reverted to using Setswana during teaching because
they realized that the students were not getting some of the concepts being explained when
English was used (LHD-I, LHKS-I). When they did that, the student’s reaction showed some
understanding: “... they nod to confirm that we are really understanding.” (LHKS-I).

Although the hairdressers and some of the students interviewed mentioned that they were
comfortable with both English and Setswana, Setswana was cited as the preferred language of
use in the hairdressing salon and the college simulate-salon because many of the clients spoke
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the language (HD1-I; SFG-I), thus implying that most of the clients were more comfortable
using Setswana than English. The lecturers also reported that the target workplaces did not
require their graduates to be using English all the time although they were expected to use the
communication skills learnt in college. Hence the LHKS reported that he usually brought to the
attention of the students, the fact that “... communication skills is not necessarily English, ...it
could be communicating in your vernacular language but as long as you communicate
properly.” (LHKS-I). The curriculum officers observed that excluding the students’ local
languages from the curriculum ignored their linguistic familiarity, language preference and
realities in the field (CD-I).

In using the mixed repertoire the students said: “we have created a code that converts some of
the words into Setswana, Tswanalising” (SFG-I) thus indicating that they converted some
English words into Setswana conventions: “Ke batla go aena [iron] moriri” (SFG-I). English
was used when mentioning names of products [Hairfood], procedures [Haircut – Khatha moriri]
or equipment [Hair dryer – dryara ya moriri]. This they said was how they used language when
they were on work experience attachments as well. They also said that they were comfortable
using English for the clients who preferred that, but they would throw in tag-words/phrases in
Setswana (e.g. O bona gore ke raya jang? – See what I mean?). Instances were cited whereby
students who struggled to orally express themselves in English were allowed to use the language
they were comfortable in when they were being assessed (EV-I). English was used all the time
when writing notes or any other school work because Setswana is not in the school syllabus
(SFG-I, FN-17/04/2020).
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4.4

Defining the hairdressers as a community of practice.

In the Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of this chapter, I have presented and discussed the LLPs of
hairdressers in the bi/multilingual context of Botswana and how they are reflected in the training
of the hairdressers. In this Section, I draw upon the LLPs in an attempt to define the community
of practice that the hairdressers are and thus to answer RQ4: How might the hairdressers be
described as a community of practice? As discussed in Sub-section 3.5.3 of the previous chapter,
the LLP themes, thematic codes and related data codes are aligned with Wenger’s (1998)
Competency-defining elements for describing a community of practice as illustrated in the fully
developed framework in Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1
Framework for describing the hairdressers as a community of practice.
(Adapted from Wenger, 1998)
Themes - Language
and Literacy
Practices
1. Asserting
professional
identity and
expertise

Thematic codes and examples of data codes

1.1 Explaining the procedure being done for hair and
beauty work
[1.1.2 Using technical terminology associated with the
hairdressing and beauty profession.]
1.2 Giving instructions or directions
[1.2.1 Requesting someone to do something according to the
ways specified.]
1.3 Giving advice

Competence defining
elements
Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy as a
Shared Practice

[1.3.2 Making recommendations or suggestions to customers and
colleagues to make sure they take the best precautions for beauty
and hair-care maintenance]

1.4 Investigating a condition or situation
[1.4.1 Asking questions to establish details that could inform the
decisions to be made on the treatment to be proposed.]

1.5 Evaluating nail/hair quality
[1.5.2 Appraising the outcome of a procedure that was previously
administered]

1.6 Mapping and outlining knowledge domains and
pathways for acquiring knowledge, skills and experience
[1.6.Giving an account of becoming competent to perform
various activities in the hairdressing domain.]

2. Attending to
hairdressing
salon operations

2.1 Making requests
[2.1.1 Soliciting the support, assistance or help of another person
as necessary.]
2.2 Product identification and management
[2.2.2 Shopping for and selling the products used by making
them appealing to the taste and needs of the customers.]
2.3 Addressing problem situations

Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy
(HBT) as a Domain Joint Enterprise

[2.3.1 Coming up with alternative operational measures when the
regular ones are not working]

2.4 Coordination and synergy
[2.4.3 Displaying cooperative behaviours during situations that
hamper productivity at the hair salon; Referring a client to
another hairdresser because hands are full.]

3. Exhibiting
proper salon
etiquette and
comfort

3.1 Expressing preferences
[3.1.3 Seeking to achieve hairdresser self-gratification from doing
things with satisfactory results]
3.2 Conferring with client about intended outcome
[3.2.1 Making sure that the customer is clear on what is being
done and that they approve.]
3.3 Responding to requests and inquiries
[3.3.2 Performing accordingly in response to a call for action.]

4. Portraying
elements of the

4.1 Discussing social issues and current events
[4.1.1 Getting involved in conversations that entail political and
social issues that affect the society.]

Hairdressing and
Beauty Therapy
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social culture in a
hairdressing
salon
environment

4.2 Connecting with the clientele
4.2.3 Understanding customer routines and responding
accordingly to their routines.]

4.3 Connecting with co-workers

Workers as a
Community- Mutual
Engagement

[4.3.2 Discovering common interests.]

4.4 Rationalizing the social and spatial provisions for the
hairdressing salon
[4.4.2 Creating and providing the right ambience in the salon.]

4.4.1 Hairdressing as a shared practice - Asserting professional identity and
expertise
The Language and Literacy Practices of the hairdressers asserting their professional identity and
expertise were aligned to the shared practice Competence-defining element. As Table 4.1
illustrates, the hairdresser's routinely express a repertoire of experiences, language routines,
certain beliefs, and set behaviours (Wenger, 1998). As they did so they gave significance to
things (meaning or value to things, people, and ideas), as was appropriate for their shared
practice of hairdressing.

The hairdressers valued the knowledge and experiences they gained during training. HD3 and
HD1 felt that because of their BTEP training they were suited for the HBT shared practice. HD3
had never done hair before but as a result of the training he said that: “I have the knowledge in
hairdressing.” (HD3-I). HD1 had been working in the industry before going for BTEP and she
said that she gained more practice from vocational education: “... there is a lot of practice there,
… Mm, there is a lot of practice. Because you are doing a hands-on job. Because you are doing
a hands-on job.” Both hairdressers noted that their BTEP qualification gave them validated
status and authority to fit into the hairdressing and beauty therapy practice. HD3 viewed the
course to have helped him build a career in hairdressing because he gained knowledge and the
confidence to explain his trade to those who were discouraging him from doing hairdressing as
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they viewed it a vocation for women. However, he discovered that men could also be
professional hairdressers as evidenced from his gaining of the repertoire of resources that were
situating him within the shared practice of the hairdressing industry. He had reached the point
where he made pronouncement of identity as a hairdresser “...so now I’m a hairdresser.” (HD3I).

At another level, the hairdressers used discourse to privilege one set of knowledge over another
and in that sense they expressed an embodiment of certain beliefs and behaviour regarding the
hairdressing and beauty therapy practice. HD3 indicated that, from the BTEP training, he picked
knowledge that built new views and understanding about hair: “At first I knew that for your hair
to grow you have to plait it every time if you are a lady... back at school they told us that for your
hair to grow is not only to plait it there are some treatments that you can use to, yea for your
hair to grow well, that’s some of the things that I learnt” (HD3-I).

One of the examples HDI gave of something practical that she learnt from college was: “I learnt
consultation which I never did before, so now that I have learnt consultation, I’m, I’m using it
here… at work.” (HD1-I). According to her, consultation with the client was done mainly to
establish the problems with their hair so that the relevant hair products could be used. The
process also entails establishing if any of the products currently being used by the client could be
causing the observed problem. When the hairdressers explain what they do using the language of
hairdressing, customers get confidence in them.
The examples given in this subsection are aspects of repertoires in terms of discourse and
competences of the hairdressing practice. As the hairdressers integrated school-based knowledge
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into their local routines, the two systems were exploited to achieve a validated placement of
selves in the HBT shared practice.

4.4.2 Hairdressing as a domain - Attending to hairdressing salon operations and
exhibiting proper salon etiquette and comfort
The Language and Literacy Practices of the hairdressers were analysed according to the domain
Competence-defining element of Wenger’s (1998) Communities of practice model. The
hairdressers have hairdressing as their shared domain of interest, to which they are committed.
Their competencies distinguish them from other people, and they become a domain because of
their collective competencies and by them working to maintain an identity to keep them in
business. Their way of doing things projects a shared competence that distinguishes them from
other industries at one level and from competitors in the industry at another.

The LLPs show that the hairdressers articulate a commitment to the distinctness of the
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy (HBT) enterprise, thus establishing an identity defined by their
shared interest in hairdressing. In giving her reasons for enrolling with BTEP, HD1 said:
“because I have that passion … for dealing with hair, so I wanted to learn more …” (HD1-I). In
seeing herself develop a career in hairdressing, she expressed the need to improve her
techniques, hence she aspired to advance her knowledge up to a level that she “can be a lecturer,
share what I have with those who needs that development.” (HD1-I). Continued learning within
the domain was important to her.
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4.4.3 Hairdressers as a community - Portraying elements of the social culture in a
hairdressing salon environment
The Language and Literacy Practices depicting the portraying elements of the social culture in a
hairdressing salon environment were analysed according to Wenger’s (1998) community
Competence-defining element. As shown in Table 4.1, the hairdressers foster interactions and
relationships that enable them to learn from each other, and establish norms and relationships of
mutuality that are beneficial to themselves and their customers.

They also use discourse to signal the working relationships they want to sustain with
stakeholders and customers, and to help each other and share information. The BTEP open
clinics for practical learning promoted and fostered interactions and relationships that enabled
the trainee hairdressers to learn from each other. Fridays at the college were dedicated to
practical learning, whereby they worked with clients or plaited each other as students. The
hairdressers continued to learn from colleagues, as some hairstyles were not taught during BTEP
training: “Some of them I just learnt in the industry.” (HD3-I).

HD3 said that it was important to project appropriate behaviour towards customers: “...a client is
someone that you don’t know, that you just meet by in the industry, so you have to treat them
with care and respect because the client akere is always right … so you have to communicate
with him or her in a different way.” (HD3-I). According to the hairdresser, there has to be an
agreement between him and the client to establish what the client would like to have done on
their hair since for instance, for haircuts alone, there are numerous possible styles that a client
could choose from. The hairdresser also mentioned that he developed a perception on what the
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set-up of a hair salon should be: “salon should have a reception and then, also work-stations, it
should always be clean and make sure the clients are happy.” (HD3-I).

The combination of the three Competence-defining elements constitutes the hairdressers as a
community of practice within the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon, which is their space of
operation. They are defined by their engagement in the practice of hairdressing and beauty
therapy, through which they develop the three elements while cultivating their community
(Wenger-Trayer & Wenger-Trayer, 2015) by maintaining the distinctiveness of their domain.

4.4.4 From legitimate peripheral membership and participation to full
membership and participation in the hairdressing community of practice
In Figure 4.2 below, the hairdressers are further defined according to the Community of practice
construct of legitimate peripheral membership and participation (novices) on one end, and full
membership and participation (experts) on the other. As students are enrolled for training at the
college, they became active participants in the practices of hairdressers, and they began to build
their identities as such. Their teachers and the simulate salon provided the expertise and
resources for their learning. The students learned from the experienced teachers who have the
full membership and participation status to make them suitable for serving the learning needs of
the new entrants. Within the learning space, they also interact with other novices some of whom
would have already been working in salons before coming to the college. It is through these
interactions that the students develop the HBT community of practice defining characteristics for
progression to full membership and participation. By the time they graduate and go to work in
the hairdressing salon, the students are considered to be moving from the novice learning space
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to one where they are considred to be experts, hence the full membership and participation phase
of their profession begins. They start to assert themselves as professionals as evidenced in this
utterance: “I work here in the salon, so yea my knowledge will be, is different from just someone
who is working at the salon and haven’t gone to school because nna I have learnt and I have
read books and I wrote tests, I know a lot more than he or she know.” (HD3-I). The hairdressers
engage in processes and activities approved within the professional community of practice given
that they satisfied some given requirements that suffice as knowledge and skills (including
Comm & PIPS) in the industry of the hairdresser community in Botswana. HD3 attests to this
view in that by completing the BTEP training, he overcame the societal perceptions (gender
stereotypes) that hairdressing was for the ladies.

The hairdressing students expressed the view that taking the BTEP program, their peripheral
space of participation, was good for them because they had acquired and were fully equipped
with the knowledge and skills to be professionals in the hairdressing industry. For instance, one
observed that it was common practice with untrained hairdressers to use products without
reading the instuctions for how to apply the treatments. However for them, because of the
reading skills they acquired in training, they understood the value of reading and following the
manufacturers’ instructions. Still from the Focus Group Interview, the students expressed
confidence that with all that they learnt from the college they were well placed to exert
themselves as professionals in the hairdressing industry.
The Competence-defining characteristics continue to be developed even when in full
membership as the experts enhance their knowledge and skills while in the industry and
according to trends. They learn from other colleagues (HD3-C1) and attend workshops organised
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by brand product manufacturers and suppliers, to be trained on correct ways of using the
products (HSM-I). It is through this process that the community of practice defining
characteristics are honed such that the transition from peripheral membership to full membership
into a community of practice is cognisant of the need to continually build the field through
injecting new ideas (Lave & Wenger, 1991), thus learning as situated within authentic activity,
context, and culture, which makes the hairdressers a group of people who share a concern or a
passion for something they do and want to do it better as they interact regularly (Wenger, 1998).
Figure 4.2 illustrates this dynamic process clearly.

Figure 4.6: Progression to full membership and participation in the Botswana
professional hairdressing community of practice
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4.5

Chapter summary

This chapter presented data and key findings of the study on Language and Literacy Practices of
hairdressers in the Botswana bi/multilingual context with the view of suggesting implications for
occupational literacy development in vocational training. Data on the four research questions
were analysed using Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-step thematic analysis process of identifying
patterns and thematic codes within the body of qualitative data. Furthermore, the thematic
analysis process was used together with Gee’s (2003) Concepts of D/discourse and building
tasks so as to guide decisions on data codes, thematic codes and themes denoting the language
and literacy practices (LLPs). A further analysis was done for the ways that the BTEP curriculum
reflected the LLPs. Wenger’s (1998) Competence-defining elements were applied to analyse the
language and literacy practices for how the hairdressers could be defined as a community of
practice whose underlying character is a progression from the legitimate peripheral membership
and participation in the training college to full membership and participation in the workplace
context of the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon.

In the next chapter I resituate this study in the Botswana context, summarize key findings,
discuss key insights yielded though the study, and share theoretical and methodological
implications as well as implications for occupational language and literacy development.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Implications
5.1

Introduction

In this study I investigated the Language and Literacy Practices (LLPs) of hairdressers and the
hairdressing profession in the bi/multilingual Botswana context and further sought to determine
how, on the basis of the LLPs, the hairdressers could be defined as a community of practice. I
also examined how the LLPs are incorporated in the Botswana Technical Education Programme
(BTEP) units of Communication, and Personal and Interpersonal Skills (Comm & PIPS). The
units form part of the curriculum aimed at literacy development appropriate for the hairdressers’
workplace. The study focused on:
i)

LLPs BTEP trained workers in Botswana Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salons
use to function in the workplace.

ii)

How LLPs used by the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon workers were
anticipated and reflected in the Comm & PIPS units of the BTEP curriculum.

iii)

Perceptions of the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy salon workers and BTEP
students, of the BTEP training in relation to the LLPs in their work in hair salons.

iv)

Defining the Botswana hairdressers/hairdressing profession as a community of
practice.

The models of Situated Literacies and Communities of Practice that I drew upon to examine and
address the apparent disconnect between the education policy-prescribed English only workplace
language and literacy instruction for vocational education, and the realities of language and
literacy practices in the bi/multilingual workplaces that host graduates of the BTEP have
implications not only for to the communication patterns in the hairdressers’ work environments,
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but also for their learning content and activities in an educational environment. Based on these
notions, my analysis of the relationship of the representative vocational training site and a
professional workplace site of the hairdressing industry in Gaborone revealed some disconnect
from the realities of situated language and literacy practices in Botswana.

This study has established that the professionalization of ‘cottage industry’ knowledge and skills
that were once acquired in authentic contexts such as in homes, together with the colonial legacy
of crediting English as the official language, has resulted in vocational professional training that
is not necessarily consistent with actual contexts of the professional communities of practice of
the hairdressing community in Botswana. For instance, in terms of implications for language and
literacy practice, while professional practice in Botswana is often conducted in the context of
bi/multilingual language use, the vocational institutions that prepare young people for these
professional contexts continue to hold up English as the only language of instruction. This is
done on the assumption that English, and not local languages, are more valuable to the
graduate’s professional success. Buoyed by these policy assumptions, instruction is generally
fashioned around Eurocentric models and perceptions of beauty; hence the hairstyles and
products used at the college simulate the conception of a Western hairdressing salon.

Despite the monolingual policy of the professional training context, Setswana (and to a lesser
extent, other languages/dialects) is used together with English in workplaces. However, this
language situation is ignored when preparing the curriculum for communication at work.
Evidence based on Language and Literacy Practices enacted in the HBT salon discussed in
Chapter 4, illustrates that hairdressers were exposed to bi/multilingual work contexts that
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presented opportunities for language choice, and also illustrates how the hairdressers themselves
preferred to use language during the process of their work. In both the college and workplace,
language choice entailed mixing Setswana and English in oral communication while the more
sanitized English was retained in written communication.

In this chapter, I present a summary and discussion of key findings and articulate implications
for designing and developing the language and literacy skills curriculum for training hairdressers
in Botswana. Subsequently, I draw conclusions in light of the findings and make
recommendations for practice and future research.

5.2

Summary of key findings

The overall finding from the data of this study is that both the official English and the national
Setswana languages are deployed in the Language and Literacy Practices enacted by the BTEP
trained hairdressers in Botswana workplace and vocational learning spaces. The study
established a set of LLPs enacted by the hairdressers during training in the technical college and
in performing their tasks at the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon, providing a basis to
identify these two sites as a community of practice. In this section the key findings discussed are
related to: i) bi/multilingualism practices of the hairdressing profession vs official language use
in BTEP; ii) effects of professionalizing this cottage industry in Botswana, and iii) identifying
hairdressing in Botswana as a community of practice.
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5.2.1 Bi/multilingualism practices of the hairdressing profession vs official language
use in BTEP
As pointed out in Chapter 2 of this thesis, Botswana, like all the other African countries, is
characterized by a high degree of bi/multilingualism (Prah, 2011; Mwelwa & Spencer, 2013;
Mwelwa, 2016), and this understanding formed the linguistic context for this study in Botswana,
where 28 local languages (Lewis, Simons & Fennig, 2015) exist alongside the official English
language. However, bilingualism involving Setswana and English features prominently in the
language and literacy practices enacted by the hairdressers being reported on. Hence
bi/multilingualism has been used through out the discourse here, to reflect the hairdressers’
character of multilingualism to which bilingualism is only a part.

The official dictated language policy ascribes the status of dominance to English (Mafela, 2009;
Mooko, 2009; Adeyemi, 2012; Mafela, 2014), thus perpetuating the linguistic hegemony of this
language. The BTEP literacy curriculum and instruction is patterned to support the dominant
literacy practices (Barton & Hamilton, 2005) of English while minimizing the familiar local
literacies existing in the everyday lives of hairdressers in their workplaces. As per the language
in education policy (Ministry of Education, 1994), the higher education system fully subscribes
to the use of English for instruction and for building any vocational skills envisaged for the
workplace, thus ignoring the affordances of the local linguistic knowledge and competence.
However, the findings in my study suggest that to prepare hairdressers to function effectively in
a bi/multilingual environment requires a flexible approach to language management in
workplaces where communication is complex, multi-faceted and dynamic. This brings to the fore
issues of language choice, code-switching and translanguaging.
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i)

Language choice - It is well established that language choices are made to achieve

particular communication intentions and that such choices are context specific (Ansah, 2016).
The hairdressing and beauty therapy salon and the technical college are social institutional
spaces where important personal relationships are played out for varying purposes and between
various players. Communication and interpersonal interactions occurring therein complement
social dynamics that draw from the bi/multilingual orientations (Rodriguez, 2006) of the
hairdressers, customers, students, and trainers. From the findings of the current study, the
hairdressing workplace and learning environments are bilingual. In both sites the participants and
informants used English and Setswana, the official and national languages, as they found
convenient and according to emerging situations (Rodriguez, 2006; Kingsley, 2010). Thus,
language choice occurred naturally as users exercised their need for the use of English or
Setswana while they fulfilled communication, learning functions, and performance of tasks at
work.

In the case of the college, the realities of the bi/multilingual context dictated that the students and
lecturers occasionally, and without any consequences, overlooked the monolingual policy
stipulating the use of English. This is common and consistent with the findings from other
studies of language in education policy. For instance, Mwelwa and Spencer (2013) observed that
in Zambia students and teachers used a local language and English to clarify and aid
understanding of concepts. In my study, the students reported that they brought in Setswana
during lessons to augment their lack of fluency in English (SFG-I). Lecturers on the other hand
reverted to Setswana to help students understand concepts being explained (LHD-I).
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The English official language policy did not seem to have much bearing at all on how language
use was enacted in the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon. The college lecturers
acknowledged and confirmed that although their graduates were expected to use the English
language focused communication skills learnt at the college, the target workplaces did not
require them to use English all the time. This was evident in the hairdressing salon and it is
consistent with the conclusion made by Duff, Wong and Early (2000) from investigating the
language needs of immigrant Canadians seeking careers in health care. Contrary to the
assumption that English language and literacy skills prepared students for their target
workplaces, their study confirmed that even in the so-called English-speaking world,
monolingual English workplaces existed no more. Thus, an apparent discrepancy exists between
the language and literacy skills in the language training of vocational programs and the language
and literacy skills in the actual workplaces. And so, although there was a policy, the lecturer for
Comm & PIPS encouraged his students to also apply the English focused communication skills
they learnt at the college even when using Setswana to communicate. This begs the question why
bi/multilingualism – in this case, the application of English and Setswana – is not included in the
workplace language and literacy skills curriculum development? Later in this chapter, building
on the discussion of the translanguaging concept in Section 2.4.1 of Chapter 2, I briefly illustrate
how the students and hairdressers in this study used the two languages to achieve effectiveness in
learning and work.

For the most part, the language used in conversations recorded in the hairdressing salon was that
with which the customers and colleagues were comfortable. English was used to communicate
with a customer who did not speak Setswana. However, Setswana was the principal language
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used during interactions with the majority of the customers that came to the hairdressing salon
because all those involved in the interactions were Batswana. This display of language choice to
meet the customers’ preferred language resonates with observations made of language use in
service workplaces (Kingsley, 2010), a classification that the hairdressing salon satisfies.
Kingsley (2010) observed that at international banks in Luxembourg, where an English only
policy was stipulated, employees used English as a lingua franca alongside other languages,
negotiating language choice across speech communities, and assuming set linguistic repertoires
for transactional and relational purposes. The language choice in both the Botswana and
Luxembourg workplaces cited here was, as Wei (2008) and Ansah (2016) suggest, made for
purposes of connecting with others and in that sense, language can be viewed as enhancing the
emotive capacity in users to develop relationships which, in the case of my subjects of study,
facilitated efficiency and effectiveness in conducting hairdressing and beauty therapy
interactions that brought about customer satisfaction. Hence language policy in workplaces must
accommodate the language preferences of communities that form their clientele, especially in
bi/multilingual contexts.

ii)

Code-switching - It is now widely accepted that the learning of an additional

language involves more than simply learning the grammar and vocabulary of the target language
(Haugh, 2007), and that the goal of an additional language user is not to speak it like they would
their first language (Cook, 2005). In using an additional language, individuals will consciously or
unconsciously display code-switching - accepted as a bi/multilingualism linguistic phenomenon entailing the use of two or more languages, or varieties, simultaneously or interchangeably
within the same text in everyday communication with other bi/multilinguals (Chimbganda &
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Mokgwathi, 2012; de Socarraz-Novoa, 2015; Sanchez, Garcia & Solorza, 2018; Gardner-Chlos
& Weston, 2015; Ricossa, 2019).

As is consistent with bi/multilingual behaviour, the findings show that in the process of regular
conversation in the hairdressing salon, the hairdressers alternated between Setswana and English,
as they considered appropriate. The hairdressers being studied had a good to excellent command
of both languages since Setswana was their first language while English was a language of
instruction throughout their schooling period. The conversations from which the language and
literacy practices of the hairdressers were identified can be described as:
(a) Where Setswana was predominantly used as illustrated in: “Ke tlo go tlhapisa ka
uplifting shampoo, Ee… e ntsha leswe lotlhe mo scalpong, most of leswe le le mo scalpong, wa
ntlhaloganya?” (HD1-C1) and
(b) Where English was predominantly used as in: “Akere [isn’t it] it’s the smallest?”; Go
raya gore [it means] he was very good, he…” (HD2-C5).

Setswana and English were combined in a variety of ways either at different times or even within
the same stretch of discourse as illustrated in examples (a) and (b) above. Data analysis revealed
that code-switching played a significant communicative function in the hairdressing salon. There
was a seemingly complementary aspect that English provided when the hairdressers
predominantly used Setswana in the hairdressing salon. From the Language and Literacy
Practices of the hairdressers, English was more often featured in Setswana, either modified or in
original form, to express hairdressing and beauty therapy processes, equipment and products;
words and phrases understood to be workplace jargon.
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In an occurrence such as in (a) above, the English word [scalp] was modified to [scalp|ong] to
give it a Setswana prepositional ending. The hairdressing students dubbed the process
Tswanalization (SFG-I). The term Tswanalization is used to describe the mixing of English and
Setswana language forms by bi/multilingual speakers such as found in Higgins (2009) on
Swahili and English in Tanzania - Swanglish; Go and Gustilo (2013) on Tagalog and English in
the Phillipines – Taglish; and Ricossa (2019) on Spanish and English in Chicago – Spanglish. It
can be assumed that the hairdressers incorporated English words or phrases to domesticate the
knowledge acquired from the college curriculum and to ascribe Setswana understanding to the
concepts being discussed and, as such, retain a professional poise in a practice that originated in
the Western culture. In example (b) when English was predominantly used, the switching was
minimal because the language already carries the workplace jargon. This attests to the fact that as
skilled bi/multilinguals, the hairdressers had acquired the pragmatic skills needed to adapt their
English and Setswana use in line with the demands of their workplace.

iii)

Translanguaging – Although the primary focus of this study is on the Language and

Literacy Practices of hairdressers at the salon (conceptualized here as the full participation
community of practice), the practices and discourse processes they encounter during training at
the college (the peripheral community of practice) are important in preparing them for the
hairdressing practice. From the data it is evident that communication was oral during instances
when English and Setswana were used together. It was observed that the use of English only was
reflected in written text, including students’ worksheets (See Appendix 19). The students
explained that they used English only when writing because it was the language of instruction
(SFG-I). Even though English was the stipulated language of instruction, one Hairdressing
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lecturer at the technical college was observed using English and Setswana interchangeably in
class (FN-21/04/2014). Another lecturer acknowledged in an interview to have occasionally
resorted to using Setswana in class to help students to understand the concepts being explained
(LHD-I). Surprisingly, Setswana was not even the lecturer's language since he was not from
Botswana, but he made the effort to use it because he found it useful in getting across to his
students. An External Verifier indicated that students were allowed to use the language they were
comfortable with when assessed - in this case Setswana - when the student was found struggling
to orally express themselves in English (EV-I). On a superficial level, this denoted language
choice or code-switching but much more was going on as the following narrative shows.

The respondents in the above examples were demonstrating a deeper understanding of the issues
than just translating or finding parallel words from Setswana to English and the vice-versa.
Lewis, Jones and Baker (2012) explain this as using “various cognitive processing skills in
listening and [speaking]… the assimilation and accommodation of information, choosing and
selecting from the brain storage to communicate [ideas] in speaking …” (p. 644). The
respondent’s experiences showed how they processed and relayed meaning and understanding in
training. This phenomenon is translanguaging and it would have a powerful effect on the Comm
& PIPS component of the HBT curriculum development once officially incorporated. This can
simply assert the realities of how for the bi/multilingual, the first or home languages collaborate
with the target language of instruction. Kiramba and Oloo (2019) confirmed that such
engagement of another language was not uncommon in Kenyan schools and, if planned
accordingly, could be the much-needed communicative resources in bi/multilingual classrooms.
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South Africa’s accommodating Language in Higher Education Policy recognises the cultural and
linguistic diversity in tertiary institutions (Department of Higher Education and Training, 2017)
and requires institutions to promote multilingualism so that all the official languages are
developed for academic purposes (Nomlomo & Katiya, 2018). That has allowed space for
interrogating the status quo in higher education and, as Hurst and Mona (2017), Nomlomo and
Katiya (2018), and Mwelwa (2016) illustrate, linguistic boundaries are being challenged to factor
in translanguaging as a beneficial pedagogical practice that, according to Garcia (2009),
maximizes the communicative potential of bilinguals. In light of the Language and Literacy
Practices emanating from the data of my study and the lessons from the studies cited here, I
contend that the preparation of hairdressers in the vocational education college with literacy
skills compatible with their target workplace requires that the trainees’ bi/multilingual linguistic
resources be incorporated in the design, development and delivery of their curriculum.

5.2.2 Effects of professionalizing the hairdressing cottage industry in Botswana
The professionalization of the hairdressing industry is closely associated with the establishment
of the HBT salon. Prior to the 1970s hairdressing practice in Botswana was done under the
auspices of cottage industries, and as such was conducted in the home environment (Teare,
Kootbodien, Naicker & Mathee, 2015). Since the 1970s, hairdressing has become one of the
activities covered as a trade under the Botswana Trade Licensing Act (Ministry of Trade and
Industry, 2010). Operators in the hairdressing industry have the choice of obtaining a trading
license so they can set up at sites designated for commercial activities with the hope that this
gives them opportunity to make meaningful economic gains. Those providing services for only
cutting and plaiting hair are still allowed to operate from the homes. The hairdressing salon that
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was the site for this research study was located in a shopping mall where it existed alongside
supermarkets, retail stores, butcheries, a post office, and other salons. The findings in Chapter 4
revealed language and literacy practices that recognize service provision for a modernized or
professionalized hairdressing salon as occurring in that setting. As illustrated in the Language
and Literacy Practices, the professional hairdressing salon is modelled to project functional
features of salon concepts in the Western culture as illustrated in sub-section ii) below. The
features of the professionalized practice discussed below are the formalization of spaces for
hairdressing service provision and a modernization modelled from the Western ideals of beauty
and the service(s) thereof.

i)

Formalized service provision - When the hairdressing salon concept was introduced

in Botswana and people went there to get service perceived as professional, cosmopolitan and
sophisticated. And then some changes came along. One of the initiatives started was that of
formally training those in the hairdressing and beauty practice for them to be equipped with new
language and literacy practices, hence the BTEP Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy program.
Formal education has always been linked to the professionalization of hairdressing as observed
by Smith (2019) in her examination of the events leading to the professionalization of black
hairdressing in Britain. The casualness of conduct that characterized operations of a cottage
industry hairdressing model was superseded with a business model as professionalization of the
industry set in. Hairdressers were no longer just dealing with familiar people in local settings as
cottage industries were mainly conducted in the home environment and organized around
families or households (Teare, Kootbodien, Naicker & Mathee, 2015). Some hairdressers moved
from the rural home settings to work in the urban centers where most salons were located.
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As Theme 1 of the LLPs presented in Chapter 4 reflects, the hairdressers in the study asserted
professional identity and expertise because the competencies they garnered from their BTEP
training provided for them an authoritative stance to express occupational identity as hairdressing
professionals, and thus rendering them suitable to work in a salon. During the interview with
Hairdresser 3, whose engagement with hairdressing started when he enrolled at the technical
college, he said that because of the training he had the knowledge in hairdressing, and this
qualified him to be a hairdresser (HD3-I). On the other hand, Hairdresser 1 considered herself a
professional hairdresser because she believed that the set of knowledge she acquired from the
college was more privileged than what she had learnt before despite the fact that she was
regarded as being good with hair, having learnt some skills from her sisters (HD1-I). Because of
the recognized BTEP training, they assumed a professional status that separated them from the
amateurish home practice workers (Smith, 2019) who gained their skills from observing others.
The hairdressers claimed that their service menu increased as a result of the training they got,
and their approach to doing procedures like hair straightening was altered. As the hairdressers
started to be viewed as essential professional players in providing service in a convincing way
(Kristofferson & Silickaite, 2010; Bax, 2012), the male hairdressers extended themselves to
doing more than just cutting hair and engaged in the other tasks that were traditionally for the
female hairdresser, such as hair straightening and plaiting. The college was also receiving
applications and enrolling male students into the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy program.
Before, it was commonly known that hair and beauty related activities were the domain of the
female worker. Hairdresser 3 said friends and family discouraged him from applying for the
program but he went ahead as it interested him, while Hairdresser 2 said he applied because he
just wanted to go to the college to while away time. Both confirmed that they found that learning
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to be a hairdresser was more involving than they had imagined. The perceived sophistication and
legitimization resulting from training, as well as the economic potential of professionalizing the
industry thus attracted male involvement in the industry. Learning to be a hairdresser at the
college is part of the process of changing how hairdressing competence in Botswana is defined
and perceived in the transition from the cottage industry to a professionalism context in which
they assert professional identity and expertise as shown in the Theme 1 LLP.

ii)

The modernizing imperative - The hairdressing and beauty therapy salon in this study

was a hybridized service facility that combined the Western and Black beauty ideals.
Historically, the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon started in Europe and America as a space
for White upper and middle class women seeking the most modern technologically advanced and
up-to-date hair treatment methods and products (Smith, 2018). Hair and make-up professional
expertise in the salons was thus for the white market. Western images of beauty and
sophistication found in salons projected the European taste in make-up and straightened,
fashionably styled hair as the norm. This became the standard around which the Black woman
hairdressing salon was modelled (Smith, 2018) as the successful Black middle class women
conformed to the European standards of beauty as their way of adopting a modernized urban
lifestyle, achieving social acceptance and asserting upward mobility in the society. With the
advent of the Black hairdressing salon, education programs to advance the professionalization of
Black hairdressing were initiated, and the entrepreneurship capacity of the field was inspired as
hair treatments for Black hair, such as conditioners, softeners, and straighteners, among others,
became available. Even though the facilities operated in parallel, both the upper and middle class
White and Black women went to the salon for the products, processes and machinery that
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characterized the visual symbols of modernity (Smith 2018). Over time and emerging from the
Black Power Movement, Black hair services in the US were extended to Afrocentric styles
including natural Black haircuts, dreadlocks, afros, cane-rows and plaits (Thompson, 2009) that
did not require the straightening of the hair.

The Language and Literacy Practices of the hairdressers in this study, discussed in Chapter 4,
reflect a profession marked by a super-imposition of the African beauty on the European
perceptions of beauty. Images of hairstyling in the salon were of long, straight or wavy hair (See
Picture 4.3), yet the hairstyles on the salon service menu included haircuts, dreadlocks, hair
straightening, hair coloring, and plaiting. All the customers who visited the salon during the time
of the study had Black hair and came for one or a combination of the services listed, often
signalling the meeting of Western and local ideals of beauty. For instance, one customer that
Hairdresser 1 worked on had her hair straightened first and thereafter plaited (HD1-C). Another
one had Hairdresser 3 color their hair to a shade she chose, followed by a haircut style (HD3-C),
while yet another had their dreadlocks done and got highlights (coloring) on the end tips of the
locks. Where such were desired, hair extensions were affixed to the customer’s hair for the styles
that required longer hair. The hairdressers showed versatility in achieving such hybridized
expressions of beauty and to achieving a local flair of sophistication. The literacy practices have
thus revealed that in the professionalized hairdressing industry, linguistic hegemony is evident
in the way language is used, while social and cultural hegemony is reflected in the setup and
operations of the hairdressing salon.
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The rented salon was an open plan comprising several workstations and relevant equipment as
well as a display of the Black hair treatment products - as the labels on their containers showed that were promoted by the management of the facility. Hairdresser 2 indicated that at the college,
he learnt to use the equipment and a product range, though of different brands, that were used in
similar ways as in the workplace. The hairdressers depended largely on their understanding of
the English instructions either enclosed in the product packaging, as leaflets, or labels on
containers.

Just as was the case in North America and Europe when Black hairdressing was
professionalized, the quest for modernity meant that the already existing White hairdressing
curriculum was the basis for the content. For Botswana this could only mean that the local
content as espoused in the cottage industry settings was overlooked and as a consequence got
omitted (CD-I). Hairdresser 3 indicated that he learnt styles like dread-locking from colleagues
because it was not taught at the college (HD3-C). More evidence showing the Western influence
on the curriculum is that in the college simulate salon, the visuals of hair on hair-coloring charts
were all of the Caucasian type, as well as the mannequins for students to practice hair work on.
None were of Black hair type; the opportunity for practicing with the Black hair was when
customers were brought to the facility. The influence of the Western hairdressing curriculum
content was evident and this gave the students more experience working with the Caucasian hair
type than with the Black hair type they would have to deal with in their target workplaces.
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5.2.3 The question of a community of practice
Conceptualizing this case study as a community of practice allowed for an analysis of the
attributes of the professional hairdressing community in Botswana and, in particular, how the
communication process characterised by linguistic and discourse practices enabled them to
address their customers’ needs in an effective and efficient way. Based on their language and
literacy practices as described in Chapter 4, the hairdressers’ community of practice displayed
what Wenger (1998) described as competence-defining elements of shared practice, domain, and
mutual engagement. Firstly, the hairdressers in the salon expressed repertoires in terms of
discourses and competences of the hairdressing practice in accordance with their shared space.
They integrated their peripheral community school-based knowledge into their workplace
routines and asserted professional identity and expertise. The hairdressing salon was a space
where they engaged with the practice and asserted their identity as legitimate hairdressing
practitioners. Secondly, the language and literacy practices of attending to hairdressing salon
operations and exhibiting proper salon etiquette and comfort showed their understanding of the
distinctiveness of the hairdressing enterprise; and they demonstrated this by doing things
professionally. Lastly, data showed that the hairdressers were a community reflected by their
commitment to portraying elements of the social culture in a hairdressing salon environment.
The social events that occurred in the hairdressing salon were for supporting the provision of
professionalized services in hair and beauty treatments. The presence of these three competencedefining elements in describing the hairdressers constitutes them as a community of practice.

In this study I argue that a number of studies that have adopted the Communities of Practice
model as a theoretical model were not focused on identifying the continuum from peripheral
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participation institutions with those for full participation in the way that they are represented here
as the vocational training site and workplace site respectively. For example, Wolf and Evans,
(2011) when exploring the issue of improving literacy in the workplace, focused on workplace
learning and the socialization of workers on site into the community of practice. Bloome’s
(1985) project was based on the social organization of classrooms. His students were supposed to
move from being newcomers (peripherality) to expert status by performing reading tasks
appropriately in order to gain social status in the classroom. In these two examples peripheral
and full participation are examined as occurring within the same space of performance. The
Community of Practice theory when used for analysis in my study, provided a useful analytical
and complementary framework for examining the fuller construct of the hairdressers’
engagement as novices (newcomers) and experts (oldtimers) both within the practice of
hairdressing and beauty therapy, and across two separate but complementary spaces of
peripherality and full participation. This construct is illustrated in Figure 4.2 in Chapter 4 of this
thesis.

For the hairdressers in this study, the vocational and technical education college training program
is the core formal space for initially learning to become hairdressers. Thus, the college is crucial
in providing newcomers to the hairdressing community with legitimate access to its practices. As
the place from which the hairdressers moved towards more intensive participation, peripherality
experience from the college becomes an empowering position by which they gained access to
resources for eventual full participation. Although as noted earlier, Hairdresser 1 started
peripheral participation informally because she acquired basic hairdressing skills from watching
her sisters doing hair work at home. However, even with such skill built over time, she still went
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for formal training to legitimize her knowledge and skills. However, even though the vocational
training college provides peripheral and legitimizing space for the hairdressing community of
practice, I would argue that the programme offered should as much as possible accurately reflect
the contextual practices of their professional community of practice. As the hairdresser novices
begin to participate in their community of practitioners, their knowledge and skills must move
them towards full participation in the socio-cultural practices of their professional community.
Data have shown that inherent in the oldtimer community is a rich reservoir of Language and
Literacy Practices of the trade or code of the trade that the novice hairdresser would need
mastery of to survive and succeed professionally. It is this reservoir that the vocational training
college needs to tap into to enrich the curriculum so that there is a seamless transition of BTEP
novice hairdressers to fully fledged professional hairdressers. This continuum thus frames
professionalism for the hairdresser.

Professionally institutionalised hairdressing is an identifiable domain where relationships and
resources are structured quite differently from other occupations as well as from home-based
hairdressing practices. For instance, as some of the defining factors, the domain has its own
particular ways of attending to the clothing requirements of the workers, health and safety
precautions and measures, etc. By doing so they become a distinct professional and discourse
community (Barton & Hamilton, 2005) in which the hairdressers participate as experts.

5.3

Implications for workplace literacy development in vocational training

The findings of this study reveal that the need for making connections between developing
workplace language and literacy skills and practices in learning contexts and the actual Language
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and Literacy Practices in the workplace is crucial. As I argued in the introduction to this thesis,
ideally language and literacy skills in the BTEP context should be developed to reflect the actual
professional practices of the vocation the students are studying/training for. In this case it means
that the curriculum decisions for the Comm & PIPS units in the BTEP must be informed by the
realities of what occurs in the workplaces such that the vocational language and literacy
education in the multilingual context of Botswana may be enhanced. This challenges the current
state of affairs by which the vocational college as a socially powerful education institution
supports the dominance of the English language literacy practices (Barton & Hamilton, 2005).

The workplace as a social institution is not simply a space of economic production but also a
place for forming important personal, social and professional relationships. As a social
institution, it complements other existing social dynamics, including networks with varied
discourse communities that draw from bi/multilingual orientations to sustain their social
interactions (Rodriguez, 2006) and it calls for the salon to project itself as appealing in order to
attract and retain customers. From this point of view, I strongly argue that the assumptions that
lead to advocating a monolingual use of English at work in bi/multilingual contexts are
erroneous. The findings of this study indicate a different reality; that despite the official language
policy expectations for English to be the language of the workplace, the hairdressers used both
English and Setswana as a matter of language choice. They exploited the affordances of having
more than one language at their disposal and thus used their discretion to either code switch or to
translanguage almost all the time. As they made the decisions on their language repertoire, they
considered the situation at hand; for example using English when their customer did not speak
Setswana, or using English to express technical hairdressing vocabulary and products with
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origins in the English language. The data showed that translanguaging or Tswanalization did not
interfere with their professional image. The hairdressers made use of their cultural and linguistic
capital to get tasks done and to achieve communication in both the college and salon settings.

As argued above, a body of research looking at language in the workplace and, how it
encompasses varied aspects of workplace interaction is a useful resource for informing
curriculum development, especially where official languages have been imported and must exist
alongside indigenous languages. I therefore argue that the Language and Literacy Practices of
hairdressers, as understood in the context of my findings, must be acknowledged in vocational
curriculum design because, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, the hairdressing profession constitutes
a community of practice with rich data for use in curriculum design and development. For
example, data in Appendices 15 and 16 provide raw material for such a design process to
happen.

The college provides the peripheral space from where novice hairdressers participate in the
hairdressing domain, and who on graduating join the full participation and membership space at
the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon. The Language and Literacy Practices identified in the
social context of the salon should inform vocational curriculum design for hairdressing content
and the Comm & PIPS learning units for Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy training. Also, the
classroom is a significant site for understanding linguistics appropriations, which in the case of
this study point to competencies of hybridized nature appropriating English while at the same
time using Setswana as they found necessary (Canagarajah, 1999). Classroom-based research in
vocational education can therefore go a long way in assisting curriculum developers to formulate
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language policies, and provide enabling environments that help learners to participate
meaningfully in learning, with a clear anticipation of applications in their future professional
engagements.

By using the analytic models of Situated Literacies for identifying the workplace language and
literacy practices, and Communities of Practice for determining them as a domain, I assert that
the hairdressers’ professionalism in terms of their language and literacy practices is grounded in
their cultural and linguistic tools and values. As a result, this study has demonstrated that
decisions for policy and practice must be context specific. Classroom-based research and
dialogue on issues of translanguaging and code-switching in Botswana must be extended to the
vocational education institutions so that their affordances and limitations may be established for
meaningful and purposeful language in higher education policy decisions to be taken. Such
scholarly backing would also give the lecturers in the college the confidence to accept and
manipulate routine occurrences of Setswana and English use as part of what constitutes LLPs in
vocational education and training. Bearing in mind that, teaching strategies that work in some
contexts may not be generalized to others, the vocational education sector in Botswana must
come up with what works best in their classrooms with attention to the realities of the target
workplace. This study therefore opens up space in the vocational and educational realm for
discourse in language in education policy, that recognizes multilingual realities and how to take
advantage of the opportunities they present for enhancing curriculum design, development and
implementation to address the needs of the envisaged workplaces.
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5.4

Limitations of the study

The study focused on one hairdressing and beauty therapy salon in an urban setting where only
three of the BTEP Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy trained graduates participated. The results
may thus not be generalized to BTEP graduates in other salons, either located in urban or rural
areas of Botswana. Also, I did not observe teaching and learning in Comm & PIPS classrooms
because, at the time of collecting data, the lessons for the units were already completed. That
would have complemented data from interviews with students and lecturers. These limitations
notwithstanding, the conclusions drawn from the study and recommendations are presented in
the next section.

5.5

Conclusions and recommendations

In general, classroom instructional practices play out the wider socio-political discourse on
language use, which has far reaching implications for pedagogical practices at all levels of
learning in Botswana schools. In this study, data showed evidence that language choice, codeswitching and translanguaging initiatives were deployed in the Botswana vocational education
classroom as students and teachers made efforts to get maximum gains from instruction. This is
consistent with the findings of other studies (Hurst & Mona, 2017; Nomlomo & Katiya, 2018;
Karlsson, Larsson & Jakobsson, 2019), which found that language choice, code-switching and
translanguaging facilitated the development of both the academic and social skills of their
bi/multilingual students. Therefore, such enabling processes should not have to be smuggled into
the learning spaces as is the case in Botswana (Mafela, 2009), but proper language in education
policy and curriculum decisions must be made about their applications on language and local
content to enable learner participation and enthusiasm in the classroom (Mwelwa, 2016). As
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such, the educational and societal benefits of bi/multilingualism should not be compromised by
policy.

If the hairdressers and customers at the hairdressing workplace use Setswana, as the study has
shown, the practice gives the language currency to be incorporated in the workplace literacy
development curriculum. The linguistic resources that the students drew from Setswana
empowered them to render services with success. If they could not find that empowerment in
English, they find it in Setswana and in the process their capacity for creativity was enhanced
because of this linguistic capital. Translanguaging strategies in bi/multilingual communities with
shared verbal repertoires must be viewed as enriching the bi/multilingual’s pragmatic strategies
and not as gaps in knowledge. The hairdressers have become hybrid professionals (Higgins,
2009), functioning with a hybridization that reflects that they exist within multiple communities
with cultural and linguistic diversity (Enright, (2011).

Although the current Botswana monolingual official language policy for the workplace is
important, data suggest the need for inclusion of other languages that are equally important for
the workplace. A case in point is Setswana. Therefore, in response to the dictates of the
bi/multilingual realities on the ground, the hairdressers are predisposed to develop affinity to
linguistic resources that enable them to achieve a purpose while enacting language and literacy
practices according to unfolding events. English exists alongside other languages and this forms
the framework for learning or using it; hence, expecting the hairdressers to use English with a
monolingual perspective denies them an application of their multi-competences derived from
their bi/multilingual backgrounds. Given the extent to which Setswana was used in both the
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workplace and vocational education college, there is justification for developing language and
literacy skills in Setswana so that they are used for business purposes. Ideally, practitioners in the
Botswana vocational education system could be reflective in making curriculum decisions and
not be confined by traditional beliefs about what should transpire. The Language and Literacy
Practices of hairdressers must be understood as existing in the relational confines of the
community (Barton & Hamilton, 2005) and should therefore be embedded in the vocational
curriculum (Moraitis, Carr & Daddow, 2012; Giroux & Moje, 2017). For instance, to ensure that
relevant language and literacy practices are covered in the curriculum, a mapping out exercise
such as that in Figure 4.1 should be carried out for the hairdressing Comm & PIPS units so that
language and literacy development is closely linked with the disciplinary knowledge.

In Botswana, scholarly language policy work undertaken within the last 20 years levels criticism
at the language in education policy (Nyathi-Ramahobo, 2000; Kamwendo, 2008; Mooko, 2009;
Bagwasi, 2016), but with a focus on the lower levels of education. In the most recent of the
criticisms, Bagwasi (2016) points to how translanguaging is a retainer of bilingualism and from
that assertion it follows that the learners in vocational education are able to function with both
English and Setswana and therefore alternative ways for language planning and policy must be
explored for that sector of learning. Given the findings of this research, it is imperative that the
existing classroom research in higher education gap must be closed. A Ministry of Tertiary
Education, Research, Science and Technology was established to address higher education
issues. Hence, the Ministry should drive focused classroom action research in higher education
and language should be among the issues for research in higher education, and more specifically,
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in vocational education. The findings from such research should be used to inform decisions for
policies that are relevant to the 21st Century learning and workplace landscape.

5.6

Closing comments

This chapter summarized and discussed the key findings of the chapter as well as providing
implications for the Botswana context. Three key points consolidated from the findings were
discussed. The first was the issue of bi/multilingualism practices of the hairdressing profession
vs official language use in BTEP. The sub-section brought to light the limitations of using the
official English language as the only language of instruction in vocational training of
hairdressers while their target workplaces do not just operate in English. Based on the Language
and Literacy Practices of the hairdressers, at a minimum Setswana and English were used in their
workplace and they were at liberty to choose what language to use at any given moment. Except
for when they had a customer who did not speak Setswana, they always chose to use Setswana in
their conversations. Aspects of translanguaging characterised language use in the workplace and
college, thus, this brought home the realities of the bi/multilingual backgrounds of the
hairdressers, students and lectures.

The second key point was on the effects of professionalizing the hairdressing cottage industry in
Botswana. The sub-section demonstrated how the Language and Literacy Practices of the
hairdressers revealed the transformation of the hairdressing domain from casual or cottage
industry orientation of functioning, to providing formalized service. The change was shown as
reflecting Western influence on beauty and the services thereof. A connection between formal
training and professionalization of hairdressing was established as a key factor in asserting
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hairdressing competence in Botswana. The modernizing imperative produced hybrid
professionals in Botswana, operating in a hybridized service facility that combines the Western
and Black beauty ideals, and who themselves offer hairstyling characterizing both. The third
point relates to the question of a community of practice. In this study, the hairdressers were
described as a community of practice and their peripheral and full participation spaces were
identified as the college and hairdressing salon respectively.

The implications raised by the three key points above, highlighted the need for workplace
language and literacy practices to inform vocational education curricula. It also underscores the
fact that research, conducted in the Botswana vocational educational context to investigate the
issues in more detail would potentially lead to improved curriculum development, pedagogy and
practice in the Comm & PIPS units of the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy training program
and consequently improved practice of the HBT professionals.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Letter of introduction and request to carry out research in the hairdressing
salon

01 November 2013
The Manager [Hairdressing Salon]
…………………………………
………………………………….
Gaborone
Botswana
Dear Sir/Madam
Request to carry out a research project in your hair salon
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: …………….

We are conducting a study titled: Occupational language and literacy practices in multilingual
contexts: Implications for pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education. The research is being
undertaken as a part of the PhD program of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, BC, Canada
and is supported by the University of Botswana. An abstract of the study is attached
The results of this study will contribute to a better understanding and appreciation of the
characteristics of the Botswana Technical Education Programme (BTEP) curriculum and pedagogy in
occupational language and literacy training and the relevance for the hairdressing salon(s) in Botswana.
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Further, the results could inform policy and assist the Government of Botswana in determining
appropriate actions in planning the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy component of the vocational
education curriculum and its subsequent implementation.
As a manager of the ………………………………………hair salon and with the responsibility of
recruiting workers, you have been selected to participate in this research project. Please note that your
participation in this project is completely voluntary, and if you do not wish to have your salon involved
you are not obliged to. By choosing to participate in the research you allow the researcher(s) access to
undertake the study at your hair salon. During the five weeks of the study you and three hairdressers with
a BTEP qualification will in various ways be involved in the study. We would like to observe and
interview the three hairdressers while going about their daily chores in the salon. Three days will be
required in a week and for each day a maximum of three hours will be spent observing, audio-recording
and taking field-notes. We would also like to interview you on your views about language and literacy
skills during recruitment of workers. The interviews and conversational events by the three hairdressers
will be recorded. With your approval some photographs of visual images around the salon (but not of any
faces or identifying images of the personnel) will be taken and some select documents reviewed.
All efforts to protect participants’ identities and keep the information gathered from the salon
confidential will be taken. All the data from this survey will be stored securely on a password-protected
portable hard-drive, which will be kept in a safely locked cabinet at The University of British Columbia
for a period of five years after final thesis publication. After this point all the data will be destroyed. You
will be expected to sign a consent form if you choose to participate in the study.
The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic journal articles,
and in conference papers. The findings will also be shared with relevant institutions in Botswana. Your
participation in this project will be greatly appreciated. If you are willing to participate, please call me at:
………… so that I can meet with your workers to explain the project and answer any questions they may
have.
Yours sincerely,

Penelope G. Moanakwena
PhD, Candidate
University of British Columbia
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Appendix 2:

Hairdressing salon Manager’s approval for use of facility for research

Approval of request to carry out a research project at:
________________________________________________________hair salon
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:
Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University of British
Columbia
Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: …………………..

TITLE OF STUDY:
Occupational language and literacy practices in multilingual contexts: Implications for pedagogical
practice in Botswana vocational education.
REQUEST APPROVED BY:
The Manager: ………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..
Gaborone
Botswana
Signature: _______________________________

Date: ________________________
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Appendix 3:

Consent form for the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon Manager

CONSENT FORM - Manager, Hairdressing Salon
Occupational Language and Literacy Practices in multilingual contexts: Implications for
pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education.
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:
Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University Of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: ………………..

SPONSOR: University of Botswana
PURPOSE OF STUDY: We are interested in finding out what types of situated language and literacy
practices are used by BTEP trained workers in Botswana hair salons for performing designated
duties and how might their community of practice be described. We also want to know the
perceptions of salon workers of the BTEP training they received in relation to the actual situated
language and literacy practices and communities of practices they engage in. We seek to find out if
the language and literacy practices used by hair salon workers are anticipated and reflected in
BTEP policy, curriculum and peripheral workspaces, and if so, in what ways?
IF YOU CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY: We would like to interview you for no more
than two hours on your views about the importance of considering language and literacy skills
during recruitment of workers, and what aspects are relevant to look out for. The interview will be
recorded and, with your approval, some photographs of visual images around the salon (not of
individual identifiable faces) will be taken and some select documents reviewed. While in the salon
doing observations we will also take notes on activities that relate to language and literacy
practices. The study will last a total of five weeks during which time we will be observing in the
salon, as well as interviewing you and the hairdressers at designated times. We will choose three
days in each of the five weeks to be at the salon and on each designated day spend 3hours
observing. In addition, three hours will be scheduled for one hour individual semi-structured
interviews with each of the hairdressers.
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STUDY RESULTS: The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic
journal articles, and in conference papers. We will also share the results with the interested parties
in the Botswana government and with the University of Botswana.
COULD THIS STUDY BE HARMFUL TO YOU?: We do not think there is anything in this study that
could harm you or be bad for you.
COULD THIS STUDY HELP YOU?: We believe you will be helped by this study. You could benefit
from realising potential for paying attention to communication needs for your enterprise.
CONFIDENTIALITY: We will maintain your privacy in several ways. In all reports we will not give
your real name, but instead we will use pseudonyms. All of the information we collect will be kept
on a password-protected computer.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS STUDY: If you have questions or
concerns about this study, please contact a member of the research team. The names and telephone
numbers are at the top of the first page of this form.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR COMPLAINTS: If you have any concerns about your rights as a
research subject and/or your experiences while participating in this study, you may contact the
Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research Services at 001.604.822.8598 or if
long distance e-mail RSIL@ors.ubc.ca or call toll free 011.1.877.822.8598.
CONSENT AND SIGNATURE for participant: Taking part in this study is entirely up to you. You have
the right to refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to take part, you may choose to pull out
of the study at any time without giving a reason and without any negative impact on you or your
salon.
Your signature below indicates that you consent to participate in this study
Participant Signature

Date

______________________________________________________________________________Printed Name of the Participant
Your signature below indicates that you also consent to having images (e.g. pictures of items from
the salon and not of identifying facial images) used in the reporting of the research. You do not
have to sign this to participate in the study).

Participant Signature – Consent to use of image
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Appendix 4: Letter of introduction and request to carry out research in the TVEC

28 February 2014
The Principal
Gaborone Vocational Technical College
Gaborone
Botswana
Dear Sir/Madam
Request to carry out a research project in your college
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: ……………

We are conducting a study titled: Occupational language and literacy practices in multilingual
contexts: Implications for pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education. The research is being
undertaken as a part of the PhD program of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, BC, Canada
and is supported by the University of Botswana. An abstract of the study is attached
The results of this study will contribute to a better understanding and appreciation of the
characteristics of the Botswana Technical Education Programme (BTEP) curriculum and pedagogy in
occupational language and literacy training and the relevance for the hairdressing salon(s) in Botswana.
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Further, the results could inform policy and assist the Government of Botswana in determining
appropriate actions in planning the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy component of the vocational
education curriculum and its subsequent implementation.
We would like to do the research at your college and write this letter to solicit your support in this
regard. Please note that your participation in this project is completely voluntary, and if you do not wish
to have your college involved you are not obliged to. By choosing to participate in the research you allow
the researcher(s) access lasting two weeks to undertake the study at your college. Six days will be
required in the two weeks and for each day a maximum of two hours will be spent interviewing
participants on their views about language and literacy skills for hairdressers, observing language and
literacy practices related activities around the college, audio-recording and/or taking field-notes.
As part of the research we would like to have individual one-hour interviews with a key skills
lecturer for the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy course, a lecturer for the content in the same course.
We would also like to interview one each internal and external verifiers for the Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapy key skills. A group of 7 – 10 students will be required for two focus group interviews each
lasting 60 minutes. All the interviews will be will be audio-recorded and field-notes taken in the process.
Further we would like to do a total of three hours of observation at the college open clinic for hairdressing
treatment during which time we will take filed-notes of notable language and literacy activities. With
your approval some photographs of visual images around the college will be taken (but not of any faces or
identifying images of the personnel) and some select documents reviewed.
All efforts to protect participants’ identities and keep the information gathered from the college
confidential will be taken. All the data from this survey will be stored securely on a password-protected
portable hard-drive, which will be kept in a safely locked cabinet at The University of British Columbia
for a period of five years after final thesis publication. After this point all the data will be destroyed. The
participants in the college will be expected to sign consent forms if they choose to participate in the study.
The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic journal articles,
and in conference papers. The findings will also be shared with relevant institutions in Botswana. Your
college involvement in this project will be greatly appreciated. If you are willing to have your college
participate, please call me at: ……… so that I can arrange to meet with prospective participants to explain
the project and answer any questions they may have.
Yours sincerely,

Penelope G. Moanakwena
PhD, Candidate
University of British Columbia
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Appendix 5: Consent form for hairdressers

CONSENT FORM - Hairdresser(s)
Occupational Language and Literacy Practices in multilingual contexts: Implications for
pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education.
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:
Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: ……………………….

SPONSOR: University of Botswana
PURPOSE OF STUDY: We are interested in finding out what type of language is used by students
who have completed their Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy training at the VTC (Vocational
Training Centre) in Gaborone and work in hair salons. We also want to know what salon workers
think of the language and communication course they went through and how it is relevant to their
work environment. We would like to find out if the students put the skills they learnt from the
course into practice and if so, in what ways?
IF YOU CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY: We would like to observe you while at work for
no more than 15 hours. The study will last a total of five weeks during which period we would like
to observe you while you go about your normal daily work routines. We will choose one day in
each of the five weeks when we will work with you for no more than 3 hours. While being observed
on each of the designated days, your conversations with clients and other hairdressers will be
audio-recorded and field-notes taken. Further, we would also like to interview you for no more
than one hour about your views on the language and literacy courses you did as part of your BTEP,
and this will be audio-recorded. If you would like to see the transcripts of your conversations, there
is space below where you can provide me with your contact details so that we can arrange to have
them available for you. Photographs may be taken of images that are on clothing you are wearing
but no identifying features of you will be shown.
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STUDY RESULTS: The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic
journal articles, and in conference papers. We will also share the results with the interested parties
in the Botswana government and with the University of Botswana.
COULD THIS STUDY BE HARMFUL TO YOU?: We do not think there is anything in this study that
could harm you or be bad for you.
COULD THIS STUDY HELP YOU?: We believe you will be helped by this study. You could benefit
from realising potential for paying attention to communication needs for your enterprise.
CONFIDENTIALITY: We will maintain your privacy in several ways. In all reports we will not give
your real name, but instead we will use pseudonyms. All of the information we collect will be kept
on a password-protected computer.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS STUDY: If you have questions or
concerns about this study, please contact a member of the research team. The names and telephone
numbers are at the top of the first page of this form.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR COMPLAINTS: If you have any concerns about your rights as a
research subject and/or your experiences while participating n this study, you may contact the
Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research Services at 001.604.822.8598 or if
long distance e-mail RSIL@ors.ubc.ca or call toll free 011.1.877.822.8598.
CONSENT AND SIGNATURE for participant: Taking part in this study is entirely up to you. You have
the right to refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to take part, you may choose to pull out
of the study at any time without giving a reason and without any negative impact on you or your
participation in the salon.
Your signature below indicates that you consent to participate in this study

Participant Signature

Date

______________________________________________________________________________Printed Name of the Participant
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Your signature below indicates that you also consent to having images (e.g. pictures of items on
your clothing and not of identifying facial images) used in the reporting of the research. You do not
have to sign this to participate in the study).

Participant Signature – Consent to use of image
Please provide below your contact details if you would like to see the typed out material once
ready. If you do not complete this section below, we will take it that you agree to having your
conversations used in this study even without you having seen the typed out material.
Email address: ___________________________________
Telephone: _______________________________________
Postal address: _________________________________________________________
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Appendix 6: Consent form for the clients at the hairdressing and beauty therapy salon

CONSENT FORM - Hair salon client(s)
Occupational Language and Literacy Practices in multilingual contexts: Implications for
pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education.
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:
Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: ………………….

SPONSOR: University of Botswana
PURPOSE OF STUDY: We are interested in finding out what type of language is used by students
who have completed their Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy training at the VTC (Vocational
Training Centre) in Gaborone and work in hair salons. We also want to know what salon workers
think of the language and communication course they went through and how it is relevant to their
work environment. We would like to find out if the students put the skills they learnt from the
course into practice and if so, in what ways?
IF YOU CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY: We would like to observe you while you have
your hair being done at the Hair Story Hair Salon. We would like to observe you only one time
while your hairdresser does your hair. During the time of the observation we will tape record your
conversation with your hairdresser and also write notes of what we hear being said between you
and the hairdresser. During the observation and tape recording, we will only be interested in issues
relating to hair care and any other details that will come up in your talk with the hairdresser will be
deleted.
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You may also request that the tape recorder be switched off where you feel that you do not want
certain parts of your talk recorded. We will later type out the conversations. If you would like to
see the typed out material there is space below where you can provide me with your contact details
so that we can arrange to have them available for you. We may take photographs of images that are
on clothing you are wearing but no identifying features of you will be shown.
STUDY RESULTS: The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic
journal articles, and in conference papers. We will also share the results with the interested parties
in the Botswana government and with the University of Botswana.
COULD THIS STUDY BE HARMFUL TO YOU?: We do not think there is anything in this study that
could harm you or be bad for you.
COULD THIS STUDY HELP YOU?: This study may not benefit you directly but could benefit the hair
care workers to understand better ways of communicating in the hair.
CONFIDENTIALITY: We will not reveal your real name anywhere unless with your permission in all
the reports. Instead we will use a false name to maintain your privacy. All of the information we
collect will be kept on a password- locked computer.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS STUDY: If you have questions or
concerns about this study, please contact a member of the research team. The names and telephone
numbers are at the top of the first page of this form.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR COMPLAINTS: If you have any concerns about your rights as a
research subject and/or your experiences while participating in this study, you may contact the
Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research Services at 001.604.822.8598 or if
long distance e-mail RSIL@ors.ubc.ca or call toll free 011.1.877.822.8598.
CONSENT AND SIGNATURE for participant: Taking part in this study is entirely up to you. You have
the right to refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to take part, you may choose to pull out
of the study at any time without giving a reason and without any negative impact on you or your
involvement in the salon.
Your signature below shows that you have agreed to participate in this study

Participant Signature

Date

______________________________________________________________________________Printed Name of the Participant
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Your signature below shows that you have also agreed to having images (e.g. pictures of items on
your clothing and not of identifying facial images) used in the reporting of the research. You do not
have to sign this to participate in the study).

Participant Signature – Consent to use of image

Please provide below your contact details if you would like to see the typed out material once
ready. If you do not complete this section below, we will take it that you agree to having your
conversations used in this study even without you having seen the typed out material.
Email address: ___________________________________
Telephone: _______________________________________
Postal address: _________________________________________________________
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Appendix 7: Consent form for the students at the technical and vocational education college

CONSENT FORM - Students
Occupational Language and Literacy Practices in multilingual contexts: Implications for
pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education.
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:
Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University Of
British Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: …………..

SPONSOR: University of Botswana
PURPOSE OF STUDY: We are interested in finding out what types of situated language and literacy
practices are used by BTEP trained workers in Botswana hair salons for performing designated
duties and how might their community of practice be described. We also want to know the
perceptions of salon workers of the BTEP training they received in relation to the actual situated
language and literacy practices and communities of practices they engage in. We seek to find out if
the language and literacy practices used by hair salon workers are anticipated and reflected in
BTEP policy, curriculum and peripheral workspaces, and if so, in what ways?
IF YOU CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY: You will be interviewed in a group with up to
nine other students about the language and literacy practices promoted in the BTEP Hairdressing
and Beauty Therapy Course to get your perceptions on the curriculum and the training. Two focus
group sessions are planned for, each lasting at most one hour and both will be recorded while fieldnotes also taken. With your approval, some images on your clothing (not of individual identifiable
faces) and relevant to the study will be taken.
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STUDY RESULTS: The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic
journal articles, and in conference papers. We will also share the results with the interested parties
in the Botswana government and with the University of Botswana.
COULD THIS STUDY BE HARMFUL TO YOU?: We do not think there is anything in this study that
could harm you or be bad for you.
COULD THIS STUDY HELP YOU?: We believe you will be helped by this study. You could benefit
from the findings of this study for reflecting on teaching and learning processes at the college as
well as paying attention to your future workplace language and literacy needs.
CONFIDENTIALITY: We will maintain your privacy in several ways. In all reports we will not give
your real name, but instead we will use pseudonyms. All of the information we collect will be kept
on a password-protected computer.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS STUDY: If you have questions or
concerns about this study, please contact a member of the research team. The names and telephone
numbers are at the top of the first page of this form.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR COMPLAINTS: If you have any concerns about your rights as a
research subject and/or your experiences while participating n this study, you may contact the
Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research Services at 001.604.822.8598 or if
long distance e-mail RSIL@ors.ubc.ca or call toll free 011.1.877.822.8598.
CONSENT AND SIGNATURE for participant: Taking part in this study is entirely up to you. You have
the right to refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to take part, you may choose to pull out
of the study at any time without giving a reason and without any negative impact on you.
Your signature below indicates that you consent to participate in this study

Participant Signature

Date

______________________________________________________________________________Printed Name of the Participant
Your signature below indicates that you also consent to having images (e.g. pictures of items on
your clothing and not of identifying facial images) used in the reporting of the research. You do not
have to sign this to participate in the study).

Participant Signature – Consent to use of image
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Appendix 8: Consent form for the lecturers and verifiers at the technical and vocational
education college

CONSENT FORM - Lecturer(s)/Verifier(s)
Occupational Language and Literacy Practices in multilingual contexts: Implications for
pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education.
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:
Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University Of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: ………………………

SPONSOR: University of Botswana
PURPOSE OF STUDY: We are interested in finding out what types of situated language and literacy
practices are used by BTEP trained workers in Botswana hair salons for performing designated
duties and how might their community of practice be described. We also want to know the
perceptions of salon workers of the BTEP training they received in relation to the actual situated
language and literacy practices and communities of practices they engage in. We seek to find out if
the language and literacy practices used by hair salon workers are anticipated and reflected in
BTEP policy, curriculum and peripheral workspaces, and if so, in what ways?
IF YOU CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY: You will be interviewed about the language and
literacy practices promoted in the BTEP Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy Course to get your
perceptions on the curriculum and the training. The interview will last at most an hour and will be
recorded while field-notes also taken. With your approval, some images on your clothing (not of
individual identifiable faces) and relevant to the study will be taken.
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STUDY RESULTS: The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic
journal articles, and in conference papers. We will also share the results with the interested parties
in the Botswana government and with the University of Botswana.
COULD THIS STUDY BE HARMFUL TO YOU?: We do not think there is anything in this study that
could harm you or be bad for you.
COULD THIS STUDY HELP YOU?: We believe you will be helped by this study. You could benefit
from the findings of this study for reflecting on teaching and learning processes at the college.
CONFIDENTIALITY: We will maintain your privacy in several ways. In all reports we will not give
your real name, but instead we will use pseudonyms. All of the information we collect will be kept
on a password-protected computer.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS STUDY: If you have questions or
concerns about this study, please contact a member of the research team. The names and telephone
numbers are at the top of the first page of this form.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR COMPLAINTS: If you have any concerns about your rights as a
research subject and/or your experiences while participating n this study, you may contact the
Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research Services at 001.604.822.8598 or if
long distance e-mail RSIL@ors.ubc.ca or call toll free 011.1.877.822.8598.
CONSENT AND SIGNATURE for participant: Taking part in this study is entirely up to you. You have
the right to refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to take part, you may choose to pull out
of the study at any time without giving a reason and without any negative impact on you.
Your signature below indicates that you consent to participate in this study

Participant Signature

Date

______________________________________________________________________________Printed Name of the Participant
Your signature below indicates that you also consent to having images (e.g. pictures of items on
your clothing and not of identifying facial images) used in the reporting of the research. You do not
have to sign this to participate in the study).

Participant Signature – Consent to use of image
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Appendix 9: Letter of introduction and request to interview programme development
officers at the Department of Vocational Education and Training

08 April 2014
The Director
Department of Vocational Education and Training
Gaborone
Botswana
Dear Sir/Madam
Request to interview a programme development officer in the department as part of a research
project
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: ………………..

We are conducting a study titled: Occupational language and literacy practices in multilingual
contexts: Implications for pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education. The research is being
undertaken as a part of the PhD program of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, BC, Canada
and is supported by the University of Botswana. An abstract of the study is attached as well as the
Government of Botswana letter authorizing the research.
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The results of this study will contribute to a better understanding and appreciation of the
characteristics of the Botswana Technical Education Programme (BTEP) curriculum and pedagogy in
occupational language and literacy training and the relevance for the hairdressing salon(s) in Botswana.
Further, the results could inform policy and assist the Government of Botswana in determining
appropriate actions in planning the Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy component of the vocational
education curriculum and its subsequent implementation.
We would like to interview the programme development officer for key skills and write this letter
to solicit your support in this regard. Please note that participation in this project is completely voluntary,
and if you do not wish to have your department involved you are not obliged to. By choosing to
participate in the research you allow the researcher(s) access lasting no more than one day to undertake
the study at your department. Time will be spent interviewing the officer on views about language and
literacy skills for hairdressers, audio-recording and/or taking field-notes. With your approval some
photographs of visual images around the department may be taken (but not of any faces or identifying
images of the personnel) and some select documents reviewed.
All efforts to protect participants’ identities and keep the information gathered from the department
confidential will be taken. All the data from this survey will be stored securely on a password-protected
portable hard-drive, which will be kept in a safely locked cabinet at The University of British Columbia
for a period of five years after final thesis publication. After this point all the data will be destroyed. The
participating officer will be expected to sign a consent form if they choose to participate in the study.
The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic journal articles,
and in conference papers. The findings will also be shared with relevant institutions in Botswana.
Involvement by your department in this project will be greatly appreciated. If you are willing to have
your department participate, please call me at: ……….. so that I can arrange to meet with prospective
participant to explain the project and answer any questions they may have.
Yours sincerely,

Penelope G. Moanakwena
PhD, Candidate
University of British Columbia
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Appendix 10: Consent form for curriculum officers

CONSENT FORM - BTEP Curriculum Officer
Occupational Language and Literacy Practices in multilingual contexts: Implications for
pedagogical practice in Botswana vocational education.
STUDY TEAM:
Principal Investigator:
Co-Investigator:

Theresa Rogers, Language and Literacy Education, University Of British
Columbia

Penelope G. Moanakwena, PhD candidate, Language and Literacy Education,
University of British Columbia
Botswana telephone number: …………………

SPONSOR: University of Botswana
PURPOSE OF STUDY: We are interested in finding out what types of situated language and literacy
practices are used by BTEP trained workers in Botswana hair salons for performing designated
duties and how might their community of practice be described. We also want to know the
perceptions of salon workers of the BTEP training they received in relation to the actual situated
Language and Literacy Practices and Communities of Practices they engage in. We seek to find out
if the language and literacy practices used by hair salon workers are anticipated and reflected in
BTEP policy, curriculum and peripheral workspaces, and if so, in what ways?
IF YOU CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY: You will be interviewed about the language and
literacy practices promoted in the BTEP Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy Course to get your
perceptions on the curriculum and the training. The interview will last at most an hour and will be
recorded while field-notes also taken. With your approval, some images on your clothing (not of
individual identifiable faces) and relevant to the study will be taken.
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STUDY RESULTS: The findings of this study will be published as a part of a PhD thesis, in academic
journal articles, and in conference papers. We will also share the results with the interested parties
in the Botswana government and with the University of Botswana.
COULD THIS STUDY BE HARMFUL TO YOU?: We do not think there is anything in this study that
could harm you or be bad for you.
COULD THIS STUDY HELP YOU?: We believe you will be helped by this study. You could benefit
from the findings of this study for reflecting on instructional planning for the BTEP Key Skills
courses.
CONFIDENTIALITY: We will maintain your privacy in several ways. In all reports we will not give
your real name, but instead we will use pseudonyms. All of the information we collect will be kept
on a password-protected computer.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS STUDY: If you have questions or
concerns about this study, please contact a member of the research team. The names and telephone
numbers are at the top of the first page of this form.
WHO YOU CAN CONTACT FOR COMPLAINTS: If you have any concerns about your rights as a
research subject and/or your experiences while participating n this study, you may contact the
Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research Services at 001.604.822.8598 or if
long distance e-mail RSIL@ors.ubc.ca or call toll free 011.1.877.822.8598.
CONSENT AND SIGNATURE for participant: Taking part in this study is entirely up to you. You have
the right to refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to take part, you may choose to pull out
of the study at any time without giving a reason and without any negative impact on you.
Your signature below indicates that you consent to participate in this study

Participant Signature

Date

______________________________________________________________________________Printed Name of the Participant
Your signature below indicates that you also consent to having images (e.g. pictures of items on
your clothing and not of identifying facial images) used in the reporting of the research. You do not
have to sign this to participate in the study).

Participant Signature – Consent to use of image
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Appendix 11: Letter of introduction to the Ministry of Education Skills and Development,
and request to carry out educational research
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Appendix 12: Interview protocols and questions
Introductory remarks:
This is an interview to support my PhD research. I will be audio-recording and taking notes of our
conversation. If you think you have said anything you would not like me to include in my findings, please
let me know. If at any point you would like for me to stop the tape, please let me know. The language for
our interview is English, but you are free to use another language in the process that you are comfortable
with. The responses you give should be based on your experience and be to the best of your knowledge.

Interview questions:
12-A. Hairdressing salon Manager
1. What is your responsibility as the manager of the hairdressing salon?
2. Who works in your salon
3. How do the people who work here get the jobs?
4. Is there an establishment philosophy stating who should work here?
5. In what language do you conduct employee recruitment advertising?
6. In what language do you conduct employee recruitment interviews?
7. Is there any particular reason for the choice of language?
8. Are there any language challenges you may have observed in the salon as the manager?
9. What do you expect from your hairdressers?
10. In what ways do you think they have been trained to meet those expectations?
11. What are your views on the training they receive at the vocational technical education colleges?
12. What is your preferred language of use at the salon?
13. Is there any language you consider important for your hairdressers to have in order to do their
job well?
14. What is the reason for that particular language being important?
12-B. Hairdressers
1. When did you complete your BTEP training?
2. How long after that did you stay without a job?
3. When did you begin working at this salon?
4. Have you worked at any other salon before this one?
5. What language do you prefer talking to clients with?
6. Is there any reason for why that preference?
7. Do you have any clients that you only speak English with?
8. Which language do you find yourself most comfortable using?
9. If a client starts speaking to you in English, what do you feel?
10. If a client starts speaking to you in English, in what language do you respond?
11. If another hairdresser/worker speaks to you in English, what do you feel?
12. In what language do you respond?
13. If the manager at the salon starts speaking to you in English, what do you feel?
14. In what language do you respond?
15. When do you ever feel it is necessary to speak English at work.
16. What kind of things is it about?
17. How is the way you use language here at the hair salon different from when you were at the
college?
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12-C. Lecturer; Hairdressing Key Skills
1. What is your understanding of the term ‘career’?
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

What do you think a vocation is?
What sort of jobs do you think of as vocational?
What do you understand by vocational education?
What do you think are the benefits of taking a vocational course?
What do you think makes a course vocational or practical?
What do you think skills are? Can you give us some examples?
What do you understand by practical learning? What practical learning does your course
involve?
How easy do you think it will be for your hairdressing graduates to get a job or to go into
higher education after they complete their course at the college?
Do you foresee any problems/advantages in your students getting a job on the basis of the key
skills component of their course?
Do you believe that the vocational knowledge and understanding they gained from taking the
hairdressing communication and personal and interpersonal courses will help them to get a
job?
Can you briefly describe the kind of environments at which your graduates will work once
they have completed their programme?
Why did you choose a vocational education teaching career and what other options did you
have?
What language and literacy skills and abilities do you think your students will need for them to
succeed in their future occupations?
How do you ensure that they get those skills and abilities while at the college?
How will the course(s) you teach help your students to achieve their career aspirations?
What language(s) do you predominantly use with your students in class? Can you explain
why?
Can you think of any instances in class when you have used any other language(s) and how
does that come about?
How about when you need to communicate with them when not in class?
Can you describe what transpires in terms of the language(s) used when you assign work
entailing that your students communicate among themselves in class?
Have you met any of your students in the workplace and what are your observations?
What is your preferred language of communication with your colleagues and why?

12-D. Lecturer; Hairdressing Content
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Can you please briefly explain your role as a hairdressing lecturer?
Do you have other responsibilities in the college and if so can you please tell me about them?
What do you think a vocation is?
What sort of jobs do you think of as vocational?
What is your understanding of the term ‘career’?
What do you understand by vocational education?
Why did you choose a vocational education teaching career and what other options did you
have?
8. What do you think are the benefits for your students, of taking a vocational course?
9. What do you understand by practical learning?
10. What do you think makes a course vocational or practical?
11. From your observations as a hairdressing lecturer, what practical learning does the course
involve?
12. What do you think skills are? Can you give us some examples?
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13. Can you briefly describe the environments at which your graduates will work once they have
completed their programme?
14. How easy do you think it will be for the hairdressing graduates of BTEP to get a job, or get
into self-employment, after they complete their course at the college?
15. What about prospects for going into higher education?
16. Do you foresee any problems/advantages in the BTEP Hairdressing students getting a job on
the basis of the key skills component of their course?
17. Do you believe that the vocational knowledge and understanding they gained from taking the
hairdressing courses will help them to get a job?
18. How will the course(s) you teach help your students to achieve their career aspirations?
19. What language and literacy skills and abilities do you think the BTEP Hairdressing students
will need for them to succeed in their future occupations?
20. From your observations as a lecturer how do the curriculum and the teaching ensure that they
get those skills and abilities while at the college?
21. Have you met any of the BTEP Hairdressing students/graduates in the workplace and what are
your observations regarding their use of language(s)?
22. What language(s) do you predominantly use with your students in class? Can you explain
why?
23. Can you think of any instances in class when you have used any other language(s) and how
does that come about?
24. How about when you need to communicate with them when not in class?
25. Can you describe what transpires in terms of the language(s) used when you assign work
entailing that your students communicate among themselves in class?
26. What is your preferred language of communication with your colleagues and why?
27. Based on your lecturing experience, have you ever proposed any substantive revisions to the
key skills program and what were your suggestions?
28. Is there any other information that you would like to share about your BTEP teaching
experience?
29. Thank you very much. Should there be any issue that needs follow-up clarification is it okay
if I call you?

12-E. Internal/External Verifier; Hairdressing Key Skills
1. Can you please briefly explain your role as an Internal Verifier/External Verifier?
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Do you have other responsibilities in the college and if so can you please tell me about them?
What do you think a vocation is?
What sort of jobs do you think of as vocational?
What is your understanding of the term ‘career’?
What do you understand by vocational education?
Why did you choose a vocational education teaching career and what other options did you
have?
What do you think are the benefits for your students, of taking a vocational course?
What do you understand by practical learning?
What do you think makes a course vocational or practical?
From your observations as an IV, what practical learning does the Communication course
involve?
What about the PIPS course?
What do you think skills are and can you give me some examples?
Can you briefly describe the environments at which your graduates will work once they have
completed their programme?
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15. How easy do you think it will be for the hairdressing graduates of BTEP to get a job, or get
into self-employment, after they complete their course at the college?
16. What about prospects for going into higher education
17. Do you foresee any problems/advantages in the BTEP Hairdressing students getting a job on
the basis of the key skills component of their course?
18. Do you believe that the vocational knowledge and understanding they gained from taking the
hairdressing Communication and, Personal and Interpersonal Skills courses will help them to
get a job?
19. What language and literacy skills and abilities do you think the BTEP Hairdressing students
will need for them to succeed in their future occupations?
20. From your observations as IV how do the curriculum and the teaching ensure that they get
those skills and abilities while at the college?
21. Have you met any of the BTEP Hairdressing students/graduates in the workplace and what are
your observations regarding their use of language(s)?
22. How will the key skills course(s) they take help BTEP Hairdressing students to achieve their
career aspirations?
23. What language(s) do you predominantly use with your students in class? Can you explain
why?
24. Can you think of any instances in class when you have used any other language(s) and how
does that come about?
25. How about when you need to communicate with them when not in class?
26. Can you describe what transpires in terms of the language(s) used when you assign work
entailing that your students communicate among themselves in class?
27. What is your preferred language of communication with your colleagues and why?
28. Based on your IV activities, have you ever proposed any substantive revisions to the key skills
program and what were your suggestions?
29. Is there any other information that you would like to share about your BTEP Key Skills IV
experience?
30. Thank you very much. Should there be any issue that needs follow-up clarification is it okay
if I call you?

12-F. Curriculum Developers - Hairdressing Content and Hairdressing Key Skills
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Can one of you please briefly explain your role as a Curriculum Developer?
(Would you like to add?)
Do you have other responsibilities in the vocational education system and if so can you please
briefly tell me about them?
What do you think a vocation is?
What sort of jobs do you think of as vocational?
What is your understanding of the term ‘career’?
What do you understand by vocational education?
Why did you choose a vocational education career and did you have any other options?
What do you think are the benefits for your students, of taking a vocational course?
What do you understand by practical learning?
What do you think makes a course vocational or practical?
From your observations as a Programme Developer, what practical learning does the
Communication course involve?
What about the PIPS course? Hairdressing course?
What do you think skills are and can you give me some examples?
Can you briefly describe the environments at which the hairdressing graduates will work once
they have completed their programme?
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15. How easy do you think it will be for the hairdressing graduates of BTEP to get a job, or get
into self-employment, after they complete their course at the college?
16. What about prospects for going into higher education?
17. Do you foresee any problems/advantages in the BTEP Hairdressing students getting a job on
the basis of the key skills component of their course?
18. Do you believe that the vocational knowledge and understanding they gained from taking the
hairdressing Communication and, Personal and Interpersonal Skills courses will help them
perform differently in their future jobs, from if they had not taken the courses?

12-G. Focus Group Interview: Questions Students; Hairdressing
Introductory remarks:
This is an interview to support my PhD research. I will be recording our conversation. If you think
you have said anything you would not like me to include in my findings, please let me know. If at
any point you would like for me to stop the tape, please let me know. Should there be anything I
say or another participant says for which you need clarification please raise your hand so that you
get attention. This is the first of the two interviews we will have together. The interview is planned
to last one hour. At the end of this interview we shall agree on when to have the second one. The
responses you give should be based on your experience and be to the best of your knowledge.
Interview questions:
1. Can you tell me the story of how you got onto the BTEP hairdressing course? How did you
choose it? What attracted you to it?
2. What other options did you have? eg other academic or vocational courses?
3. When you chose your course, who gave you advice? eg teachers, family?
4. What do the people you are close to (friends, family) think about your course?
5. How has the course met your expectations?
6. How will this course help you to achieve your career aspirations?
7. What do you understand by vocational education?
8. What according to you are the benefits of doing a vocational course?
9. What are the disadvantages of doing a vocational course?
10. Do you think that the way you learn things here at the college is practical, explain. What do
you understand by practical learning?
11. From your experience, what practical learning does the communication course involve?
12. What about the PIPS course?
13. What do you think skills are and can you give me some examples?
14. Can you briefly describe the environments or set up of places where you will work once you
have completed your programme?
15. How easy do you think it will be for you to get a job, or get into self-employment, after you
complete your course at the college?
16. What about prospects for going into higher education?
17. Do you foresee any problems/advantages in the BTEP Hairdressing students getting a job on
the basis of the key skills component of their course?
18. Do you believe that the vocational knowledge and understanding they gained from taking the
hairdressing courses will help them to get a job?
19. Have you worked at any salon since you have been training
20. Describe to me a regular day at the salon
21. What language do you prefer talking to clients with?
22. Is there any reason for why that preference?
23. Did you have any clients that you only speak English with?
24. Which language do you find yourself most comfortable using?
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

If a client starts speaking to you in English, what do you feel?
If a client starts speaking to you in English, in what language do you respond?
If another hairdresser/worker speaks to you in English, what do you feel?
If the manager at the salon spoke to you in English, what do you feel?
In what language do you respond?
When in the college clinic, in what language do you speak to other people in the
establishment?
Which aspects of your communication courses did you find most useful when you are working
at hair salons?
Which aspects of your communication courses do you find least useful when you are working
at hair salons?
When do you ever feel it is necessary to speak English at work?
What kind of things is it about?
How is the way you use language here at the college different from when you are working at
the hairdressing salon?
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Appendix 13: Field notes extract
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Appendix 14: Page from the photo album
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Appendix 15: Thematic Analysis of the hairdressers’ language and literacy practices
Themes from Conversations – theses were generated looking at the inferred literacy practices demonstrated from the various occurring
literacy events observed in a hairdressing salon.
Theme 1: Asserting professional identity and expertise - Exerting self as being proficient for performing hairdressing tasks that yield satisfactory results. The
literacy practices expressed by the thematic codes under this theme stem from an authoritative stance based on knowledge, skills and experience that
are backed by formal training in the field; Expressing an occupational role identity based on the knowledge and skills acquired through education and
training.

Thematic codes
Thematic Code 1.1:
Explaining the procedure
being done for hair and
beauty work.

Thematic Code 1.2:
Giving instructions or
directions.

Thematic Code 1.3:
Giving advice.

Data codes
1.1.1 Providing information about the what(s) and why(s) of
any actions being undertaken and details on the proper
ways of doing so.
1.1.2 Using technical terminology associated with the
hairdressing and beauty profession.√

1.2.1 Requesting someone to do something according to the
ways specified.
1.2.2 Offering to make the customer comfortable.
1.3.1 Providing information about what customers can do at
home as a beauty-care maintenance plan.
1.3.2 Making recommendations or suggestions to customers
and colleagues to make sure they take the best
precautions for beauty and hair-care maintenance.
1.3.3 Explaining bad effects of some practices with hair and
how those could be addressed or avoided in the future.

Examples of data extracts
HDCC1:Row12
HD1-C1: So ke tsile go go tlhapisa ka uplifting shampoo, wa utlwa. Uplifting…
CLT1: Mma?
HD1-C1: Ke tlo go tlhapisa ka uplifting shampoo.
CLT1: Okay.
HD1-C1: Ee… e ntsha leswe lotlhe mo scalpong, most of leswe le le mo scalpong, wa ntlhaloganya?
CLT1: Mm.
__________________________________________________________
HDCC11:Row5 – HD3: E bidiwa office cut.
CLT9: Ehe office. Ba bo ba nkaketsa?
HD3: Ba bo ba bua dilo tsa bone fela.
CLT9: Ba sena kitso?
HD3: Ah! Ga ba na kitso. Ee… o botse rona ba re tswang dikolong hela.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------HSMC:Row28 - (After a while) A re ye go tlhapa matsogo. (Let us go and wash our hands)
(Telling the client to go with her so that she canS wash her hands as part of the process of the procedure being
done; Politely by using plural us and our
HD3-C1: Row15 - O seka wa nna o itlwaetsa go nna o tsenya piece thata. E na le diabe mo go senyegeng ga
moriri.
CLT8: Dread?
HD3-C1: Ka re piece. O seka wa nna o rokella piece.
CLT8: Ke e tsenya fela fa gongwe.
HD3-C1: O sa diege thata ka yone?
CLT8: Ke e tsenya kgwedi.
HD3-C1: Ee, kgwedi e seng e re fa o ntsha piece o bo o re piece… o bo o re piece.
CLT8: E dira jang fa o e tsenya?
HD3-C1: Ya o kgaola.
CLT8: How?
HD3-C1: O itse gore piece e tshwana le… ke gore ga ke itse nka e tshwantshanya le eng. O bona gore gone
jaana o na le growth? Oa bona gore o na le growthenyana akere? But then gape go tshwana fela o nna o
styletse ruri o sa… kana gare o ete o ema pele go nna le growth e be e le gone… kana go tshwana o nna o
logetse ruri. Akere batho ba bangwe ba dumela mo go reng o gole. A-e, wa bo o dameijega. O kgona go hella
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o tla go tlhapa hela o sa ire sepe se se ntsi. Jaanong mo motho e reng a tlhapa a bo a retoucha, a bo a bowa a
loga, ah, moriri o sa tsenwe ke phefo ke mathata. Go kgona ba di-half head.

Thematic Code 1.4:
Investigating a condition or
situation.

1.4.1 Asking questions to establish details that could inform
the decisions to be made on the treatment to be
proposed. Making a diagnosis.
1.4.2 Making an inquiry and asking follow-up questions;
requesting for information.
1.4.3 Soliciting information on previous beauty work the
customer had done. Requesting for information.

HD1-C1: Row2 - (Clears throat) Mm… la bohelo o treata moriri wa gago ke leng?
CLT: Bogologolonyana waitse!
HD1-C1: Bogologolonyana?
CLT: Mm.
HD1-C1: Mm… O ne o dirisang?
CLT1: (Unclear utterance from the client who was thinking she was being asked about retouching)
HD1-C1: Row3 - Mma? E-e. Not retouch… treatment… treatment?
CLT1: Hair mayonnaise.
HD1-C1: Hair mayonnaise?
CLT1: Mm.
HD1-C1: Okay…

1.4.4 Testing to determine suitability of intended
applications.

Thematic Code 1.5:
Evaluating nail/hair quality

1.5.1 Giving feedback on the basis of an analysis that has
been done.
1.5.2 Appraising the outcome of a procedure that was
previously administered.
1.5.3 Identifying flaws in prior treatment. Expressing
concern that proper care was not taken of the
hair/making observations about a situation with hair
and what could have been done differently.

Thematic Code 1.6:
Mapping and outlining
knowledge domains and
pathways for acquiring
knowledge, skills and
experience

1.6.1 Giving an account of becoming competent to perform
various activities in the hairdressing domain.
1.6.2 Adding new knowledge according to trends in the
industry. Professional development - To keep up with the
on-going trends of product usage
1.6.3 Articulating knowledge on hairdressing according to
school or local based sources.

HSM-C: Row8 - Your nails are so weak.
CLT-R: Mm?
HSM-C: Ka re they are so weak. Di a gola, but ga di a tshwanna go…
CLT-R: Ehee… nna tlhola ke ithaya ke re di thata (Chuckle from client)
(Saying what should not be happening while client explains that she always thought the nails were strong).
HSM-C: Mme, oa bona le, lena le thata…
CLT-R: Mm!
HSM-C: …compared to…
(Saying the one nail is strong, expressing the desirable).

HD2-I/C: Row74 - Nnyaa, crotchete ga ra… ga ra e rutiwa. E rile… e rile ke tsena mo industryng ke
hitlhetse e le gore ba dira jalo… e a dirisiwa. Row78 - ee… go na le… nkile ka berekela ko saluning
e nngwe kwa. Go ne go na le a special… yoo neng a specializa ka dreadlocking. Row79 – Nnyaa,
o ne a specializa ka go dira di… naa specializa go dira… ka didread hela.
CLT-R: Ehee…
HD2-I/C: Jaanong a bo a helela a nthuta go crotcheta.
(The hairdresser points out that he did not learn how to do crotcheting while at school, but was rather taught
by another colleague at a salon where he previously worked.)
HD2-I/C: Row232 – Ee. Diunit tsa hairdressing di dintsi. Akere go na le bohair locking, hair cutting, hair
extension, hair colouring… e be ke hella ke tshwara. Row236 - Le ba bangwe, bo… bo… kana diunit
tsa teng di dintsi. Go na le bo… diunit tsa bokey skills jaana. Gape… ee… ke gore go na le bo
entrepreneurship. Ga e… ha e le gore o batla go bula business… your own salon, ‘ne re rutwa go kwala
dibusiness plan. Dilo tsa go tshwana le tseo, ko… bocommunication skills o rutwa go bua le
dicustomara… how you approach customers. Re rutilwe gone koo. Go na le… le bo… le bo… go na le
eng gape? Le boSelling jaana. Selling… its a unit le yone ya rutwa.
CLT-R: Selling what?
HD2-I/C: Ah! Ga ke itse gore… ke lebetse sentle gore… no it’s just go bitswa Selling, ga ke itse gore Selling…
yone mme ga e under key skills.
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CLT-R: Row237 - E under eng?
HD2-I/C: E under hairdressing hela koo…
CLT-R: So ne le rutwa eng mo go Selling?

Theme 2: Attending to hair-salon operational matters - ensuring that actions required for upholding the image of the hair-salon are adhered to. Demonstrating a
broad understanding of the business structures in the hairdressing industry.
Thematic Code 2.1:
Making requests – In most
cases this could be viewed
as measures for team
building and collegiality.

2.1.1 Soliciting the support, assistance or help of another
person as necessary.
2.1.2 Negotiating for the cooperation of another person.
2.1.3 Expressing common courtesy as acceptable in the hair
salon; seeking to be pardoned for displaying a
behavior likely to be deemed not to be appropriate.
2.1.4 Delegating tasks to junior co-workers.

Thematic Code 2.2:
Product identification and
management.
Retailing

2.2.1 Identifying and differentiating between the materials
used in the salon to ascertain that they are being used
accordingly. [Reading and interpreting product
information – Whereby operational knowledge is
sustained through making reference to product
literature]
2.2.2 Shopping for and selling the products used by making
them appealing to the taste and needs of the customers.

HD1-C1: Row16 - Ee… tlhe mma kopa Ndodo a mo dire. Ke setse ke fellwa ke energy. (cellphone rings). Rra!
Wa ntshimolla akere Mpho. Tlhe mma bolelela Ndodo gore re na le situatione. Ao bathing! Ofeng?
HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Ga ke bolo go baya mme yo tota Precious… two heads! Ga ke bolo go mmaa. TT ga a kake a dira?
HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: No, kante… akere ga a e rokelle?
HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Ee… tlhe mma mo tlhalosetse.
HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Eng?
HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Kana akere go tswa fa ke a tlhapisa, ga ke tswa ke a blow draya.
(Three people are involved at this point of discussion, HD1, HSM, HD3. HD1 In responses to the unclear
utterances by HSM, HD1 expresses that she needs someone to help her with blowdrying the client whose hair
she was washing so that she could work on the other client HDSM was pointing at. Suggestion options including
asking the manager to explain to the client that her hands are full; points out the tasks that are pending for her to
complete.)
HD2-I/C: Row319 - Nnyaa yone ke ye le sprayang le oila moriri.
CLT-R: Hah?
HD2-I/C: Le oila moriri ka yone. Row333 - Le ha ele one a, go na le a matona a, go na le a ntseng jaana a le
matona.
HDM: Row334 - Just incase o sa hitlhele a.
HD2-I/C: Row335 – Ee… go na le a.
HDM: Row336 - A le one a, a very thick. Ke itse gore ana ne ke a reka ko Choppies.
CLT-R: Ke bokae?
HDM: 60 Pula.

2.2.3 Product composition and management – ensuring that all
the items necessary for beauty and hair treatment are
properly stored, according to their chemical ingredients
and are readily available for use in the salon

Thematic Code 2.3:
Addressing problem
situations.

2.3.1 Coming up with alternative operational measures when
the regular ones are not working.
Displaying cooperative tendencies during situations
that hamper productivity at the hair salon.

HD1-C1: Row10 - A a hisa?
(Talking to the HSM who was providing warm water for her since they had to heat the water using an urn because
of water cuts. They also had to bring in water in containers)
HSM: Dirisa a pele a. Tshella ka hale. Ke mixetsa ka ha, ke be ke tla ke mixetsa ha.
HD1-C1: Ehe, okay.
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2.3.2 Paying attention to health and safety issues, and
situations that compromise client comfort; Awareness
and alertness to risky situations. Keeping the salon
clean and presentable at all times.

Thematic Code 2.4:
Coordination and synergy ensuring that logistics are in
place for effective operations of
the hairdressing salon
Professional interaction and
collaboration – keeping
resourceful networks with
others in the industry
Seeking out expertise –
reaching out to people with the
necessary beauty and
hairdressing knowledge, skills
and experience for them to be
part of the working team at the
salon

2.4.1 Discussing variations in salon operations and how
different salons do things differently – hairdressing
salon operations
2.4.2 Articulating one’s responsibilities in a particular role
within the hairdressing salon
2.4.3 Displaying cooperative behavious during situations that
hamper productivity at the hair salon; Referring a client
to another hairdresser because hands are full.
2.4.4 Financial management – appropriate pricing of services
and products provided at the hairdressing salon. Record
keeping.

HSM: Go raya gore ke ya go ya White City… go na le kgwetlho ka ha. Ke gore ke tsamaye ka bill gompieno ko
White City… ya metsi.
(The Hair Salon Manager (HSM) comes along with water in a bucket and HD1 asks her if the water is hot. HSM
is preparing warm water for the Hairdresser to use and so tells to first use water in one bucket she shows her, and
explains that she is mixing hot and cold water. She mentions that they have a challenge – water cut – and that
she would be going to White City for some, mentioning that she should be taking along a water bill for all the
water. She had earlier explained to me that she gets the water from her aunt’s house at White City every time
they have a shut down.)

HDCC6:Row32 - HSM1: Ke mo tlhapisetsa la bohelo, ke a mo phasetsa ngwananyana o o itirile.
HDCC10:Row16 - HD3/2: O batla go ikhatha? TT bona mme yoo.
HDCC4:Row205 – Before ke tla go berekela ha ne ke bereka ko Phikwe.
Client: Ko Phikwe?
HDCC4: So kwa ne re sa bereke jaaka kwano, ke gore ne re dirisa any kind of product tse redi
batlang.
Row206 - CLT-R: Di tswa kae, o di ithekela?
HDCC4: Ee.. re di ithekela.
Client: Di rekwa ke wena o le hair dresser kana ke salone?
HDCC4: Ah! No di rekwa ke nna as a hair dresser.
Client: O no o dira rent a chair?
HDCC4: Ee… mma.

2.4.5 Marketing the services and products of the salon to
stimulate the desire and need to obtain hairdressing
service from the particual salon. The leaflets.
2.4.6 Meeting the local ordinance requirements.

There was displayed on one of the hairdressing salon walls, a framed trade licence. A trade licence must be
obtained in order to operate a business in the coutry and it is meant to confirm that the owner(s) has met the
requirement for engaging in that particular business.

Theme 3: Exhibiting proper salon etiquette and comfort - satisfying client expectations at a reasonable level so that clients have a comfortable and satisfactory
experience. The behaviour and interactions of hairdressers and clients. Creating an environment that is conducive to client satisfaction. (She is from a
Hospitality industry background, which may be influencing her values.
Thematic Code 3.1:
Expressing preferences.

3.1.1 Talking about specific choices for things liked or
disliked in working in a hair salon.
3.1.2 Acknowledging how what they do may be different from
what some customers may be familiar with from
previous experiences with doing hair at other salons.
3.1.3 Seeking to achieve hairdresser self-gratification from
doing things with satisfactory results.

HD2-I/C: Row104 – Mm… ai! Ke rata go khatha jaana. Row106 - Ee… no, go khatha ga go tsee… ke gore, go
dira hair cutting le hair locking…
CLT-R: Hair locking?
HD2-I/C: Mm, hair… hair locking… ke yone. Row108 - Ee… mma, go relaxa le gone is part of… nka go dira
le gone. Ke raya hela mo go tweng… ga gotwe ke specialize ke tla tlhopa eng hela… eng? 1 or 2? Nka
tlhopa hair cutting le dread locking. Row108 – nka re ba tla tla specialist sa carrot se le fa.
CLT-R: Ao!
HD2-I/C: Mm…
(The hairdresser explains the hair work that he prefers to do and when asked what he would do if a client came
in wanting to plait he said he would ask them to come at another time when the ‘carrot’ specialist is in. Carrot
is a plait style named so locally for the way it starts of thin and thickening as it progresses when more and more
hair extensions are added.)
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Thematic Code 3.2:
Conferring with client about
intended outcome; what
they would like to have
done.
This kind of emotional
persuasiveness is meant to
achieve the client’s buy-in
for the results, such that
their satisfaction is
facilitated and subsequently
their retention.

Thematic Code 3.3:
Responding to requests and
inquiries.

Theme 4:

3.2.1 Making sure that the customer is clear on what is being
done and that they approve.
3.2.2 Negotiating with customer how the service being done
should be rendered.
3.2.3 Keeping the customer updated on the progress being
made regarding the service they are getting.
3.2.4 Negotiating with customer to determine an appropriate
plan of action that would suit their needs.

HDCC4/HD2:Row23 - Hee monna ke lapile monna, on this side, umm should I just…
CLT6: Mhm? Don’t cut it all, just on the back.
HD2: Should I trim?
CLT6: Mm.
HD2: How, are they good?
CLT6: .... just go down.
HDCC1:Row12 - A a hisa, kana a siame? Metsi?
Client: A siame.
HDCC1: Okay. Ga o utlwa o ka re a… a go hisa o mpolelele.

3.2.5 Appealing for the customer’s loyalty and retention.
3.2.6 Soliciting feedback on service being or to be rendered.
Establishing the reasons why a customer came to the
salon and the service they would like done for them.
3.3.1 Giving relevant and appropriate answers to questions that
have been asked.
3.3.2 Performing accordingly to a call for action.

HDCC4/HD2:Row156 & 157 –
CLT-R: O ya go tsaya nako e kae go twista?
HD2: Go raya gore ko tsaya exactly thirty minutes go twista.
CLT-R: Ehee…
HD2: Ke gore ke tla berekela mo nakong, e be ke tla ke tsaya bo 20 minutes go styla gape, ke tla
berekela straight mo nakong. Ke teng ntates.
CLT-R: Ke cliente? Ee, mma.

Portraying elements of the social culture in a hairdressing salon environment - creating a space conducive for productive work and socializing.

Thematic Code 4.1:
Discussing social issues and
current events.

Thematic Code 4.2:
Connecting with the
clientele

4.1.1 Getting involved in conversations that entail political
and social issues that affect the society.

HD2-C5: Row18 - But nowadays it seems that the education is a little bit dropping down… I mean the results.
CLT6: Yea.. not doing so well for past.
HD2-C5: The past rates.
CLT6: ... starting from 2012.
HD2-C5: Yah starting from the 2012.
CLT6: 2012 results which was.. e-e there a number of… there are a number of the C's.

4.2.1 Putting the customer at ease and making them feel
welcomed and valued; engaging in simple
conversations for developing relationships of trust and
confidence with customers.

HD2-C5: Row10 - You once came here last time, akere?
CLT6: Yah.
HD2-C5: Mmm. I remember.
CLT6: I came here about three times.
HD2-C5: Three times. Row12 - So I will insist that you come and take the free cut after 5 services.
CLT6: You will keep a record.
HD2-C5: Mhm.
CLT6: You will keep a record?
HD2-C5: Yah! I’m keeping a record. Akere I know all the people who I assist.
CLT6: Ah-ah! So after 5 it’s free?

4.2.2 Extending the subjects of conversation to the issues of
interest to the customer.
4.2.3 Understanding customer routines and responding
accordingly to their preferences.
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4.2.4 Getting to know who the customers are and their
common tendencies
4.2.5 Capitalizing on the customer networks for referral to the
hairdressing salon.

HD2-C5: Yah! After 5… the sixth.
CLT6: The sixth one is free?
HD2-C5: Akere that means you are being loyal to me, so I have to give you a benefit.
CLT6: That’s a good promotion.

4.2.6 Showing common courtesy and impressing on the
customer that they would receive good service at the
salon.
4.2.7 Discussing personal interests (facebook).
4.2.8 Offering incentives to attract customers.

Thematic Code 4.3:
Connecting with co-workers.

Thematic Code 4.4:
Rationalizing the social and
spatial provisions for the
hairdressing salon

4.3.1 Striking up casual conversations about personal, social
and work related issues.
4.3.2 Discovering common interests.
4.4.1 Lay out of the hairdressing salon – reception, a waiting
area, workstations, shampoo station, kitchen, ablution,
storage, marketing material, equipment.
4.4.2 Creating and providing the right ambience (opened up
space for ease of movement, choice of color scheme)
4.4.3 Keeping the customers occupied (magazines, radio, CD
player)

HD2-I/C: Row134 – (56:40) O tshega eng Jane, o tshega eng? Le nna ke ne ke ile kerekeng mama, ne ke ile
kerekeng ko Kopong. Hee… Jane, wa reng naare? Ah! Straight. Le nna ne ke ile kerekeng ko Kopong.
HD1: Wena?
HD2-I/C: Mm.
HD1: Ao! O tla re buisa o heditse, o hodile sharpo.

HD2-I/C: Row210 - Ee… le tse eleng gore di tlhopiwa ke diclient most of the time.
HD2-I/C: Row212 - Ba ne ba dirisa easy waves.
HD2-I/C: Ah! No, ke yone e neng e le cheap, gape dilo tse nne ke di dira… ne ke dira bo… go na
le diservice tse di tshwanang bo dicurle… bo diwave… mo tlhogong. So bontsi jwa batho
ne ke ba dira diwave mo tlhogong.
HD2-I/C: Row216 – No, bone ba di dira hela ka gore… ke gore… ga ke ise ke nne le
dicustomara tse di batlang dilo tsa go tshwana le tseo. It’s there and there… le go dira
dicurle jaana. Curle hela… curle like. Ee… moriri o nna dicurl.
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Appendix 16: Transcript extracts for conversations and interviews
Extract 1.1.1 – HSM-C: Explaining procedures

TC1.1 Explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty work
HSM-C: Row1 - So, ke di ira… softe, so that ga ke… di phulela ko tlase jaana,
e be go nna easy to pull it down.

So, I make them… soft, so that when I… pull them down
like this, it can be easy to pull it down.

HSM-C: Row15 - Ke di pushetsa ko teng… dicuticles.

I am pushing them in… the cuticles.

CLT-R: Mm?

Mm?

HSM-C: Ke di pushetsa mo teng.

I am pushing them in.

CLT-R: Mm.

Mm

HSM-C: So that… (Inaudible utterance) Row17 - Ga ke di pushetsa mo teng, ke
tla bo ke avoida gone go re di tswele ko ntle. Ga di tswela kontle, o tla hitlhela
di itira… dinamanyana tsa teng jaana… di lepella jaana. Mo gongwe o bo o
utlwa go le botlhoko… go re o di khathe jaana.

So that… When I push them in, I will be avoiding that they
stick out. When they stick out, you find they turn… the
pieces of flesh like… hang like this. At times they hurt…
such that you want to cut them like this.

CLT-R: Go re o lome ka meno.

It feels like you should bite them off with the teeth.

HSM-C: O di lome ka meno (Client chuckles). Gape le ga ke di pusha jaana, ke
dira gore go nne… easy go tshasa nail polish… go tswa hela from the bottom
of the nail.

Bite them off with the teeth. Also when I push like this, I
am making sure that it is… easy to apply nail polish… right
from the bottom of the nail.

Extract 1.1.2 – HD1-C1: Explaining actions being undertaken
TC1.1 Explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty work
HD1-C1: Row5 - O seka wa hakgamala go… before fela ke go tlhapisa ke
tshwanetse gore ke analaese moriri wa gago pele… le s’kalpo.

Don’t be surprised to… before I even start to give you a
wash I have to analyze your hair first.. and the scalp.

CLT1: Ee… mma.

Yes ma’am.

HD1-C1: Ke bone gore a ga o na dintho mo s’kalpong, dandruff ya gago e ntse
jang, moriri wa gago o ntse jang…

I have to check if you have any sores on the scalp, how
the dandruff is, how your hair is….

CLT1: Mhmn…
HD1-C1: Row12 - So ke tsile go go tlhapisa ka uplifting shampoo, wa utlwa?
Uplifting…

So I am going to use uplifting shampoo to wash you, you
understand? Uplifting…

CLT1: Mma?

What?

HD1-C1: Ke tlo go tlhapisa ka uplifting shampoo.

I am going to use uplifting shampoo to wash you.

CLT1: Okay.
HD1-C1: Ee… e ntsha leswe lotlhe mo s’kalpong, most of leswe le le mo
s’kalpong, wa ntlhaloganya?

It removes all the dirt from the scalp, most of the dirt that
is on the scalp, you understand me?

CLT1: Mm.

Yes

Extract 1.1.3 – HD2-I/C - Providing details for proper ways of doing a procedure.
TC1.1 Explaining the procedure being done for hair and beauty work

HD2-I/C: Row58-60 - Crotchete, crotchete ke technique e nngwe ya go twista
dread. We… we u… use a needle. Go na le lemao la teng.

Crotchet, crotchet is another technique for twisting dread.
We… we u… use a needle. There is a needle for that.
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Extract 1.2.1 – HD1-C1: Directing one to act in a specified way
TC:1.2 Giving instructions or directions

HD1-C1: Row1 - Ee… mma ke kopa gore o nne fatshe pele.

Yes ma’am, may I ask that you sit down first.

HD1-C1: Row24 - Ke kopa gore o tle go nna ha. Sori? Tla o nne ha.

I request that you come and sit here. Sorry, come and sit here.

Extract 1.2.2 – HD1-C1: Ordering one to do something
TC:1.2 Giving instructions or directions
HD1-C1: Row7 - Ee… are ye go tlhapa.

Yes… let's go and wash.

HD1-C1: Row26 - Okay, a reye mama ke heditse.

Okay, let’s go ma’am I have finished.

Extract 1.3.1 – HD3-C1: Warning on bad effects of hair practice
TC:1.3 Giving advice

HD3-C1: Row15 - O seka wa nna o itlwaetsa go nna o tsenya piece
thata. E na le diabe mo go senyegeng ga moriri.

Don’t make attaching a piece too much of a habit. It contributes to
damaging the hair

CLT8: Dread?
HD3-C1: Ka re piece. O seka wa nna o rokella piece.

I said piece. Don’t keep on sewing it on.

CLT8: Ke e tsenya fela fa gongwe.

I only use it sometimes.

HD3-C1: O sa diege thata ka yone?

Without leaving it on for long?

CLT8: Ke e tsenya kgwedi.

I leave it on for a month.

HD3-C1: Ee, kgwedi e seng e re fa o ntsha piece o bo o re piece… o
bo o re piece.

Yes, a month, not to remove one piece and immediately you put
on another piece… you put on another piece.

CLT8: E dira jang fa o e tsenya?

What does it do when I put it on?

HD3-C1: Ya o kgaola.

It breaks it.

CLT8: How?
HD3-C1: O itse gore piece e tshwana le… ke gore ga ke itse nka e
tshwantshanya le eng. O bona gore gone jaana o na le growth?
Oa bona gore o na le growthenyana akere? But then gape go
tshwana fela o nna o styletse ruri o sa… kana gare o ete o ema
pele go nna le growth e be e le gone… kana go tshwana o nna o
logetse ruri. Akere batho ba bangwe ba dumela mo go reng o
gole. A-e, wa bo o dameijega. O kgona go hella o tla go tlhapa
hela o sa ire sepe se se ntsi. Jaanong mo motho e reng a tlhapa
a bo a retoucha, a bo a bowa a loga, ah, moriri o sa tsenwe ke
phefo ke mathata. Go kgona ba di-half head.

You know it’s like… it’s just that I don’t know what I can compare it
with. You see that right now you have growth? You see that you
have a little growth right? But then it’s also like when you style too
often without… what must happen is that you should time and agin
wait to have growth and then you can… it’s just like if you plait all
the time. Isn’t it that some people believe it should grow. No, that
only causes damage. You could come just for a shampoo and
nothing else. Unlike when one gets to shampoo and then retouch,
and even plait right then, ah, when the hair does not get a break
it’s a problem.

Extract 1.3.2 – HD2-I/C: Recommending a style for customer
TC:1.3 Giving advice

HD2-I/C: Ke leketsa style se sengwe gore se ka nna jang. Ka re ke
lekeletsa style se sengwe gore se ka nna jang… se ka le
tshwanna gore! Ga ke se dirile se le straight se ka le tshwanna.

I am trying out one style on you to see how it would be. I am
saying I am trying out a certain style to see how it would be… it
would suit you very well! If I make it straight it would suit you.
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Extract 1.4.1 – HD1-C1: Soliciting details on previous treatments
TC:1.4 Investigating a condition or situation

HD1-C1: Row30, 31 & 32 - O sale o khatha diends la bofelo leng?

When last did you cut the ends?

CLT1: Ke retoucha… ga ke retoucha. Ke retouchitse three weeks back.

When I re-touched… when I retouched. I retouched three
weeks back.

HD1-C1: Three weeks back? O bo o khatha diends?

Three weeks back? And you cut the ends?

CLT1: Mm.

Yes.

HD1-C1: Ao! Mme okare ga a go ira le ga e le sepe.

Oh! But it’s like you never did a thing.

CLT1: Ebile ha gongwe o ngkhathetse moriri… ha o ka lemoga.

He even cut off my hair… if you noticed.

HD1-C1: Mhm.
CLT1: Gore moriri wa…

Such that the hair…

HD1-C1: Ka… ke ne ke re… ke setse ke re ke go botsa gore a go… gongwe
go irwa ke gore o diends di dintsi or…

That.. I was saying… was about to ask if maybe it was
because it has a lot of ends or…

CLT1: Mm-Mm.

No.

HD1-C1: Ke eng? Ee… ke a bona gore ha go a supahala gore sekere…

What is it? Yes… I can see here it shows it was the
scissors

CLT1: O o tsere hela jaana a ithaya a re ke dira box cut.

He took it just like this thinking I was doing a box cut.

HD1-C1: A ithaya a re ke eng?

Thinking it was what?.

CLT1: A ithaya a re ke a khatha. O tlwaetse go dira… nnetlane… go khatha
batho akere?

Thinking I was cutting. He usually does… this thing… to
cut people right?

HD1-C1: Ee…

Yes...

CLT1: Thata, thata, ke motho o o dirang box cut.

Mostly, the person does box cut.

HD1-C1: Ee…

Yes.

CLT1: So, nna ne ke ile go retoucha. Ene e rile hela ke nna mo setilong a
bo a re tlabo! Hela jaana.

So, I had gone to retouch. As soon as I sat down he went
ahead and cut!

HD1-C1: Ehee… a ipolella gore o tloo dira box cut?

Ehee… thinking you came to do a box cut?

CLT1: Yes!
HD1-C: Ao, jaanong mme ya bone e simollwa fela ka… ka sekere hela…

Oh, but then theirs is straight away started with… with the
scissors…

CLT1: Ka sekere.

With the scissors..

HD1-C1: …o ise o bo o bue le motho (Chuckle)

…before you even talk to the person (Chuckle).
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Extract 1.4.2 – HD3-C1: Testing suitability of procedure
TC:1.4 Investigating a condition or situation
HD3-C1: E tlaa bo e le lantlha o dirisa gele?

Is this the first time you will be using gel?

CLT8: Ee rra, ga ke nke ke o tsenya sepe.

Yes sir, I never apply anything on it.

HD3-C1: Row3 - Ao (…) Ke batla go leka sengwe pele ka ha
morago… gore a o ka kgona go twistega. Akere ga o o
tlwaeditse… ga o nna o crotcheta… oa bona… ga o ka tshwara
golo fa… oa utlwa gore go ntse jang?

Yea… I would first like to try something at the back… whether it
will be possible to twist it. It’s just that you have often done…
when you always crotchet… you see… if you touch here… can
you feel how it is?

CLT8: Oh…
HD3-C1: So o hitlhele go le dingalo gore o lockege ga o tlwaetse
crotchete. Ke tla lekeletsa pele ka fa morago ke bone gore a ga o
tshwarege. O ne o re o crotchetile leng la bohelo?

So you find that it is a problem for it to lock if it is accustomed to
crocheting. I will try first at the back to see if it holds. When did
you say was the last time you crochet?

CLT8: Ka February.

In February.

HD3-C1: Row5 - O ne o bleacha kae? O dirisa eng, tint kana yone
bleach?

Where did you bleach? What did you use, tint or the bleach itself?

CLT8: Tint.

Extract 1.5.1 – HD1-C1: Appraising the outcome of a procedure
TC:1.5 Evaluating nail/hair quality

HD1-C1: Row36 - Ee… yone… gape… gape motho yo o na a go
retoucha… go na le ha go lebegang gore go utlwile relaxerara…
ha gongwe ga go a utlwa relaxerara sentle.

Yes… that one…. also… again the person who did your retouch…
it looks like some parts got the effect of the relaxer… elsewhere it
did not get good effect of the relaxer.

CLT1: Mm.

Yes.

HD1-C1: O a bona? Akere ke gone gore ga re retouche ka go
tshwana, wa ntlhaloganya?

You see? That is because we differ in how we retouch, you
understand me?

CLT1: Mm.

Yes.

HD1-C1: Most of the people hela ga ba retoucha ba a kama, motho a
ba a sa dirise relaxerara e e enough.

Most of the people comb out when they retouch, the person does
not use enough relaxer.

CLT1: Mm.

Yes.

HD1-C1: Wa bona? A ba dirisa sekamo thata.

You see? Then they use the comb a lot.

CLT1: Mhmn…!
HD1-C1: So kana ga o retoucha ga re relaxerara e utlwale mo
moriring, wa bona?

So when you retouch the relaxer must have a good effect on the
hair, you see?

CLT1: Mhm.
HD1-C1: Ee, e bereke, go bereke chemicale e seng scal… sekamo,
wa ntlhaloganya?

Yes, it must do the job, it’s the chemical that must work and not the
scal… the comb, you understand me?
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Extract 1.6.1 – HD2-I/C: Gaining hairdressing competencies

TC:1.6 Mapping and outlining knowledge domains and pathways for acquiring knowledge, skills and experience
HD2-I/C: Row226 - Ehee… ah! Kana go dira dilo tse malatsi a go
gontsi. Nna ga ke tsena ko GTC ke ne ka rutiwa dread with two
techniques. Ke gore ke dirile jaaka ke dirisa s’kamo. Ke gore ga o
dirisa s’kamo o dirisa sone hela. Ga o dirise… wa riana o bo o
hella gone ha, o bo o e robatsa. Ga o dira jaana gape… nna ga
ke riana ke reela gore… ke gore ke utlwe gore e siame. Go na le
palm twist ka letsogo. Ke gore you simply… wa o kama pele ko
tlase o bo o baya s’kamo, o bo o riana. Ke tsone ditechnique tsa
teng tse.

Ehee… ah! It’s just that to do these things, these days there are many
ways. As for me when I went to the GTC I was taught dread with two
techniques. It’s like I did it this way using the comb. It’s like when you
use the comb you use it only. You don’t use… you do like this and
stop there, then set it down. When you do like this again… as for me
when I do like this it is so that… so that I feel that it is okay. There is
also the palm twist using the hand. It’s like you simply… you first
comb it, put away the comb, and do like this. Those are the
techniques.

Extract 1.6.2 – HD2-I/C: Adding knowledge after school
TC:1.6 Mapping and outlining knowledge domains and pathways for acquiring knowledge, skills and experience
HD2-I/C: Row74 -– Nnyaa, crotchete ga ra… ga ra e rutiwa. E rile… e
rile ke tsena mo industryng ke hitlhetse e le gore ba dira jalo… e a
dirisiwa. Row78 -– ee… go na le… nkile ka berekela ko saluning e
nngwe kwa. Go ne go na le a special… yoo neng a specializa ka
dreadlocking. Row79 – Nnyaa, o ne a specializa ka go dira di… naa
specializa go dira… ka didread hela.

No, crotchete we did not… we were not taught that. When…
when I joined the industry, I found that they do it… it was
being used. Yes… there is… I once worked at one salon over
there. There was a special … one who specialized in
dreadlocking. No, he just specialized in doing… he
specialized in doing… in dread only.

CLT-R: Ehee…

Ahhh...

HD2-I/C: Jaanong a bo a helela a nthuta go crotcheta.

So he ended up teaching me how to crotchet.

Extract 1.6.3 – HD2-I/C: Articulating school-based knowledge

TC:1.6 Mapping and outlining knowledge domains and pathways for acquiring knowledge, skills and experience
HD2-I/C: Row232 – Ee. Diunit tsa hairdressing di dintsi. Akere go
na le bohair locking, hair cutting, hair extension, hair
colouring… e be ke hella ke tshwara. Row236 - Le ba
bangwe, bo… bo… kana diunit tsa teng di dintsi. Go na le
bo… diunit tsa bokey skills jaana. Gape… ee… ke gore go na
le bo entrepreneurship. Ga e… ha e le gore o batla go bula
business… your own salon, ‘ne re rutwa go kwala dibusiness
plan. Dilo tsa go tshwana le tseo, ko… bocommunication skills
o rutwa go bua le dicustomara… how you approach
customers. Re rutilwe gone koo. Go na le… le bo… le bo… go
na le eng gape? Le boSelling jaana. Selling… its a unit le
yone ya rutwa.

Yes. The units for hairdressing are many. You see there are the
likes of hair locking, hair cutting, hair extension, hair colouring… I
did grasp all that. As well as others, like… like… thing is the units
are so many. There are… units like key skills for instance. Also…
yes… there is entrepreneurship. When… if you want to start a
business… your own salon, we were taught to write business
plans. Things like those , in communication skills we were taught
to talk to customers… how you approach customers. We were
taught there. There is… there is… there is… what else is there?
Such as Selling… Selling… it’s also a unit being taught.

CLT-R: Selling what?
HD2-I/C: Ah! Ga ke itse gore… ke lebetse sentle gore… no it’s
just go bitswa Selling, ga ke itse gore Selling… yone mme ga
e under key skills.

Ah! I don’t know… I forgot… no it’s just to call it Selling, I don’t
know what Selling… It is not under key skill though.

CLT-R: Row237 - E under eng?

It is under what?

HD2-I/C: E under hairdressing hela koo…

It is under hairdressing…
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Extract 2.1.1 – HD1-C1: Soliciting assistance of colleagues
TC:2.1 Making requests

HD1-C1: Row16 - Ee… tlhe mma kopa Ndodo a mo dire. Ke setse ke
fellwa ke energy. (cellphone rings). Rra! Wa ntshimolla akere
Mpho. Tlhe mma bolelela Ndodo gore re na le situatione. Ao
bathong! Ofeng?

Yes… please ma’am ask HDX1 to work on her. I am now
losing energy. You are provoking me Mpho. Please ma’am
tell Ndodo that we have a situation. Oh no guys! Which one?

HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Ga ke bolo go baya mme yo tota Precious… two heads! Ga
ke bolo go mmaa. HD3 ga a kake a dira?

I Have long kept this lady waiting Precious… two heads! I
have long kept her waiting. Can HD3 not do her?

HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: No, kante… akere ga a e rokelle?

No, Is it not… isn’t it she is not sewing it on?

HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Ee… tlhe mma mo tlhalosetse.

Yes… please ma’am, explain to her.

HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Eng?

What?

HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Kana akere go tswa fa ke a tlhapisa, ga ke tswa ke a blow
draya.

It’s just that from here I have shampooing to do, and then
blow drying

Extract 2.1.2 – HD1-C1: Responding to rejection
TC:2.1 Making requests

HD1-C1: Row21 - Waitse HD3 ene…

You know as for HD3…

HSM: (Unclear utterances)
HD1-C1: Akere o utlwa gore a re ga a amane le relaxara
gompieno? Akere mo ne ke mo thusa dihighlights. Ee… ha…
ke sa mo charge. Ke mo relaxaditse. Ke ntse ke mo raya ke
re a nrelaxetse, go gana. Ke tla kopa Olebile a nrelaxetse ha
go nna maswe.

Did you hear that he said he is not touching any relaxer today? Isn’t it
I was earlier helping him with highlights. Yes… here… without
charging him. I did relaxing for him. I have just been asking him to do
relaxing for me, he refused. I will ask HDX2 to do relaxing for me
when it gets tough.

HSM: Hee… ija! (Chuckle) Ke gone hela. Kana a tshware
phafo… a tshware phafo.

Hee… well! That’s it. Or she should make a puff… make a puff.

Extract 2.1.3 – HD1-C1: Negotiating with fellow workers
TC:2.1 Making requests

HD1-C1: Mma? HD3 o tla mblow-drayela. Ke tla kopa TT a mblowdrayela. TT wee… tla kwano.

Ma’am? HD3 will blow dry for me. I will ask TT to blow dry for
me. TT… come here.

HD3: Iyee…

What…

HD1-C1: Tla kwano. Ke na le situationenyana… ke na le
situationenyana. Mme yole gatwe o batla go… go tshwara phafo
hela.

Come here. I have a little situation… I have a little situation. I
understand that lady would like to… just to make a puff.

HD3: Phafo ya eng?

Puff with what?
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HD1-C1: Phafo hela ka piece e a e tshotseng.

Just a puff with the piece she has.

HD3: Ehe…

Okay…

HD1-C1: So… ne ke kopa gore e kare ke sena go tlhapisa ha o bo o
mblow-drayela mme yo.

So I am asking that after I complete shampooing here you
blow-dry this lady for me.

HD3: Yo?

This one?

HD1-C1: Ee…

Yes…

HD3: Ee…

Yes…

HD1-C1: O ka mo ntirela akere?

You will do her for me right?

HD3: O raa go tshwara phafo hela? A tshwara…

You mean to just make a puff? She is making…

HSM: Go raya gore wa rokella?

Does it mean she is sewing it on.

HD1-C1: Ga ke bone… wa e rokella?

I don’t think so… are you sewing it on?

HSM: Ke hairpiece hela ga… ga se ponytail.

Its just a hairpiece not… its not a ponytail.

HD1-C1: Ke tla bua le ene pele ha ke hetsa go tlhapisa ha wa utlwa? E
be ke bua le wena.

I will talk to here first when I finish shampooing here, okay?

HD3: O bua le nna?

Are you talking to me?

HD1-C1: Ee… ke tla boela ko go wena.

Yes… I will come back to you.

Extract 2.1.4 – HD1-C1: Expressing common courtesy
TC:2.1 Making requests

HD1-C1: Row23 - Nte e re e santse e bereka ke bo ke bua le mme o o kwa ole.

Let me talk to that other lady while it is still processing.

CLT1: Mm.

Okay.

Extract 2.1.5 – HSM-C: Delegating tasks
TC:2.1 Making requests

HSM-C: Row20 - Oketsa hoo HDX1.

Make it louder there HDX1.

HSM-C: Oketsanyana

Raise it a little more.

HSM-C: Row20 - e seng thata thata, oa utlwa?

Not too much, okay?

Extract 2.2.1 – HD1-C1: Identifying products for a given situation
TC:2.2 Product identification and pricing

HD1-C1: Row23 - Ke go tshasa… conditionara.

I am applying on you… the conditioner.

CLT1: Mhm!

Oh!

HD1-C1: …ya… ya… organic wa utlwa?

… it’s of… it’s of… Organic you understand?

CLT1: Okay.
HD1-C1: E bidiwa Replenishing Pack. E ya moisturaesa… e ya
detangla… e strengthena moriri…

It’s called Replenishing Pack. It moisturerises… it detangles…
it strengthens the hair...
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CLT1: Okay.
HD1-C1: Mm. It’s more like a treatment akere?
CLT1: Gatwe e bidiwa eng?

What is it called?

HD1-C1: Replenishing pack.
CLT1: Ke ya Dark and Lovely?

Is it of the Dark and Lovely?.

HD1-C1: Ee-e, ke ya organic.

No, it’s of Organic.

CLT1: Organic?
HD1-C1: Akere o lemogile gore golo ha most of the products tse re di
dirisang…

Isn’t it you realized that in this place most of the products we
use...

CLT1: Mm…

Yes…

HD1-C1: …brand ba teng ke organic… organic?

… the brand is Organic… Organic.

CLT1: Mm…

Yes...

Extract 2.2.2 – HSM-C: Justifying the choice of a product
TC:2.2 Product identification and pricing

HSM-C: Row71 - Ke tlo go boa ke aplyaya… (unclear utterance)

I will thereafter apply … (unclear utterance)

CLT-R: E e irang eng jaanong?

What does that one do now?

HSM-C: E bidiwa UV gel. Ga ke e tshasi… (Unclear utterance) UV
gel… ga ke e tshasitse go tla bo go shaena.

It is called UV gel. When I have appl… (unclear utterance) UV
gel… when I have applied it there will be a shine.

CLT-R: Mm…

Yes...

HSM-C: And then le shining ya teng will be there for a very long
time. Ga o e ntsha… o tlo go pallwa ke go e… ga e kgone… ga
o kgone go e sutlha ka… nail polish remover. Go tla bo gore o e
faele.

And then even the shining will be there for a very long time. When
you apply it… you will not be able to…it doesn’t… you can’t clean it
off with… nail polish remover. It will mean you should file it off.

Extract 2.2.3 – HD1-C1: Pricing the products
TC:2.2 Product identification and pricing
CLT1: Row41 & 42 - Ke bokae mahura a?

What is the cost of this cream?

HD1-C1: Mma?

Pardon?

CLT1: Ke bokae hair food e?

What is the cost of this hair food?

HD1-C1: Ke eighty five Pula.

It’s eighty five Pula.

CLT1: Eight five?

Eighty five?

HD1-C1: Ee… O itse gore nna ke e ratela eng? Ga e dire moriri greasy. Akere
tse dingwe o fitlhela go itshupa gore hei, motho yo o itshasitse mafura tota.
So mo go tshwana hela le ga o itshasitse body lotion hela. (Chuckle)

Yes… You know why I like it? It does not make the hair
greasy. Isn’t it you find that with some it shows that
hey, this person has really applied hair cream.
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Extract 2.2.4 – HD3-C3: Pricing of a service
TC:2.2 Product identification and pricing

CLT9: Maloba ha ke tsena ha African mall ke re ba mpeole
office cut… (machine sound makes it difficult to get what the
client says).

The other day when I went to the African Mall to do an office cut…

HD3-C3: Row10 - O ira bob cut? O irang, o itlela ka relaxer
kana o irang? O itlela ka… o tla bo o tla o relaxer o si…
gotlhe gotlhe price yotlhe? Ya Dark and Lovely ke 100 Pula,
then cut yone ke 40 Pula which is going to be 140 Pula

Were you doing a bob cut? Doing what, bringing your own relaxer or
doing what? Bringing your own… you will be bringing your own
relaxer… the price for everything? For Dark and Lovely it’s 100 Pula,
then the cut is 40 Pula which is going to be 140 Pula.

Extract 2.2.5 – HD2-I/C: Shopping for products
TC:2.2 Product identification and pricing

HD2-I/C: Row324 – Knockout… ba Payless ga e yo. Ee… ne ke batla,
akere maloba ke ga… 50Pula ko… ga e yo. Ke nna ke ba botsa go re
distock... ba stocke dilonyana tse dingwe tse. Kae? Ga ke itse… ke
ko nnetaneng hela ka kwa. 50 Pula… ko Choppies. Ehee… kana
Choppies nngwe le nngwe a teng teng. A a ntseng jaana. Le a batle
ko Choppies.

Knockout… at Payless its not available. Yes… I was looking,
the other day it… 50 Pula at… it’s not available. I keep asking
them about stock… to stock some of these things. Where? I
don’t know… it’s only at the other side. 50 Pula… at
Choppies. Aha… it’s available at any Choppies. One like this.
Look at Choppies.

HD2-I/C: Row337 - Go shorta eng re thwahalle go ordara da?

What are we short of so we get serious about making orders?

Extract 2.2.6 – HD1-C1: Selling products
TC:2.2 Product identification and pricing

HD1-C1: Ke kopa braid… braid ya gago. Kana ga wa reka braid?

May I have the braid… your braid. Or you did not buy the braid?

CLT1: Mm-Mm.

No.

HD1-C1: Okay… re na le braid. Ke ten Pula. (Chuckle)

Okay… we have the braid. It’s Ten Pula. (Chuckle)

Extract 2.3.1 – HD1-C1: Adopting alternative measures
TC:2.3 Addressing problem situations

HSM: Dirisa a pele a. Tshella ka hale. Ke mixetsa ka ha, ke be ke tla
ke mixetsa ha.

Use this first. Pour from the other side. I mix in here, and then
mix again here.

HD1-C1: Ehe, okay.

Aha…, okay.

HSM: Go raya gore ke ya go ya White City… go na le kgwetlho ka ha.
Ke gore ke tsamaye ka bill gompieno ko White City… ya metsi.

It means I will go to White City… there is a challenge on this
side. I should take the bill along to White City… for the water.

Extract 2.3.2 – HD2-I/C: Awareness and alertness to risks
TC:2.3 Addressing problem situations

HD2-I/C: Row205 - Tse dingwe… tse dingwe di… ke gore go
tshwana le… akere ke gore product le ha di sa tshwane, mme hela
le ha e le bo dishampoo jaana, o kgona go itse go shampooa ka
producte e ngwe le e ngwe… ga o itse go shampooa. Go
shampooa it’s very simple… le go conditiona it’s very simple.
Mathata hela ke ko go relexeng. O kgona go hitlhela gore o dirisa…
kana relexara ke producte e e leng gore e reacta ka bonako. E
kgona go go tshuba letlalo. Jaanong e kgona… e re o dirisa
producte e nngwe motho a ba a go bolelela gore o a sha mo
thogong. Next time ga a boa… ke… ga o kake wa e dirisa... sha mo
thogong maloba, ee. Jaanong tse dingwe tse tsone di motlhofo
hela. Before ke tla go berekela ha ne ke bereka ko Phikwe.

Some… some are… it’s like… it’s that even when products are
not the same, or lets say it’s a shampoo, you will be able to
shampoo with any product… as long as you know how to
shampoo. Shampooing is very simple… even conditioning is
very simple. The problem is whith relaxing. You may find that
you are using … by the way the relaxer is a product that reacts
very quickly. It can cause scalds on the scalp. So it is possible…
that when using one product someone tells you they feel burning
on the scalp. Next time when they come back… it… you will not
use it… scalds on the head last time, yes. But the others are just
easy. Before I came to work here I was working in Phikwe.
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Extract 2.4.1 – HD2-I/C: Expressing versatility
TC:2.4 Coordination and synergy

HD2-I/C: Row205 - Before ke tla go berekela ha ne ke bereka ko
Phikwe.

Before I came to work here, I was working at Phikwe..

CLT-R:

At Phikwe.

Ko Phikwe?

HD2-I/C: So kwa ne re sa bereke jaaka kwano. Ke gore… ne re dirisa
any kind of product tse re di batlang.

So there I did not work like I do here. It’s like… we used any
kind of product we wanted.

CLT-R:

Where were those from?

Row206 - Di tswa kae? O di ithekela?

HD2-I/C: Ee… re di ithekela.

Yes… we bought our own.

CLT-R:

Did you buy as the hairdresser or the salon did?

Di rekwa ke wena o le hairdresser kana ke salune?

HD2-I/C: Ah! No, di rekwa ke nna as a hairdresser.

Oh no, they were bought by myself as a hairdresser.

CLT-R:

We you doing the rent-a-chair.

O no o dira rent-a-chair?

HD2-I/C: Ee… mma. Row208 - Ah… e siame hela. Nna e ne e le la
ntlha ke e bereka. Ke gore e batla motho o… ga go tla ko mading
go batla motho o… gore… ee... o o botlhale.

Yes… maám. Ah… it’s just okay. For me it was the first time I
worked with it. The only thing is that it requires a person who…
when it comes to money it needs a person who… that… yes…
who is smart.

CLT-R:

What is smart?

Botlhale ke eng?

HD2-I/C: Like… akere mo rent-a-chair o amogela at any time e o
batlang ka yone cause madi a teng… a o a iperekelang ke a gago.
So if o tsile go ikamogedisa malatsi otlhe it’s up to you. Ga ele gore
ga o ikamogedise malatsi otlhe o tla benefita something.

Like… it’s like with rent-a-chair you earn wages anytime you
wish cause the money… you work for belongs to you. So if you
pay yourself every day, it’s up to you. If you don’t pay yourself
every day you will benefit something.

Extract 2.4.2 – HD2-I/C: Articulating responsibilities
TC:2.4 Coordination and synergy

HD2-I/C: Row269 - Ah! N…o, ke ne ke… ke nna ne ke duedisa
batho. Ee, ke nna jaaka ha receptioning hale… ke nna ke
duedisa batho, ke isa madi ko bankeng, ke a recorda, ke eta ke
cheka stock gore se teng. Row271 - Nnyaa, ke gore, kana go
bereka mo salon reception… you are… you are something like a
supervisor, kana a manager. Ee… akere ke wena o maneijang
dilo tse di mo saluning.

Ah! N…o, I was… I collected payments from the people. Yes,
sitting like there at the reception… collecting payments from the
people, taking the money to the bank, recording it, and in the
process checking that there was stock available. No, it’s just that
working in a salon reception… you are… you are something like a
supervisor, or a manager. Yes… it is you who manages the things
in the salon.

CLT-R:

So you had authority?

Row272 - So ne o na le maemo?

HD2-I/C: Mma?

Pardon?

CLT-R:

You had authority in the salon?

O ne o na le maemo mo saluning?

HD2-I/C: Ee… mma. Nnyaa ke gore hela batho ba bangwe baa e
nyatsa. Mm… yone e monate.

Yes maám. No it’s just that some people look down upon it. Mm…
it is fun.
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Extract 2.4.3 – HD3-C1: Promoting cooperative behaviours
TC:2.4 Coordination and synergy

HD3-C1: Row16 - Ee dumelang… ee… o ka tsena.

Yes hello… yes… you may come in.

CLT 3: Ke batla go ikhatha.

I would like to cut.

HSM: O batla go ikhatha? HD3 bona mme yoo.

You would like to cut? HD3 please attend to that lady.

HD3-C1: No… akere… o lebetse jaanong gore ke a ba tsaya
jaanong? Checka boHD2 o utlwe gore ba tsamaya jang. Go
setse go le…

No… you know… Have you now forgotten that I am now taking
them? Check HD2 and the others to hear how they are. It is
already…

HSM: (calls for other hairdressers) HD1 o a khatha akere?

HD1 isn’t it you do haircuts?

Extract 2.4.4 – HD2-C2: Managing finances
TC:2.4 Coordination and synergy

HD2-C2: Row8 - HSM ware go na le discount?

HSM did you say there is a discount?

HSM-C: Row10 - But ke a kwala hela a le mmogo.

But I record the whole amount.

HD2-C2: Row11 – Ee… o… oo… ga o tsenye a le yaanong?

Yes… you… you… are you not adding that other amount now?]

HSM-C: Row12 - A eng?

What was it for?

HD2-C2: Row13 - Akere ke rile o tsenye le ale… o ntshe aa kwa
ale.

I said you should also add that other amount… subtract that other
one?

HSM-C: Row14 - Joo… ee… ke tla a tsenya. Ke tsentse wa
bona?

Oh… yes… I will add it. I have added you see?

HD2-C2: Row15 - 65 le gale…

65 by the way…

HSM-C: Row16 - Ke 65?

Is it 65?

HD2-C2: Row17 – E-e a ke 35.

No this one is 35.

HSM-C: Row 19 - …ira xaga mo bukeng ke mokwalo o montle ga
e batle mekwalo ya bo HD3.

… don’t make a mess in the book, it’s beautiful handwriting, we
don’t want handwriting like HD3’s.

Extract 2.4.5 – HD2-I/C: Blowing own trumpet
TC:2.4 Coordination and synergy

HD2-I/C: Ee… Ke a bua le batho. Ha gongwe ga ba… ba… ba…
gape le my service… ke gore ke ofara service to the point e e
leng gore the customara e tshwanna ke gore e kgotsofale. Ee…

Yes… I talk to people. Sometimes when they… they… they…
again my service… it’s like I offer service to the point that the
customer must be satisfied. Yes…

CLT-R:

And they would come back?

E be e boa?

HD2-I/C: E be e boa. Ha e le gore ke khatha monna ha, a be a
itumetse! Ga bo rre ba itumela go raya gore ba yo go thota family
yotlhe e tla kwano. Ha e le gore ke khatha monna yo o nang le
company go raya gore oo thota diemployee hela tsothe.

And they come back. When I cut a gentleman here, he has to be
happy! When the men are happy, it means they will bring the
whole family back here. If I cut a man who owns a company it
means he will bring all his employees.
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Extract 2.4.6 – HD1-C1: Social media marketing
TC:2.4 Coordination and synergy

HD1-C1: Ehe! Ke style se se mo flyreng… se o se boneng mo flyreng?

Wow! Is it the style on the flyer… did you see it on the flyer?

CLT1: Se mo facebookung.

It is on the facebook.

HD1-C1: Ehe… se mo facebookung gape?

Oh… it’s also on the facebook?

CLT1: Mm.

Yes.

HD1-C1: Okay… (Chuckle) Okay.

Extract 3.1.1 – HD2-I/C: Expressing preferences
TC:3.1 Expressing preferences

HD2-I/C: Row104 – Mm… ai! Ke rata go khatha jaana. Row106 Ee… no, go khatha ga go tsee… ke gore, go dira hair cutting
le hair locking…

Mm… oh! I like doing cuts for instance. Yes… no, cutting does not
take… it’s just that, doing a hair cut and hair locking.

CLT-R: Hair locking?
HD2-I/C: Mm, hair… hair locking… ke yone. Row108 - Ee…
mma, go relaxa le gone is part of… nka go dira le gone. Ke
raya hela mo go tweng… ga gotwe ke specialize ke tla tlhopa
eng hela… eng? 1 or 2? Nka tlhopa hair cutting le dread
locking. Row108 – Nka re ba tla tla specialist sa carrot se le
fa.

Yes, hair… hair locking.. that is it. Yes… maám, doing relaxing is
also part of… I can also do it. I just mean when… if I am asked what
I would choose if I have to specialize… what? 1 or 2? I would
choose hair cutting and dread locking. I would say they can come
back when the carrot specialist is available.

Extract 3.1.2 – HD2-I/C: Achieving self-gratification
TC:3.1 Expressing preferences

HD2-I/C: Row171 – Ya diline? Ke yone e e siameng.

The one in lines? That is the good one.

CLT-R: Ka go reng?

Why?

HD2-I/C: Row172 Ke gore le ha o styla… le ha o e robatsa, e
robala sentle.

Because even when you style… when you make it to lie down, it settles
down very well.

CLT-R:

Is that so?

A mme?

HD2-I/C: Mm, e tsamaya le tsone diline tseo smart.

Yes, it just goes along those lines in a smart way.

Extract 3.2.1 – HD2-C5: Verifying customer expectations

TC:3.2 Conferring with client about intended outcome regarding what they would like to have done
HD2-C5: Row9 - this size is okay or I should….?
CLT6: ....I think you will just have to…
HD2-C5: Huh?
CLT6: After getting the size in… just make it to the level.
HD2-C5: Okay.
CLT6: That size is good.
HD2-C5: Row23 - Hee monna ke lapile monna. On this side, umm should I just…
CLT6: Mhm? Don’t cut it all, just on the back.
HD2-C5: Should I trim?
CLT6: Mm.
HD2-C5: How, are they good?
CLT6: .... just go down.
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Extract 3.2.2 – HD3-C1: Verifying customer’s service requirements

TC:3.2 Conferring with client about intended outcome regarding what they would like to have done
HD3-C1: Row2 - Ee mma mmhm! Okay, o tlhola o tla go twista kwano?

Yes madam! Okay, do you normally come here to twist?

CLT8: Ke nna ke crotcheta fela.

I always crotchet.

HD3-C1: Gompieno o batla go irang?

What do you want to do today?

CLT8: Go o s’tyla, ba bo ba re o twistiwa pele.

To style it, but they told me it has to be twisted first.

HD3-C1: Ke o twiste pele?

Should I twist it first?

CLT8: Ee.

Yes.

Extract 3.2.3 – HD2-I/C: Soliciting feedback on comfort

TC:3.2 Conferring with client about intended outcome regarding what they would like to have done
HD2-I/C: Row151 - E ntse jang? Ga ke o kama jaana ga go botlhoko?

How is it? Does it not hurt when I comb out?

CLT-R: O botlhoko.

It hurts.

HD2-I/C: Ehe, ee… ke goga growth e e ko tlase tlase e. E ntsi. Row216 - Ga
ke twista jaana ga go botlhoko? Row272 - Ga ke dira jaana ga go
bothoko? Go siame hela?

Oh, yes… I am stretching the growth that is beneath. It’s
a lot. When I twist like this does it hurt? When I do like
this does it hurt?

CLT-R: E bile tlhogo yame e ya sidilega.

My head is even getting soothed.

Extract 3.3.1 – HD1-C1: Responding to an inquiry
TC:1.4 Responding to requests and inquiries
HD1-C1: Row14 - Mm?
Colleague: Ga a siama?

Is she not okay?

HD1-C1: Ee… o ka mo tlhapisa wa utlwa? O tloga a over processor
jaanong.

Yes… you may wash her you hear? She will soon over
process.

Extract 4.1.1 – HD2-C5: Discussion social issues

TC:4.1 Discussing social issues and current events
HD2-C5: Row18 - But nowadays it seems that the education is a little bit dropping down… I mean the results.
CLT6: Yea.. not doing so well for past.
HD2-C5: The past rates.
CLT6: ... starting from 2012.
HD2-C5: Yah starting from the 2012.
CLT6: 2012 results which was.. e-e there a number of… there are a number of the C's.

Extract 4.2.1 – HDC-C1: Making the client welcomed
TC:4.2 Connecting with the clientele
HD1-C1: Row24 - Dumela gape…

Hello once more…

Another Client: Ee… mma
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Extract 4.2.2 – HSM-C: Issues of interest to the customer
HSM-C: Row52 - Ya… it’s better go e ira a le abroad…

Yes, it’s better to do it abroad

CLT-R: Mm?
HSM-C: …because most of batho ba ne re tsena le bone… ba nne
ba ira… culinary…

…because most of the people we attended with… who were
doing… culinary…

CLT-R: Mm?
HSM-C: …most of them ba ko… ba ko… er… ba bangwe ba ko…
States, ba bangwe ba ko… Canada, ba bangwe ba kae ne?

…most of them are in… they are in… er… some are in the States,
some are in… Canada, by the way where are the others?

CLT-R: Batswana?
HSM-C: Batswana
CLT-R: Mhm…
HSM-C: So go na le Batswana ba bangwe ba ba neng ba ile
dicruise-shiping.
CLT-R:

So there are some Batswana who had gone on cruise boats.

Ao?

HSM-C: Mm! So its better a e dira ko ntle a ba a tsamaya a ya bo
France.

So it’s better he does it outside and then he goes to the likes of
France.

Extract 4.2.3 – HD2-I/C: Understanding client preferences
TC:4.2 Connecting with the clientele

CLT-R: Row209 - So o no o ithekela diproducts tse di ratiwang ke
wena?

So did you buy products that were of your own choice?

HD2-I/C: Mma?
CLT-R: O no o ithekela diproducts tse o di ratang?

Did you buy products that were of your own choice?

HD2-I/C: Row210 - Ee… le tse eleng gore di tlhopiwa ke diclient most ofYes… also those that the clients chose most of the time.
the time.
CLT-R: Row211 - What did your clients like?
HD2-I/C: Mma?
CLT-R: What did your clients like most of the time?
HD2-I/C: Row212 - Ba ne ba dirisa easy waves.

They used easy waves

CLT-R: Why?
HD2-I/C: Ah! No, ke yone e neng e le cheap, gape dilo tse nne ke di
dira… ne ke dira bo… go na le diservice tse di tshwanang bo
dicurle… bo diwave… mo tlhogong. So bontsi jwa batho ne ke ba dira
diwave mo tlhogong.

Ah! No, it’s the one that was cheap, and the things I did… I did
like… there are services such as curls… waves… on the head.
So for most of the people I did waves on the head

CLT-R: Row213 - Diwave di ratwa thata ko Phikwe?

Are waves liked a lot in Phikwe?

HD2-I/C: Row214 - Ee… basimanyana jaana.

Yes… the young boys for instance.
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CLT-R: Row215 - Ba Gaborone ga ba di ire thata?

Those in Gaborone don’t do them a lot?

HD2-I/C: Row216 – No, bone ba di dira hela ka gore… ke gore… ga ke
ise ke nne le dicustomara tse di batlang dilo tsa go tshwana le tseo.
It’s there and there… le go dira dicurle jaana. Curle hela… curle
like. Ee… moriri o nna dicurl.

No, those only do them because… it’s just that… I haven’t had
customers who want things like that. It’s there and there… and
doing curls for instance. Just curl… curl like. Yes … the hair
becomes curly

Extract 4.2.4 – HD1-C1: Capitalizing on customer networks
TC:4.2 Connecting with the clientele

HD1-C1: Row11 - Ke ipotsa gore o ntse o le kae.

I have been wondering about your whereabouts.

CLT1: Nyaa nna ne ke sa itse…

No I did not know…

HSM: Leti a rialo. A ga ke a go bolella… nako ele jaaka nno… ko go Leti
nako ele?

That’s what Leti says. Didn’t I tell you… that time when… at
Leti’s that time?

CLT1: Le gone ke e bone fela ka gore… gongwe ebile Leti a ka bo a sa
mpolella… nna a laekile page ya teng, mo facebookung.

I just saw it because… maybe even Leti would not have told
me… she had liked the page on facebook.

HSM: A mme?

Is that so?

CLT1: Ee… go raya gore e be ke bona, e be ke tsena mo dinepeng.

Yes… it then means I saw it, I then went into the pictures.

Extract 4.2.5 – HD2-C5: Offering incentives to customers

TC:4.2 Connecting with the clientele
HD2-C5: Row10 - You once came here last time, akere?
CLT6: Yah.
HD2-C5: Mmm. I remember.
CLT6: I came here about three times.
HD2-C5: Three times. Row12 - So I will insist that you come and take the free cut after 5 services.
CLT6: You will keep a record.
HD2-C5: Mhm.
CLT6: You will keep a record?
HD2-C5: Yah! I’m keeping a record. Akere I know all the people who I assist.
CLT6: Ah-ah! So after 5 it’s free?
HD2-C5: Yah! After 5… the sixth.
CLT6: The sixth one is free?
HD2-C5: Akere that means you are being loyal to me, so I have to give you a benefit.
CLT6: That’s a good promotion.

Extract 4.3.1 – HD1-C1: Striking casual conversations
TC:4.3 Connecting with co-workers
HD1-C1: Row30 - Wa reng HD2?

What’s up HD2?

HD2: Aa… ga ke bue, ga ke bue hela…

Aa… no talk, I just have nothing to say…

HD1-C1: Ke a bona gore…

[I can see that…]

HD2: Mhm?
HD1-C1: Ka re ke a bona gore o ba betsa ka rotary… wa ba
shaa-shaa… wa shampooa, o shampooist.

I say I can see that you’re hitting them with rotary… you are doing shaashaa to them… you are shampooing, you’re a shampooist

HD2: (Unclear utterance)
HD1-C1: Ke batla go go hira.

I want to hire you.

Another Female Voice: O ipitsa shampooist gompieno? Ka re

He calls himself a shampooist today? I mean HD2.
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Appendix 17: Data sources for the research questions
Data Source

Data item selected for
Abbreviation
analysis
Data sources for the Research Question 1 (RQ1)
Conversation
Transcripts

• Hairdressing Salon Manager

HSM-C

Key informant for operations.

Conversation
• Hairdresser 1-Conversation 1

HD1-C1

• Hairdresser 2-

HD2-C/I

With a client doing hair
straightening and plaiting
Researcher was the client and the
interview questions were infused
with the conversation
With colleague(s) in the
hairdressing salon
With English speaking client
With client doing a dreadlocking
twist hair-do
With client doing a haircut
The participants here raised
information on language and
literacy practices in their
vocation.

Interview/Conversation

Interview
Transcripts

• Hairdresser 2-Conversation 2

HD2-C2

• Hairdresser 2-Conversation 5
• Hairdresser 3-Conversation 1

HD2-C5
HD3-C1

• Hairdresser 3-Conversation 2
• Hairdressing Salon Manager-

HD3-C2
HSM-I

Interview
• Hairdresser 1-Interview
• Hairdresser 2-

Artifacts
Photos from
album

Reason for selection

Interview/Conversation
Hairdresser 3-Interview
Hairdressing Salon-Artifact 1
Hairdressing Salon-Artifact 3
Hairdressing Salon-Layout &
Equipment 3
• Hairdressing Salon-Layout &
Equipment 5
• Hairdressing Salon-Layout &
Equipment 7
• Hairdressing Salon-Layout &
Equipment 8
• Hairdresser 1-Conversation 1
•
•
•
•

• Hairdressing Salon-Marketing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material 1
Hairdressing Salon-Marketing
Material 2
Hairdressing Salon-Product
Promoting Literature 3
Hairdressing Salon-Product
Promoting Literature 5
Hairdressing Salon-Product
Promoting Literature 7
Hairdressing Salon-Product
Promoting Literature 9
Hairdressing Salon-Product

HD1-I
HD2-I/C
HD3-I
HS-A1
HS-A3
HS-L&E3
HS-L&E5
HS-L&E7
HS-L&E8
HD1-C1
HS-MM1

Aprons and towels stored off the
floor
Hairdresser wearing protective
clothing (Apron)
A display of products for
customers to see.
Disinfecting equipment
Customer with protective
clothing (Towel on the shoulders
Extract from a pamphlet

HS-MM2
HS-PPL3
HS-PPL5
HS-PPL7
HS-PPL9
HS-PPL19
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Fieldnotes

Promoting Literature 19
• Hairdressing Salon-Notices &
Signage3 and 4
• Hairdressing Salon-Notices &
Signage 14
Fieldnotes as taken on various
occasions of observations

HS-N&S3 and
4
HS-N&S14
FN-29/03/2014
FN-01/04/2014
FN-02/04/2014
FN-19/04/2014
FN-21/04/2014

Extracted from the records done
on the dates shown with the
abbreviation

Data sources for the Research Question 2 and 3 (RQ2 & 3)
Interview
Transcripts

• Lecturer Hairdressing Key
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum
documents

•
•

Skills-Interview
Lecturer HairdressingInterview
Curriculum DeveloperInterview
Internal Verifier-Interview
External Verifier-Interview
Student Focus GroupInterview
Hairdresser - Interviews

LHKS-I
LHD-I
CD-I
IV-I
EV-I
SFG-I
HD-I

Data sources for the Research Question 4 (RQ4):
The language and literacy data codes in Appendix 15.
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Appendix 18: An illustration of reflections of the hairdressers’ Language and Literacy
Practices in the HBT curriculum
Language and
Literacy
Practices (LLPs)
- Themes

Reflection on the HBT Curriculum

Perceptions of HBT curriculum
practitioners and beneficiaries

Theme 1: Asserting professional identity and experience – hairdressing is a profession because one can get a
qualification from being trained [LHD-I]
Explain correctly the process of conducting hair and scalp tests
[BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 2]
Present accurate and relevant information that suits a straightforward
subject and purpose [BTEP-COMM-2 Performance Criteria 2005, page
3]

Explaining actions being done [SFG-I]

1.3. GIVING ADVICE

Advise clients on aftercare and date of next salon visit/frequency of
professional care [BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 20]
Make contributions which take the discussion forward [BTEPCOMM-3 Performance Criteria 2005, page 2]

Hairdressers give advice to their customers which
means that the soft skills are implicitly covered in
the content curriculum, content lecturers should
be aware of this and bring such to the attention of
the key skills lecturers [CD-I]

1.4. INVESTIGATING A

Carry out relevant tests correctly and record the results [BTEPHBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 37]
Create opportunities for others to contribute [BTEP-COMM-3
Performance Criteria 2005, page 2]

Investigating a condition [

1.1. EXPLAINING THE
PROCEDURE BEING DONE
FOR HAIR AND BEAUTY
WORK

When the hairdressers explain what they do using
the language of hairdressing, customers get
confident in them. [CD-I]

1.2. GIVING
INSTRUCTIONS OR
DIRECTIONS

CONDITION OR SITUATION

1.5. EVALUATING HAIR OR
NAIL QUALITY

1.6. MAPPING AND
OUTLINING KNOWLEDGE
DOMAINS AND PATHWAYS
FOR ACQUIRING
KNOWLEDGE SKILLS AND
EXPERIENCE

Describe correctly the structure of the hair [BTEP-HBT-2008,
Performance Criteria page 56]
Requirements as stipulated in the curriculum documents [BTEP-HBT2008, BTEP-COMM-1, BTEP-COMM-2, BTEP-COMM-3, BTEP-COMM4] This unit seeks not only to meet the candidates’ needs to acquire
knowledge and skill in setting and finishing hair but also to improve
competence across a range of skills incorporating elements of Key Skills
such as Personal and Interpersonal and Communication. (BTEP
Certificate in Hairdressing, 2008).

Preparing for more active involvement in the
industry [SFG7-I “I chose hairdressing because I
wanted to have a certificate in doing hair because out
there you can just plait”]
Making every effort to prepare students to be as
professional as possible [LHD-I]

Theme 2: Attending to the hairdressing salon operational matters
They have to be able to allocate tasks [CD-I]

2.1. MAKING REQUESTS
2.2. PRODUCT
IDENTIFICATION AND
MANAGEMENT

2.3. ADDRESSING
PROBLEM SITUATIONS

Select appropriate products and tools/equipment to achieve the
agreed style [BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 20]
Maintain security of products and equipment stored and used
within the salon [BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 29]
Displaying products in an orderly manner and for ease of access
[Fieldnotes – 09-04-2014]
Use the main points and ideas from the materials provided for a
given purpose [BTEP-COMM-1 Performance Criteria 2005, page 5]
Student was observed looking for information from a folder during
the process of working on a client [Fieldnotes – 11-04-2014]
Use (appropriate) visual aids to express main points (which clearly
illustrate the points being made) on a straightforward subject
[BTEP-COMM-2 Performance Criteria 2005, page 4]

Reading and following instructions [LHKS-I

Maintain safe and hygienic practice throughout [BTEP-HBT-2008,
Performance Criteria page 4]

Paying attention to safety issues like protective
clothing [SFG-I SHD1:]
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2.4. COORDINATING AND
MAINTAINING SYNERGY

The students cleaning up at the end of session [Fieldnotes – 09-042014]
Identify and summarise accurately solutions to the problem
identified [BTEP-COMM-4 Performance Criteria 2013, page 3]

Maintaining a safe and secure environment for
clients [

Complete accurately client’s record card [BTEP-HBT-2008,
Performance Criteria page 18]
Present (organised, accurate and) relevant information that suits a
straightforward (complex) subject and the purpose [BTEP-COMM-3
Performance Criteria 2005, page 3]
Clear signage in the simulate salon [Fieldnotes – 09-04-2014]

PIPS teaches time management skills,
prioritizing skills, conflict resolution, etc. [CD-I]

Theme 3: Exhibiting proper salon etiquette and comfort
3.1. EXPRESSING
PREFERENCES

Selecting appropriate technique to meet the client’s requirements
[BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 78]

Speaking out, convince and persuasion [SFG-I]
They have to be reflective of their own strengths
and weaknesses and to make a plan for improving
the weaknesses [Curriculum Officer Interview]
Negotiation skills are taught [LHKS-I]

3.2. CONFERRING WITH
CLIENT ABOUT INTENDED
OUTCOME

3.3. RESPONDING TO
REQUESTS AND INQUIRIES

Communicate effectively with the client to establish requirements
[BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 18]
Make contributions which are (clear, precise) relevant (suited) to a
straightforward (complex) subject and purpose [BTEP-COMM-2
Performance Criteria 2005, page 2]

Conferring with the client – entails selling value
service, how to sell as in advertising the service or the
business itself, and to have a relationship with the
clientele [SFG-I]

Respond to all comments and questions raised by the customer in
a satisfactory manner [BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page
128]
Listen (attentively) and respond appropriately (sensitively) to what
others say [BTEP-COMM-1 Performance Criteria 2005, page 2]

Proper response to make clients comfortable; (the
behaviour of clients in real situations is different from
when they are at the college clinic) [SFG-I]

Theme 4: Portraying elements of the social culture in a hairdressing salon environment
4.1. DISCUSSING SOCIAL
ISSUES AND CURRENT
EVENTS

4.2. CONNECTING WITH
THE CLIENTELE

Treat visitors and people making enquiries in a courteous manner
[BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance Criteria page 66]
Use visual aids suited to the audience and the situation [BTEPCOMM-1 Performance Criteria 2005, page 4]
Making contributions which are (clear and) relevant (suited) to the
audience and situation [BTEP-COMM-3 Performance Criteria 2005,
page2]

Paying attention to client behaviour so as to
understand what the client is looking for [SFG-I]
Making the client comfortable (The language used
by the hairdressers in the salon is chosen to follow
what the client is comfortable with [SFG-I]
Dressing properly [SFG-I]
Receive the client in a professional manner [LHKS]

4.3. CONNECTING WITH
CO-WORKERS

Connecting with the co-workers (Tshegofatso)
[Student Focus Group Interview]
Students support each other during learning, they
learn team building from the PIPS [CD-I]

4.4. RATIONALIZING THE
SOCIAL AND SPATIAL
PROVISIONS FOR THE
HAIRDRESSING SALON

Explain the benefits of a professional salon image [BTEP-HBT-2008,
Performance Criteria page 65]
Use visual aids at an appropriate time and place [BTEP-COMM-2
Performance Criteria 2005, page 4]
Maintain a neat and attractive salon [BTEP-HBT-2008, Performance
Criteria page 66] organised simulate salon with a workstation for
each worker and mobile trolleys for equipment and products being
used [Observation notes – 08/04/2014]
(At all times, candidates should be encouraged to create conducive
environments for communication, such as reducing background noise,
distractions and careful body positioning)
Engagement with English and Setswana – The language of the

The lab at the college is well equipped and
students practice what they learn, students meet
with clients and a repertoire of skills can be
applied. E.g welcoming the client, explaining to
them in full the treatment they are getting, explain
the odds and evens of a procedure, the pricing
and costing, they make requests [CD-I]
Engagement with English and Setswana –
The assumption that English is the language of
communication in real salons is false; teaching
etiquette in Setswana should be considered [CD-I,
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curriculum at the college is English as dictated by the language in
education policy for Botswana.
Mixing of English and Setswana occurs during learning (studentsstudents, students-lecturers, students-clients). [Fieldnotes – 11-04-2014]
Language repertoire - English used for instruction assuming it is
the tool for communicating with customers; Setswana unofficially
finds its way into learning spaces. [Fieldnotes – 11-04-2014]

EV-I, IV-I, LHD-I]
Preferred language as Setswana [SFG-I, HD1-I]
Creating and providing the correct ambience - not
shouting over clients, organising equipment to be by
the work station [SFG-I].

All written work in the student’s portfolios was in English
[Fieldnotes – 17-04-2014]
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Appendix 19: Sample of student work
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